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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

COLUMBIA DIVISION 
 

THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP, 

and 

TAIWAN SCOTT, on behalf of himself and all 
other similarly situated persons, 

                                          Plaintiffs, 

                    vs. 

THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, in his official 
capacity as President of the Senate;  
LUKE A. RANKIN, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee; 
JAMES H. LUCAS, in his official capacity as 
Speaker of the House of Representatives; 
CHRIS MURPHY, in his official capacity as 
Chairman of the House of Representatives 
Judiciary Committee; WALLACE H. 
JORDAN, in his official capacity as Chairman 
of the House of Representatives Elections Law 
Subcommittee; HOWARD KNAPP, in his 
official capacity as interim Executive Director 
of the South Carolina State Election 
Commission; JOHN WELLS, Chair,  
JOANNE DAY, CLIFFORD J. ELDER, 
LINDA MCCALL, and SCOTT MOSELEY, 
in their official capacities as members of the 
South Carolina State Election Commission, 

                                          Defendants. 

 

 

Case No.  3:21-cv-03302-MGL-TJH-RMG 

SENATE DEFENDANTS’ AND HOUSE 
DEFENDANTS’ REPLY IN SUPPORT 

OF MOTION TO STRIKE 
PLAINTIFFS’ IMPROPER 

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES AND 
EXCLUDE UNTIMELY WITNESSES 

 

 
 

 Plaintiffs’ untimely Opposition (Dkt. No. 326) only confirms that the Court should grant 

the Senate Defendants’ and House Defendants’ Motion to Strike Plaintiffs’ Improper 

Supplemental Disclosures and Exclude Untimely Witnesses (Dkt. No. 321).  In fact, Plaintiffs have 

waived any opposition to the Motion because they waited six days after the deadline to file it.  The 
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parties stipulated that for all “motions related to discovery . . . the responding party shall have three 

business days to respond to the motion, and the moving party shall have one business day to reply 

to the response.”  Dkt. No. 199 at 2.  Plaintiffs insisted on shortening the response and reply period 

for discovery-related motions because of the truncated discovery period in this case.  See Dkt. No. 

109 at 8; Dkt. No. 199.  

 The Senate Defendants’ and the House Defendants’ Motion “related to discovery,” id.: it 

seeks relief from Plaintiffs’ untimely Second Supplemental Disclosures filed under the federal 

discovery rule, Federal Rule 26, from Plaintiffs’ dilatory identification of “witnesses [late] in the 

discovery process,” Loc. Civ. R. 16.02(D)(2) (D.S.C.), and from Plaintiffs’ request for a one-sided 

expansion of discovery beyond the dates Plaintiffs agreed to and insisted upon.  The Senate 

Defendants and the House Defendants filed the Motion on August 16, 2022, so Plaintiffs’ 

Opposition was due on August 19, 2022.  See Dkt. No. 199 at 2.  Without explanation, Plaintiffs 

waited until August 25, 2022 to file it.  The Court should grant the Motion for that reason alone.  

See id.1 

 Even if the Court reaches the merits, it still should grant the Motion.  Plaintiffs offer no 

persuasive argument, let alone authority, to excuse their violations of Federal Rule 26 and this 

Court’s local rules.  The Court should strike Plaintiffs’ Second Supplemental Initial Disclosures, 

preclude Plaintiffs’ untimely witnesses from testifying at trial, and strike the Supplemental Expert 

Report of Plaintiffs’ putative expert Moon Duchin. 

 
1 By the same token, Plaintiffs have also waived the right to file a reply in support of their 

baseless motion for in camera review and motion to compel.  See Dkt. No. 199 (stipulating that 
the party who files a discovery motion has one business day after the response is filed to submit a 
reply).  The Senate Defendants filed their response in opposition to Plaintiffs’ motion, see Dkt. 
No. 322, within three business days, as required, on August 23, 2022, see Dkt. No. 325.  Plaintiffs 
have not filed a reply in the three days since. 
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I. THE COURT SHOULD STRIKE PLAINTIFFS’ SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
INITIAL DISCLOSURES 

 For the reasons the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants have explained, the Court 

should strike Plaintiffs’ Second Supplemental Initial Disclosures and exclude the seven untimely 

disclosed witnesses from this case.  See Dkt. No. 321 at 2-7.  If anything, the prejudice to the 

Senate Defendants and the House Defendants from Plaintiffs’ untimely disclosures has only 

increased since they filed the Motion: instead of filing a timely opposition to the Motion, Plaintiffs 

waited an additional six days—for a total of nine days—to respond.  See supra pp. 1-2.  The Senate 

Defendants and the House Defendants have already begun intensive pretrial and trial preparations 

to meet the Court’s pretrial deadlines and prepare the case for trial.  See, e.g., Dkt. No. 210.  

Plaintiffs’ delay thus eliminates any possibility of showing “good cause” to excuse their violation 

of the rules and the resulting surprise and prejudice to the Senate Defendants and the House 

Defendants.  Local Civ. R. 16.02(D)(2); see Dkt. No. 321 at 2-7. 

 Even now, Plaintiffs offer no explanation for their untimely disclosure of these individuals.  

Their Opposition never tells the Court why they did not disclose those individuals until the eve of 

the close of discovery, much less how “good cause” excuses their delay.  See Dkt. No. 326; see 

also Loc. Civ. R. 16.02(D)(2).  This failure is telling because Plaintiffs have had 14 days since the 

Senate Defendants first objected to their untimely Second Supplemental Disclosures to formulate 

a position on good cause.  The Senate Defendants waited four days on Plaintiffs’ national counsel’s 

designated spokesman on this issue (out of 22 counsel of record) to schedule a meet-and-confer.  

But Plaintiffs failed in both the meet-and-confer and their Opposition to offer any explanation as 

to how good cause can exist for their dilatory disclosures.  

 Moreover, in fact, Plaintiffs’ Opposition confirms that these individuals and their proposed 

testimony were known to Plaintiffs for months.  In particular, six of the individuals are 
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“high[-]ranking . . . officials” of Plaintiff SC NAACP who propose to testify about “Charleston 

County,” “North Charleston,” “Richland,” “Sumter” and “Berkeley,” Dkt. No. 326 at 7, 11-12—

all of which are places that Plaintiffs put in issue in this litigation as far back as their operative 

Third Amended Complaint filed in May, see, e.g., Dkt. No. 267 ¶¶ 8, 70, 73, 80, 86, 93, 111, 122, 

123, 125, 139, 150-151, 153-154.  Plaintiffs also note that the seventh individual, Mr. Anjene 

Davis, testified during “the Senate’s August 2021 public hearing.”  Dkt. No. 326 at 12-13.  Mr. 

Davis’s testimony therefore has been known to Plaintiffs since at least that time, even before they 

filed suit.  See id.  If, as Plaintiffs now contend, these individuals’ proposed testimony is 

“important” to their case, Dkt. No. 326 at 11, then Plaintiffs should have disclosed them months 

ago rather than waiting until the waning days of discovery to do so, see Dkt. No. 321 at 2-7. 

 Plaintiffs offer several other arguments in an attempt to salvage their Second Supplemental 

Disclosures, all of which fail.  First, Plaintiffs contend that they “named the witnesses as soon as 

they settled on potentially proffering them at trial.”  Dkt. No. 326 at 13.  But that is not the standard: 

Plaintiffs’ obligation was to name these individuals as soon as they determined that they “may use” 

their testimony at trial, Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(i) (emphasis added), and to show “good cause” 

for disclosing them “within the last twenty-eight (28) days of the discovery period,” Loc. Civ. R. 

16.02(D)(2).  Plaintiffs’ argument simply confirms Plaintiffs’ delay; it does not articulate “good 

cause” for it.  Id.  To the contrary, the Court’s good cause standard prevents a party from “settl[ing] 

on potentially proffering [witnesses] at trial” merely at its whim.  Dkt. No. 326 at 13.  To adopt 

Plaintiffs’ position would render the good cause standard meaningless. 

 Second, Plaintiffs argue that “any prejudice to the Defendants is de minimis” because 

“Plaintiffs had identified in their disclosures the ‘executive leadership’ of the South Carolina 

NAACP and ‘individuals and subchapters affiliated with’” the SC NAACP.  Dkt. No. 326 at 13-
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14.  But such vague references do not satisfy Federal Rule 26 or this Court’s local rules.  See Dkt. 

No. 321 at 2-7.  Moreover, Defendants had no obligation to seek “clarification or object to such 

disclosure,” Dkt. No. 326 at 14; rather, Plaintiffs had an obligation timely to disclose individuals 

who they might call as witnesses at trial, see Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(i); Loc. Civ. R. 

16.02(D)(2). 

 Plaintiffs, however, make the startling assertion that the Senate Defendants’ reliance on 

their interrogatory response about what witnesses have relevant information is “misleading.”  Dkt. 

No. 326 at 14 n.7.  Although this Court already warned Plaintiffs about the requirement to 

supplement discovery responses, see 4/12/2022 Hr’g Tr. at 26 (Gergel, J., stating Defendants are 

“entitled to having a full discovery” and “there’s a little coyness to some of these plaintiff 

responses that . . . are going to bite you in the rear at some point if you don’t give them the 

information”) (Ex. 1), Plaintiffs are still pulling from their old bag of tricks in an apparent attempt 

to deprive the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants of fair discovery and a fair trial. 

 Third, Plaintiffs suggest that the Defendants are responsible for “cur[ing]” the prejudice 

Plaintiffs have inflicted on them by “deposing these individuals” before trial.  Dkt. No. 326 at 14. 

Plaintiffs thus ignore that their delay in naming these individuals until the very end of discovery—

and in filing their Opposition—prejudices the Defendants’ opportunity to take discovery, to 

comply with the Court’s scheduling order, and otherwise to prepare for trial.  See Dkt. No. 321 at 

2-7.  Indeed, Plaintiffs have not identified these seven witnesses as custodians in any of their 

document productions, waited to disclose these new witnesses after the deadline for the Senate 

Defendants and the House Defendants to serve written discovery relating to the witnesses, and did 

not identify or produce any new documents with their Second Supplemental Disclosures.  

Document discovery is now closed.  Thus, the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants have 
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no opportunity to seek documents from these witnesses, let alone to do so with sufficient time to 

prepare for and take their depositions and prepare for trial.  See generally J.R. v. Walgreens Boots 

All., Inc., 470 F. Supp. 3d 534, 548 n.2 (D.S.C. 2020) (“In local parlance, this strategy would be 

called ‘sandbagging.’”).  And the prejudice from Plaintiffs’ untimely disclosure is only magnified 

if, as Plaintiffs suggest, they intend to call “more than 40 individuals” as witnesses at trial.  Dkt. 

No. 326 at 14 n.7.   

 Moreover, Plaintiffs’ unsupported assertion that “there is no reason to believe that [the 

individuals’] testimony will impact Defendants’ defense at trial,” id. at 14, is puzzling.  If Plaintiffs 

are conceding that these witnesses’ testimony cannot defeat or even affect the Senate Defendants’ 

or the House Defendants’ defenses on the merits, then there is no reason to call them at trial.  In 

all events, it is impossible for the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants to know whether, 

and how, to defend against these individuals’ proposed testimony unless and until they have the 

opportunity to take document discovery and depositions of them—an opportunity Plaintiffs 

pretermitted through their untimely disclosure.     

 In addition, Plaintiffs’ attempt to suggest an implication from the fact that the Senate 

Defendants and the House Defendants “have also elected not to depose dozens of other witnesses 

who Plaintiffs identified in their initial disclosures,” id., is equally baffling.  Plaintiffs’ initial 

disclosures listed dozens of Senate and House members and staff to whom the Senate Defendants 

and the House Defendants already had access.  See Dkt. No. 326-8, 326-9.  The Senate Defendants 

and the House Defendants therefore had no reason to depose them. 

 Third, Plaintiffs point out that “the Parties have already agreed to take three depositions 

after the close of discovery.”  Dkt. No. 326 at 14.  But cooperation on scheduling depositions of 

timely disclosed witnesses has nothing to do with whether “good cause” exists to excuse the 
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untimely disclosures of other witnesses.  Loc. Civ. R. 16.02(D)(2).  In all events, Plaintiffs once 

again misrepresent and omit material facts regarding the course of discovery.  Compare Dkt. No. 

325.  For one thing, Mr. Dale Oldham is not a “defense witness” but, instead, a third-party witness 

whom Plaintiffs subpoenaed.  Dkt. No. 326 at 3, 14.  In a good-faith effort to advance the case to 

trial, the Senate Defendants agreed to assist in procuring Mr. Oldham’s availability for a 

deposition.  Plaintiffs’ counsel agreed in writing that they would “not use any of your efforts to 

help connect us with Mr. Oldham against you or your clients,” A. Hirschel Email at 2 (Ex. 2) (A. 

Hirschel)—an agreement they have now violated the very next day in their Opposition, see Dkt. 

No. 326 at 3.  Moreover, the scheduling of depositions after the deadline was not done solely “as 

an accommodation to defense witnesses or their counsel.”  Dkt. No. 326 at 3.  For example, the 

Senate Defendants agreed to make Mr. Charles Terreni available before the discovery deadline on 

August 10-12, but Plaintiffs requested that his deposition proceed after the deadline on August 16-

17 due to Plaintiffs’ counsel’s vacation schedule, which the Senate Defendants accommodated.  

See J. Cusick & J. Gore Emails at 12, 13, 14, 18 & 22 (Ex. 3). 

 Finally, Plaintiffs suggest that the Court should excuse their untimely disclosures because 

the House Defendants’ disclosures make “general reference to 124 Members of the South Carolina 

General Assembly” and the Senate Defendants’ disclosures incorporate other parties’ disclosures 

by reference.  Dkt. No. 326 at 14 n.6.  Once again, this position fails.  The Senate Defendants and 

the House Defendants have not made any untimely disclosures of witnesses.  To the contrary, all 

of the non-rebuttal witnesses that the House Defendants or the Senate Defendants have identified 

as potential witnesses at trial were named in their own or Plaintiffs’ disclosures.  Compare Dkt. 

Nos. 326-8, 326-9, 326-13, 326-14, 326-15, with Senate Defendants’ Rule 26(a)(3) Disclosures 

(filed Aug. 26, 2022) and House Defendants’ Rule 26(a)(3) Disclosures (filed Aug. 26, 2022).  
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And unlike Plaintiffs’ “new” witnesses, the Senate Defendants’ witnesses have all produced 

documents and been deposed.  Plaintiffs cannot—in good faith—argue they are surprised by 

witnesses the Senate Defendants incorporated by reference from Plaintiffs’ own disclosures who 

have been subjected to extensive discovery.   

 Regardless, a party’s failure to specifically name in its initial disclosures individuals who 

were timely disclosed and deposed by the opposing party is “harmless” and, thus, the party may 

call such individuals as witnesses at trial.  See, e.g., Haynes v. South Carolina Waste, LLC, No. 

5:21-cv-01544-JMC, 2022 WL 2595243, *1 (D.S.C. July 6, 2022); Dixon v. Lumber Co., Inc. v. 

Austinville Limestone Co., Inc., 256 F. Supp. 3d 658, 669 (W.D. Va. 2017) (denying plaintiff’s 

motion to strike defense witnesses who plaintiff had identified in its initial disclosures and deposed 

during discovery, even though defendant did not name those witnesses in its disclosures); El 

Ranchito, Inc. v. City of Harvey, 207 F. Supp. 2d 814, 818 (N.D. Ill. 2002); Mercanio v. Smith, 

No. 1:15-cv-00807, 2017 WL 2257124, *4 (E.D. Cal. May 23, 2017).  In that scenario, there is no 

“surprise” or “prejudice” to the opposing party.  S. States Rack & Fixture, Inc. v. Sherwin-Williams 

Co., 318 F.3d 592, 596-97 (4th Cir. 2003). 

 Thus, the Senate Defendants’ and the House Defendants’ initial and pretrial disclosures are 

beside the point.  See DR Distributors, LLC v. 21 Century Smoking, Inc., 513 F. Supp. 3d 839, 972 

(N.D. Ill. 2021) (rejecting a party’s attempts at “whataboutism” and finding the party “cannot duck 

the consequences of their repeated fundamental rules violations by pointing at a single yet-to-be-

determined allegation” against the opposing party).  What matters is that Plaintiffs violated the 

rules with their untimely disclosure of seven new witnesses and have failed to show “good cause” 

to excuse the resulting surprise and prejudice to the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants.  

Loc. Civ. R. 16.02(D)(2) (D.S.C.).  The Court should strike Plaintiffs’ Second Supplemental Initial 
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Disclosures and preclude the seven untimely disclosed witnesses from testifying at trial.  See Dkt. 

No. 321 at 2-7.    

II. THE COURT SHOULD STRIKE MOON DUCHIN’S SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERT 
ANALYSIS OF THE JESSAMINE PLAN 

 For the reasons the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants have explained, the Court 

should strike Moon Duchin’s supplemental expert analysis of the Jessamine Plan.  See Dkt. No. 

321 at 7-9. 

 Plaintiffs offer no evidence to refute the uniform testimony offered by all witnesses with 

firsthand knowledge that the plans created by the National Republican Redistricting Trust 

(“NRRT”), including the Jessamine Plan, are irrelevant to this case.  Compare Dkt. No. 321 at 8-

9, with Dkt. No. 326 at 1-6.  Rather, they repeat their pattern of blatantly misrepresenting the record 

and falsely accusing the Senate Defendants of nonexistent discovery violations.  Compare Dkt. 

No. 325.  In particular, Plaintiffs lob the outrageous and false accusation that the Senate Defendants 

have “attempted to conceal” the Jessamine Plan and map.  Dkt. No. 326 at 2.  The Senate 

Defendants have done no such thing: in fact, the existence of the NRRT’s maps—and their 

irrelevance—was revealed publicly at a hearing of the Senate Judiciary Redistricting 

Subcommittee on November 29, 2021, nearly nine months ago.  See Nov. 29, 2021 Tr. at 27-35, 

67-68 (Ex. 4). 

 Moreover—contrary to Plaintiffs’ repeated misstatement—the Senate Defendants have 

never “[i]gnor[ed] the Court’s February 10 Order.”  Dkt. No. 326 at 4.  That order dealt with the 

House Defendants’ claims of legislative privilege in the House Plan litigation and had nothing to 

do with the Senate Defendants.  See Dkt. No. 153. 

 Instead, the Senate Defendants produced all materials over which they had asserted 

legislative privilege the same day as this Court’s July 5 order overruling the Senate Defendants’ 
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legislative privilege assertions.  See Dkt. No. 299.  Plaintiffs now contend that the Senate 

Defendants’ production lacked “sufficient data” to identify the various maps and plans, Dkt. No. 

326 at 4, but Plaintiffs’ Opposition is the first time the Senate Defendants have heard this 

contention.  Plaintiffs at no time raised this issue with the Senate Defendants or asked them to 

remedy it.  Rather, they waited 51 days after the Senate Defendants’ production to manufacture 

this issue in response to a motion pertaining to a completely different discovery matter.  Needless 

to say, Plaintiffs’ approach disregards multiple Local Civil Rules of the District of South Carolina.  

E.g., Local Civ. R. 7.01, 7.02, 7.03, 7.04, & 37.01 (D.S.C.). 

 Plaintiffs also complain that the Senate Defendants did not “affirmatively identify” the 

NRRT maps for them.  Id. at 5.  But Plaintiffs never propounded an interrogatory asking the Senate 

Defendants to identify the NRRT maps and do not point to any correspondence in which they 

informally asked the Senate Defendants’ counsel to do so.  That Plaintiffs apparently preferred to 

“subpoena[] NRRT” and “institute[] an action in the District of Columbia to enforce that 

subpoena,” id. at 2, has nothing to do with the Senate Defendants.  Any “delay in identifying the 

Jessamine Map was caused entirely” by Plaintiffs’ haphazard litigation strategy and obsession with 

NRRT, not the Senate Defendants.  Id. at 6. 

 Plaintiffs’ suggestion that the Senate did not post the NRRT maps “on its public website” 

for some nefarious reason, id. at 2, also ignores the record evidence.  As Mr. Terreni explained, 

the reason that the NRRT maps were not posted on the website is that they were received after the 

deadline for public submissions and, thus, were never “accepted” by the Senate Judiciary 

Redistricting Subcommittee.  Terreni Tr. 399-403 (Ex. 5).  And Plaintiffs’ representation that the 

Senate posted on its public website “every other map that the Senate received during the legislative 

process,” Dkt. No. 326 at 2, is false: Dalton Tresvant, a staffer for Democratic Congressman Jim 
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Clyburn, provided a draft map to Senate staff that was never posted to the Senate website, see 

Roberts Tr. 78-80 (Ex. 6).  

 In all events, Plaintiffs have identified no basis to conclude that Moon Duchin’s new 

analysis of the Jessamine Plan—offered months after the date for expert reports Plaintiffs agreed 

to—is proper supplementation.  The Court should strike Dr. Duchin’s new analysis of the 

Jessamine Plan. 

CONCLUSION 

 The Court should strike Plaintiffs’ Second Supplemental Initial Disclosures, prevent the 

untimely disclosed individuals from testifying as witnesses at trial, and strike all portions of Moon 

Duchin’s Supplemental Expert Report discussing the Jessamine Plan.  Unfortunately, instead of 

focusing on pretrial issues that matter, the Senate Defendants and the House Defendants have been 

forced to dedicate significant resources to addressing Plaintiffs’ indefensible positions and serial 

violations of the rules.  The Senate Defendants and the House Defendants therefore respectfully 

request a status conference with the Court to get this case back on track. 

August 26, 2022 Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/Robert E. Tyson Jr.     
Robert E. Tyson, Jr. (7815) 
Vordman Carlisle Traywick, III (12483) 
La’Jessica Stringfellow (13006) 
ROBINSON GRAY STEPP & LAFFITTE, LLC 
1310 Gadsden Street 
Post Office Box 11449 (29211) 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
(803) 929-1400 
rtyson@robinsongray.com 
ltraywick@robinsongray.com 
lstringfellow@robinsongray.com 
 
 
 
AND 
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John M. Gore (admitted pro hac vice) 
Stephen J. Kenny (admitted pro hac vice)  
JONES DAY 
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Phone: (202) 879-3939 
Fax: (202) 626-1700 
jmgore@jonesday.com 
skenny@jonesday.com 
 
Counsel for Senate Defendants 
 
/s/ Andrew A. Mathias            
Mark C. Moore (Fed. ID No. 4956) 
Jennifer J. Hollingsworth (Fed. ID No. 11704) 
Hamilton B. Barber (Fed. ID No. 13306) 
Michael A. Parente (Fed. ID No. 13358) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201 
Telephone: 803.771.8900 
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com  
HBarber@nexsenpruet.com  
MParente@nexsenpruet.com 
 
William W. Wilkins (Fed. ID No. 4662) 
Andrew A. Mathias (Fed. ID No. 10166) 
Konstantine P. Diamaduros (Fed. ID No. 12368) 
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
104 S. Main Street, Suite 900  
Greenville, SC 29601 
Telephone: 864.370.2211 
BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com  
AMathias@nexsenpruet.com  
KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Rhett D. Ricard (Fed. ID No. 13549)  
NEXSEN PRUET, LLC 
205 King Street, Suite 400  
Charleston, SC 29401  
Telephone: 843.720.1707 
RRicard@nexsenpruet.com  
 
Attorneys for James H. Lucas, Chris Murphy, and 
Wallace H. Jordan 
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Karen E. Martin, RMR, CRR
US District Court

District of South Carolina

Tuesday, April 12, 2022 

(Court was called to order at 3:01 PM)

JUDGE GERGEL:  This is Judge Gergel are my

colleagues on the line?

JUDGE HEYTENS:  This is Toby Heytens here as

well.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Judge Heytens sounds like we have

everyone on the line.

JUDGE HEYTENS:  This is Judge Heytens, Judge

Gergel and Judge Seymour are also on the line.

We are on the record in the case of South

Carolina State Conference of the NAACP vs. Alexander,

Civil Action No. 21-3302 to address the parties' various

motions to compel.

Could the counsel who will be speaking for the

plaintiffs please identify themselves for the record?  

MR. HINDLEY:  Good afternoon, Your Honors.  This

is John Hindley of Arnold Porter on behalf of plaintiffs.

JUDGE HEYTENS:  Good afternoon.

And could counsel who will be speaking this

afternoon for the House Defendants please identify

themselves?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Good afternoon, Your Honor.

This is Jennifer Hollingsworth on behalf of the House

Defendants.
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JUDGE HEYTENS:  Great.

Please make sure to identify yourselves every

time you speak to make things a little bit easier on the

court reporter.  And with that, I'm going to ask Judge

Gergel to address the issues on the motions to compel.

Judge Gergel?

JUDGE GERGEL:  Thank you, Judge Heytens.

Folks, first of all, thank you for your briefing

on these issues.  The panel has been through the various

briefs and we don't really need an argument-by-argument

objection because we have a good grasp of those.  But

there are areas of clarifications we need.  And I'm going

to raise questions, sort of have a list of questions that

I feel like we need a better understanding.

And let me just, first, in regard to the

defendant's motion to compel, that's Document No. 157,

there are a series of motions relating to the production

of issues concerning standing; and that is, whether the

plaintiff Conference of the NAACP has members in the

challenged districts.

Mr. Hindley, what have the plaintiffs actually

produced to defendants to establish standing?

MR. HINDLEY:  Thank you, Your Honor.  So the

issue of standing, as the Court made clear in its motion

to dismiss, we plan on a group of that upstanding at
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trial.  But so far to date we have produced the deposition

of President Murphy, who testified and affirmed the

standing members in each challenged district.  And the

production we have made so far reveal emails and

communications that would also substantiate plaintiff's

standing.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Have you produced the names of

individuals who you claim reside in those districts?

MR. HINDLEY:  No, Your Honor.  And unless

ordered by the Court, we don't plan to.  Because we have

the First Amendment right not to produce member names.

And if need be, we can produce those names in camera.  But

at this time we have not produced the names of members in

each challenged district.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, let me just say this.  You

know, when you assert standing, I respect the issue of

privacy.  But there's got to be -- the defendants have a

right to be satisfied and not to be just told for the

first time at trial or to have some general certification.

So the question is, what can we do or what would be a

reasonable measure to protect the privacy of your members

but at the same time to demonstrate standing?  Would a

provision of names subject to a confidentiality order with

an attorneys' eyes only for attorneys be sufficient?

MR. HINDLEY:  Plaintiffs would be happy to
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propose an affidavit on behalf of President Murphy.

JUDGE GERGEL:  With the names of the

individuals?  We don't need just a general certification.

We need names of people so that you can demonstrate you

actually have registered voters in the challenged

districts.

MR. HINDLEY:  We are open to an in camera

review.

JUDGE GERGEL:  I didn't ask in camera.  The

panel's not really set up to verify residence and

registration and all that.  And the defendants are

entitled to that.  I'm trying to find a balance.  The

panel is trying to find a balance between respecting the

privacy of membership, not interfering with association

rights, but at the same time for the plaintiff

organization to establish its standing.  So I'm asking you

again, would a statement -- would the provision of the

names for attorneys' eyes only, a confidentiality order,

address your concerns about privacy?

MR. HINDLEY:  Your Honor, unfortunately, I need

to defer to general counsel for the NAACP so that we can

have sign-off on whatever procedures we may have that

would allow the balance of equities to ensure that we

satisfy our standing requirements but ensure that -- 

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, is your counsel on the
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telephone?  I mean, we're here having an issue.  We're

trying to address the issue, Mr. Hindley.  I don't want to

give you a hard time.  This shouldn't be that hard.

MR. HINDLEY:  I think our counsel, Mr. Bryant,

will jump in and address your concerns, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Mr. Bryant, you want to address this issue?

MR. BRYANT:  Yes, Judge Gergel.  Chris Bryant

for plaintiffs.  If the issue -- if it truly is -- so I

just -- setting the stage, we have -- it has been

represented to us that there may be a need to do some sort

of additional discovery or potentially subject potential

members or some set of members to fact depositions and

things of that nature.  Counsel for NAACP is going through

the process right now of identifying individuals in

each -- the process has been -- individuals have been

identified.  But the further processing, since it is our

understanding we have not received representations

otherwise, that individuals would be subject to not just

inquiries into their residences but also potentially

additional factual inquiries, looking for individuals who

are, frankly, willing to sit for depositions.  To the

extent that the only thing that the Court is -- to the

extent that the Court is requiring the production of at

least, you know, at least one member in each district and
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information to enable the person to ascertain, you know,

whether that person is a voter, that is something that --

and again, as Mr. Hindley I think said, counsel for --

general counsel is not on the phone.  But to the extent

that that is the request, that is something that we can do

and will do and also recognize we have that need.  But to

the extent that it's individuals who will then be subject

to some other form of heightened, I guess, factual

inquiry, that is -- that -- we need to figure something

out for that.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, let's --

Ms. Hollingsworth, what are the defendants

seeking in standing beyond verifying that the organization

actually has a member in each challenged district?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  Our position on standing is it

does go to the elements of standing, both that they have a

registered voter in each of the challenged districts that

have suffered the personal harms that underlie the

allegations of the complaint.  I don't believe there's

been any discussion that we would be taking full-fledged

discovery for all 29 of these individuals by any means.

But we certainly -- the threshold inquiry that we have yet

to have answered is are there registered voters, members

of the organization in each of these 29 districts that
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have suffered the harms that are underlying the complaint?

MR. BRYANT:  Judge Gergel, Chris Bryant for

plaintiffs.  And I guess that is the -- this is sort of

the crux of the holdup and the dispute between the parties

on this issue.  As Ms. Hollingsworth represented, she said

that the threshold inquiry is whether there were 29

individuals who lived in the district.  And then the

important distinction is and suffered the individual

harms.  It is plaintiff's -- underlying harms outlined in

the complaint.

It's plaintiff's position and understanding of

standing law in the area here that the simple fact of the

matter that an individual resides in the district and is a

registered voter would be sufficient to satisfy the

inquiry regarding standing.  And that the sort of -- the

crux of the question is if each of these members are going

to be subject to fact discovery of some kind about the

impact of discrimination writ large and uninhabited --

onward from the requirements of the law, there's sort of a

heightened desire to protect --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Why don't we do this.  Why don't

we go ahead and identify individuals.  And if the

defendants think there is a basis for organizational

standing beyond simply establishing members in each

district, we can brief that issue.  But we need go ahead
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and identify the registered voters that you claim are --

have standing in each of the districts.  And from that

point, we can then address the next issue if anymore is

necessary.  How long would it take you simply to produce

the names of individuals in the challenged districts?

MR. BRYANT:  Judge, this is Chris Bryant

speaking again on behalf of plaintiffs.  And I may rely on

my colleague, John Cusick, to correct me here.  I believe

that there are at least one or more individuals whose been

identified in each district.  And communications are

ongoing regarding whether they would be subject -- willing

to be subject to further communications.  So I would think

that -- today is Tuesday.  I would think it may not be a

24-hour thing.  It may be a 24-hour thing.  But it's one

of those things that the membership list is such that, you

know, even President Murphy does not have the entirety of

the membership list.  So 48 hours I would think would be

sufficient.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Ms. Hollingsworth, if you believe

that -- that the -- that you're entitled to do more for

organizational standing rather than just establishing

standing in the membership in the entity, I think you're

going to need to brief that issue.  Let the other side

quickly respond.  And then the Court will address it

whether any further discovery beyond that.  I, frankly,
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don't know the answer to that question.  Normally, just

simply establishing members in the district is normally

what's required.  If there's something more, I think

you're going to need to establish that.  I'm not saying

that's not correct.

So if you want to depose people beyond getting

the base information establishing that they are registered

voters, and I think they can establish that on documents,

I think you're going to need to move -- what kind of time

would you need to make a decision whether you're going to

move for the right to take their depositions to go beyond

the issue of their membership and their residence in the

challenged districts?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  That is perfectly acceptable to

us.  And I would -- if we have -- we certainly would have

it within the next 48 hours.  And today is April 12th.  If

we could have at most three business days?  So however

that may fall, we can get three days to look it over,

ascertain our position, and then we would present briefing

to the Court if we want to request any additional

discovery beyond the corroborating information of the

residencies and the voting standards, that they're

registered voters in these districts.

JUDGE GERGEL:  And what I would want the
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plaintiffs to do within -- and if y'all want to do it,

some of my complex litigation, we -- we get like a

letter -- a letter rather than a formal brief several

pages long laying out the position.  And we kind of

exchange letters as a way of not just burdening everybody.

So why don't we say that three days after the

plaintiffs provide the information, and they're going to

do it -- we're going to do it attorneys' eyes only,

Ms. Hollingsworth.  Do you have any objection to that,

confidentiality order, attorneys' eyes only?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  I do not.  Yes, Your Honor,

understood.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And then what we're going

to do is within three days after receipt, you're going to

advise the Court whether you seek to depose.  And you do

these letters, you file them.  We just don't need to be

burdening, everybody's got a lot of work to do in this

case.  And then three business days after, the plaintiff's

can reply.  And then we'll decide.  But we won't take

anybody's deposition.  But --

And let me give the plaintiffs a little

unsolicited advice.  If you've got more than one member,

don't pick just one member.  If you've got more, do a

couple.  Because there's always issues where you get

surprised, they don't live there, they're not registered,
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whatever.  I'm thinking there's -- create for yourself a

little margin of error there, if it's not too burdensome,

as a way of -- I'm just trying to get beyond this issue,

folks.

Can the parties confer about a confidentiality

order with attorneys' eyes only?  And if there's a

problem, you can come back to us?

Mr. Bryant, can you do that?

MR. BRYANT:  Yes, we can.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And I want to encourage

y'all, let's -- we're spending a lot of time on issues not

related to the really heartland of this case.  And if we

can move beyond all this, I really want to encourage you

to do it.

My panel, we don't know much about the facts of

this case.  We want to know more.  And we're spending a

lot of time on what I regard as kind of sideshow issues.

And I don't want to diminish the importance of some of

these issues, but they largely are not important.  And the

important issues we're really still left in the dark

about.  And that's where I want us to focus our attention

if we can.

Okay.  I think we've moved -- we've got

satisfaction on the issue of standing.  And hopefully,

within a week or so, we will have that issue behind us.
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Let me move to the issue of attorney/client waiver of the

plaintiffs by this meeting of June 21st, 2021, of the

NAACP.

Ms. Hollingsworth, is it my understanding -- is

my understanding correct that this meeting occurred before

the census data was released?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, this is Jennifer

Hollingsworth.  That document included with our motion was

an exemplar of a meeting.  What we have from discovery is

there was a number of meetings and there were very regular

meetings and videotapes of the meeting.  It was a

coalition led by the plaintiff association but that

involved a number of other associations, organizations,

and individuals interested in redistricting.  And these

were very regular meetings with a tone and tenor of

assessing, planning, preparing, and then pursuing

litigation both as to now --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Who is present at these -- let me

just say, I find the argument rather astounding, frankly.

And there's no precedent in any of the cases you cited for

it.  Who are these people at the meetings?  And first of

all, tell me who the meeting people are.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  The meeting includes

organizations both the national level organizations, such

as the ACLU and NAACP; as well as South-Carolina-focused
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organizations like the Progressive Network, League of

Women Voters; then individuals such as members of the

legislature, other elected officials.  Mayor Benjamin, for

example, frequented the meetings.  So it's a wide variety

of both individuals and organizations that --

JUDGE GERGEL:  This sounds like core First

Amendment.  You know, this is like really core First

Amendment.  Can you cite me any case in litigation,

anything like this where public discussion of issues that

are of public interest would constitute attorney/client

privilege?  Can you cite me any cases?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, again, this is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  Our issue here is it has to be

one or the other.  So the plaintiff's position is that

these statements and the discussion of legal strategy was

not privileged.  But then if that's the case, then either

representatives of these national organizations when we

sought to obtain discoverable information from these

organizations by way of subpoena, then we were told, no,

these are their attorneys.  You can't subpoena their

attorneys for information.  So we are in a position where

we're not able to access information at all.  So, again,

for example --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Why is it relevant?  Here's the

question, what is relevant -- what are you trying to get
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here other than, frankly, just sort of giving the

plaintiff lawyers a hard time, going to war against the

lawyers, what is relevant about this?  This is what we're

all struggling with.  Why is this relevant?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Well, Your Honor, our

position would be that this discovery is relevant to being

able to ascertain the allegations being made in this

complaint.  The complaint is challenging these districts

that were drawn.  And we believe that there is evidence

and information even from these meeting minutes suggesting

that that wasn't necessarily a belief held by many people

that these lines were drawn in a way that was racially

discriminatory.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, you can take their

depositions.  The question is the idea that a group of

people aligned together in a legal case, these lawyers are

all combined together, they're lawyers of record, they're

having these public discussions on matters protected by

the First Amendment.  And I can't even figure what

about -- I mean, you've been spending a lot of time,

Ms. Hollingsworth, talking about the plaintiff's lawyers

and not about the plan.  If these lawyers, some of them

don't think there is -- I mean, I don't understand.  I

don't see the point.  The point is -- the case law tells

us we focus like laser beams on these plans.  That's what
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we focus on.  And you're asking us to spend all this time

in which you're just basically arguing with the lawyers.

And let me say this, judges don't like this.

They don't like all this fussing about the lawyers.

And I'm straining to figure out what is relevant

about what you're trying to get?  Are you suggesting if a

Thurgood Marshall went to a meeting and spoke to a

community meeting that the lawyers of the other side of

the case can just take his file and look inside it?  Is

that really, really what you're arguing?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  And Your Honor, the issue of

the specific meeting minutes was not -- that is not a

laser focused point of the motion.  What we are trying to

ascertain and understand is the scope and breadth of this

privilege that's being claimed.  Because when you review

--

JUDGE GERGEL:  You're trying to get -- what is

relevant you're trying to get?  What are you trying to get

at here?  We're spending a lot of time nitpicking people.

And I'm trying to figure out what's relevant about this to

this case?  It's not -- the rules aren't -- don't live in

abstraction.  They've got to be relevant to the case.

What is it you're trying to get from these meetings?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Well, Your Honor, so, for

example, a very important area of inquiry in our discovery
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is understanding more about the maps that were drawn and

proposed by the plaintiff.  And actually, it was the

plaintiff and these other organizations, it was a

coalition of multiple organizations, only one of whom is

the plaintiff, the SC NAACP.

In the discovery responses, plaintiff has

refused to provide us any information about the maps that

they drew and the maps that they proposed.  So in the

complaint they describe to the Court that there's ways of

drawing the map that aren't impacted by these

considerations of race and that they did so and they

submitted it.  So we're trying to conduct discovery about

their maps and understand their maps, much like the way

that the maps that we've drawn are relevant to the

discussion --

JUDGE GERGEL:  But their maps aren't presented

to the Court -- now, if they present a map to the Court --

but you're spending all this time trying their maps.

Their maps aren't the subject of this litigation.  And can

you draw maps differently?  Sure.  We're not trying

everybody else's maps, Ms. Hollingsworth.  We're trying to

try the maps of the House plan, which may be perfectly

fine.  But you're spending all of your time on other

things.  And I'm just -- you know, and you want us to

chase the rabbit of some earlier drafted plan.  I don't
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understand the relevance of it because they weren't

adopted by the House.  I mean, exactly what is the point?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, to the extent

that there were maps or versions of maps drawn by the

plaintiffs, or whoever it was that drew the plaintiff's

maps, that are similar to the lines that are now being

challenged in this litigation, I would submit that's

highly relevant.  Because how could it be that when the

House drew a line that way that it was the outcome of

intentional racial discrimination, but if the plaintiffs,

SC NAACP, drew the line that way, it is not so?  So --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, that that -- you don't

have -- if you think those maps are relevant, that's one

issue.  But to say they have an unqualified waiver of a

privilege because they met together, I think you're going

to really run head on into the First Amendment here.

So the question is, if it's narrower than that,

let's talk about that issue.  But making a claim that you

just walk into their office and take their files because

they spoke at a meeting seems very unimpressive.  That's

an unimpressive argument.

Now, if you think some earlier plans are

potentially relevant to all of this -- and were they

publicly disclosed?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  What we
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know --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, that's not subject to

privilege.  I mean, were they published this close at your

Ad Hoc Committee or in some other public way beyond just

the meeting -- these folks meeting together?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.

Ultimately, there was -- the map was submitted to the Ad

Hoc Committee.  And then --

JUDGE GERGEL:  So that's not privileged.  You've

got the maps.  Why do we need to get into this head

banging about waiving privilege?  You've got the map.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  I understand, Your Honor.

So what we were asking for in discovery is to be able to

ascertain individuals involved in drawing the maps, for

example, versions of the map, for example.  And in

response to all of those questions, we get a broad cloak

of privilege protection.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, you've got work product.

You've got people messing around with plans who are just

in their law offices and they're consultants doing it.

But if they presented it publicly, fair game.  Fair game.

Go for it.  But to sit there and, you know -- it just

seems to me y'all are really chasing rabbits that are

getting us away from the focus.  We want to focus on the

House plan.
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And I started this conversation by saying we

don't have very much information.  We're spending a lot of

time on things very unrelated to the case at hand.  So if

they've made it public, you have a right -- if they

presented it -- do you have a copy of the map they

presented to the Ad Hoc Committee?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  We have the version that was

ultimately submitted, yes.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  Well, then, there you go.

You've got it.  And you want to see -- if you want to

question could they have drawn it a different way, you

don't need to -- going after somebody's attorney's

privilege they met is just the wrong way of going after

this.  You know, it just doesn't make any sense to me.

So, you know, if it's publicly disclosed beyond meeting --

if you say a bunch of groups are working in coalition with

each other, they are all counsel of record here and

everything and they're meeting, we are not going to

have -- you're not going to say, okay, now the privilege

is waived.  If there's something they publicly presented,

you've got the map.  You've got it.  What else do you need

from -- you're trying to get from having them waive their

privilege?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  And Your Honor, to be --

we're not trying to do some broad blanket waiver.  We've
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been --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, that's what you presented,

Ms. Hollingsworth.  You presented a broad blanket waiver.

And I've been at the Bar 40 some odd years.  I've never

seen anything like this.  I've never seen such an

argument.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  And Your Honor, we've

reviewed the discovery as it's been coming in and these

videos and meeting minutes.  We believe when there are

public presentations about the ways in which the strategy

can be pursued and which districts are being challenged

and why, and then back the underlying materials being

withheld now on the basis of privilege, we believe that

that is inconsistent with how you protect confidential

information.

JUDGE GERGEL:  You presented to us the minutes.

That's the forwarding your thing right now.  And you're

going to run flat into the First Amendment here.  And I

think it's a dead end for you.

I want you to be able to robustly defend your

plan.  But chasing -- this is just chasing rabbits.  It

really is.  And so, you know, what you've presented to us,

I just -- I don't see any legal basis to waive privilege.

And it would be unprecedented American law to do it in

litigation such as this.
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Let me move on to the -- there were a series of

objections that defendants had.  The plaintiffs were

requested to provide information.  And they -- the answer

was, We're going to give you our expert reports.

I want to know from the plaintiffs, have you

actually given them the expert reports?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, the House Defendants have the

plaintiff's expert reports at this point.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And on some of these,

like, they're asking on race predominance over traditional

districting principles, you said expert report.  Are you

intending to offer any evidence, Mr. Hindley, beyond the

expert report?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  We hope that in

the case not only in addition to the expert reports, we'll

also provide hopefully communications that we will receive

from the House Defendants as part of the discovery

process.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, don't you need to answer

the discovery to say that?  I mean, the defendants need --

are entitled to notice.  Simply saying I'm going to give

you my expert report doesn't sound comprehensive to me if

you're planning to use other evidence.

MR. HINDLEY:  Your Honor, this is John Hindley

for plaintiffs.  I would ask -- during our meet and
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confers, this wasn't an interrogatory that was discussed

during our meet and confers.  We're happy to meet and

confer with --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, no.  I mean, I'm just

saying these are the requests to produce.  They said give

us anything you've got on a variety of issues, 19 through

21, and 42, and y'all answered, Expert report.  Now, there

are cases where the only evidence in the case is really

going to come from an expert.  And I think giving the

expert report is just fine.  But if you're providing -- if

you're intending to use other evidence, you've got to

answer the request to produce with other documents that

you have that you intend to offer.  I mean, I think the

defendants are going to have a fair objection if you start

showing up with stuff and they'll say, Where the Bates

Stamp number?  I mean, y'all have got to produce it.  Do

you hear what I'm saying, Mr. Hindley?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is John

Hindley for plaintiffs.  I think your point kind of hits

the nail on the coffin on our motion.  We have not

received documents or communications that would be

responsive to the interrogatories and in the end would

be --

JUDGE GERGEL:  No, no, no.  Don't give what

about.  I'm doing about theirs right now.  Don't give me
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about what they haven't done for you.  They gave me that

same response.

I want to talk about your -- if you're -- I

think the plaintiffs need to go back.  And where you said

I'm giving you the expert report and that's basically all

you're giving, you're going to run into this problem at

trial of them objecting that they haven't received the

evidence and they have outstanding discovery requesting

it.  Do you hear what I'm saying?  You've got to --

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  They're entitled to having a full

discovery.  So I want y'all to go back over these and

supplement your responses on these things like race

predominance and racial polarized voting.  If you've got

other evidence, other documents, this is a request to

produce, you need to supplement.  And you need to do it

promptly.

I think there's a little coyness to some of

these plaintiff responses that aren't -- they are going to

bite you in the rear end at some point if you don't give

them the information.

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  We will -- we'll

review our responses and we'll present those to House

Defendants.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  There are also in requests
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to produce 25 and 33, you said, Well, we -- the NAACP

already gave this to the Ad Hoc Committee on

Redistricting.  I think that's fine.  But if I were trying

your case, I would want to have a Bates Stamp on anything

I'm intending to offer.  And just because you gave it to

that committee, you don't want to dispute later on whether

you actually gave it or not.  I think you need to

supplement and produce the documents over again.  If they

get it twice, so be it.  But you've got a duty to make

sure they got the documents.  Okay?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Let me turn to these requests to admit.  Folks,

a request to admit has a very limited purpose.  It is to

identify issues in which there's not really dispute and

which narrow the -- which narrow the issues in the case.

The requests to admit here are nothing -- are issues --

first of all, there are not enough facts in them.  So

we're asking the Court to evaluate whether -- whether

the -- a particular district race is a predominance.  And

we're supposed to deal with multiple factors.  And we

weigh them to determine whether race is or not a

predominant issue.  It's a multi-factorial issue.

Many of these requests to admit take one of

those factors and say is it possible that if -- you know,
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is it possible that you could have a non-compact district

and still not have race?  Well, the answer is it depends.

It's not subject to a request to admit.

And I would say almost every request to admit

that's objected to is infected with that problem.  It

doesn't narrow the question.  It's a little bit of a

gotcha.  It's not enough information.  And in my view,

it's just a misuse of the requests to admit.

There's one case that talks about, you know, we

don't want to be unduly burdensome.  We don't want to go

to the heartland of cases, the information that's in

dispute.  That's all these requests to admit are.  And I

don't think it's a proper use of the requests to admit.

The key issue, does it help narrow the issues?

I can't see one of them that does.  And so, you know, I

think we need to move beyond that.  You've got other

methods of discovery that are more robust, more precise.

You can cross-examine these experts.  Just because it is

not compact, does it tell you -- you can ask all those

questions.  They are more appropriate for the examination

of experts than their requests to admit.

I'm going to tell you, you're kind of wearing us

out on all this.  It's not effective.  And, you know, I

think our view sort of is the requests to admit as

answered are fine.  There are better ways to get to this
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information.  And the questions are just -- can't be

answered with a yes or no.  Too many of them have just

that very problem.

The plaintiff's privilege log.  I have a

communication from plaintiff's counsel they wanted for us

to examine it in camera.  Am I right about that?

MR. HINDLEY:  This is John Hindley for

plaintiff.  That is correct.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Let me go back, Ms. Hollingsworth.  Exactly what

are you trying to get from these plaintiff's emails that

you're objecting to?  What do you think is in there that's

relevant to the case?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Well, Your Honor, this is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  I'm not sure, Your Honor, because

I don't know what it is that was being discussed or

provided.  And when you look at the privilege log, it's

just exceedingly unclear how it's even privileged when it

includes people that aren't parties, it's documents from

many years ago.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Again, why is all this relevant?

I'm trying -- you know, y'all just like -- it's like

disembodied from the case.  Y'all are making all these

objections.  If it's relevant, fine.  But just because,

you know, you don't know what it is and you don't really
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know why you want it doesn't -- I'm just struggling.  What

do you think is going to be in there that's relevant to

the case?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, with respect,

the privilege log is created by the plaintiffs when

reviewing discovery.  They've compiled discovery that

presumably is responsive to what we've asked for.  And

then they put on the log because they believe it's

privileged.  I would submit the fact that it's even on the

log is the indication that it's necessary --

JUDGE GERGEL:  I think it's going to be very

obvious for all of these logs, we can't figure it out in

the abstraction.  So I'm just going to direct the

plaintiffs to produce their -- everything on their

privilege log in camera.  We'll do the same for the

defendants.  We can't figure it out.  There's just no way.

Y'all's descriptions are completely inadequate.  We can't

figure it out.

And I do -- I'm just trying to figure out what's

even relevant that the plaintiff's would know that's

particularly relevant to this case?  But whatever it is,

we'll look at it.  And if it's not privileged, we're going

to require it to be produced.  And if it's privileged,

we're going to protect it.

Let me now turn to the plaintiff's motion to
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compel.  And there's much in doubt, Mr. Hindley, about --

first, about what you're seeking.  Is there a class or

group or pool of witnesses who you want their emails and

private communications?  Do we have an agreement who --

what that list is?  Who those people are?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is John

Hindley for plaintiffs.  That would include the House

Defendants, the members and members of the Ad Hoc

Redistricting Committee.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  That's it?

MR. HINDLEY:  And key staffers who were involved

in drafting the maps as well.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And who are they?  I can

identify the ad hoc.  I know who the House Defendants are.

Who are the key staffers?

MR. HINDLEY:  That would include Ms. Emma Dean,

Mr. Patrick Dennis.  That would include Mr. Thomas Hauger.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Anybody else?

MR. HINDLEY:  Your Honor, I do have a couple

additional names if that's okay with you.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, I just want them identified

because precision here is kind of important.  But y'all --

MR. HINDLEY:  Of course, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  There's somebody else on your

team on the phone.  There's 20 some odd people.  Y'all
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come up with that.  And then there is a question, first of

all, about the official email accounts of individual

legislators.  Have y'all worked that out, the members of

the Ad Hoc Committee?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, sir.  This is John Hindley

from plaintiffs.  I believe we have.  House Defendants

informed us that they received consent from the members of

the Ad Hoc Committee that there would be -- that counsel

asserts their legislative emails for relevant documents

communication.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And then how about --

you've been wanting the private emails; that is, where

legislators were communicating on their private

communication devices, emails, texts, instant messaging,

whatever.  Have y'all worked out anything on that?

MR. HINDLEY:  No, Your Honor, we have not.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Ms. Hollingsworth, to the extent there is

communications on private emails, why would the -- from

these legislators or their staffs, why would that not be

subject to discovery?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Well, thank you, Your Honor.

And this is Jennifer Hollingsworth.  Understanding that

before the Court is a motion to enforce the Court's order,

not a motion to compel.  I do want to make that point.
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JUDGE GERGEL:  Let's not get too efficient about

this.  The order would cover that.  So let's just get

on -- you know, I am -- having been a former private

practitioner, I would not want anyone going through my law

firm's emails.  I'm very sympathetic to you on that.  The

question is isn't there a less intrusive way to identify

potentially relevant documents?  And if so, why wouldn't

that be required to be produced?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Understood, Your Honor.  And

I think I would certainly say that that's not at all been

even a possibility in the discussions with plaintiffs.  It

has been -- we've made it very clear, as the Court knows,

that requiring practicing lawyers --

JUDGE GERGEL:  That's off the table.  Don't even

waste your breath on that.  You sold me on that one.

Okay?  You're right.  But why couldn't they do this.  And

Judge Seymour had suggested this to the panel.  It's that

you would go to the identified group of people we were

talking about.  You would have them sign a -- they would

search their private communication devices, what they sent

and received.  And they would sign a certified statement

under oath under penalty of perjury that it had all the

reapportionment related communications.  They would do

their own search.  We would rely on their certification to

us.  Obviously, if later documents came forward that they
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hadn't disclosed, we'd have to deal with that.  But

wouldn't that be a less intrusive way to have those

relevant documents produced?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  I would

want to ask the Court, though, in terms of this scope of

the individuals.  I mean, certainly understand we have

three named defendants that the staffers, we have searched

their work emails and these are employees, Ms. Dean,

Mr. Dennis and Mr. Hauger, and their emails have all been

produced.  So --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Including their -- I don't know,

were they doing any private communication?  I mean, I

haven't heard anything about that.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  No, there's been nothing.

There's no indication -- there's nothing with personal

emails.  What we're dealing with are the legislators who

have their business emails that at times they've used to

receive information, at most just scheduling and

procedural issues.  But --

JUDGE GERGEL:  I'm -- that's why I started this.

I wanted to define who we're talking about.  We're talking

about the three named House party defendants and then the

Ad Hoc Committee.  That's a definable group.  And it seems

to me you could go to them and say, listen, we've got to

produce relevant documents relating to reapportionment
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that you may have either received or transmitted on any of

your private communication devices.  And then you're going

to give that to us, the defense counsel.  And you're going

to sign a certification under oath for the Court.  I'll be

glad to attach it to an order that has the caption of the

case and I hereby certify under penalty of perjury this is

all I have.  And it seems to me that's a much less

intrusive, less troublesome way of producing the relevant

information without the party -- the third parties

rummaging through people's law firm accounts and so forth.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  I would

ask -- well, a couple of things in response.  One, is the

relevance as it's defined in the Court's order, which, of

course, is talking to, you know, evidence of intent and

evidence related to --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, listen, if it's related to

reapportionment, y'all have been producing communications

relating to reapportionment, I presume.  Just produce the

stuff.  I don't want to get into this nuance about, well,

does it reflect on intent?  We'll deal with that later.

What you don't think reflects on intent the plaintiff may

have a different view, Ms. Hollingsworth.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Absolutely.

JUDGE GERGEL:  So I don't want to get unduly --

I think it's just -- I haven't -- I'm not looking at their
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interrogatories right now -- or requests to produce.  Go

look at them.  If it would include -- those requests

include information relevant to the reapportionment,

you've got to produce it, not start saying only as it

relates to intent.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Understood.

JUDGE GERGEL:  If you hear what I'm saying.  I'm

not looking at the -- I'm not trying to rewrite their

discovery.  Whatever their discovery says, you've got it.

You're telling me you've produced it from the legislative

official accounts.  Just go do the same thing for their

private accounts.  Whatever the --

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  I do

have -- we did make it clear to the plaintiffs, although

we accommodated their earlier requests with the Ad Hoc

Committee members, those individuals are not parties.  And

we certainly can go and again ask their consent and ask

them to do this but --

JUDGE GERGEL:  I will -- if they don't want to

comply, we're not going to -- they're going to get

subpoenas.  This is potentially relevant information.

Let's get it over with so we can spend the time letting

y'all defend your plan, Ms. Hollingsworth.  All this sort

of obstruction, you know, it's not getting us anywhere.

We need to get on with whatever information they've got,
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let's get it out there.  And then let's, you know, give

you guys a chance to defend your plan with the record.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  Again, I

hear Your Honor.  I don't think we've been obstructive.  I

think we've worked exceedingly hard and produced

everything that --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Y'all's response to our order was

excellent.  I mean, I've got to say, y'all really jumped

at it.  And we appreciate that.

But we've got to get on -- we've got to get

beyond this.  We've got to get the potential things in the

private accounts.  And then, you know, we'll -- and we'll

have a fuller record.  And if there's nothing to it, so be

it.  If there's something in there, fine.  You know, we

don't have any idea.  But, you know, I'm not looking at

their discovery and their interrogatories and requests to

produce.  Be guided by that and produce it.  If they've

asked for it, unless there's some reason to object, come

back to us.  But I think you need to go ahead and produce

the information.  You're telling me there's no -- race was

not a predominant thing.  That's your answer.  You believe

that.  This evidence shouldn't hurt you.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  I will say

to the -- to your point about being guided by their

discovery, I think, again, an issue that's just simply
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never been addressed by plaintiffs is we did object on the

basis of breadth and scope.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, we don't have time for

this, frankly.  Just produce it.  This is major

litigation.  Breadth and scope is not going to be

particularly compelling for either side right now.  Y'all

need to produce it.  The problem is most of the relevant

knowledge your clients have, not the plaintiffs.  They

don't know much.  They're trying to discover it.  That's

what discovery is.  The defendants have most of the

relevant knowledge.  And objecting to scope and breadth on

a case like this is not going to be persuasive.  Just

produce it.  Let's get it over with.  Let's try the case

in May with a full record.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  Now, let's turn to the

House --

MR. HINDLEY:  Your Honor, can I just --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yes.

MR. HINDLEY:  Apologies.  I just want to make

one point before we move on -- 

JUDGE GERGEL:  Can you identify yourself for the

record, please?

MR. HINDLEY:  Oh, apologies.  This is John

Hindley on behalf of the plaintiff.  In response to
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plaintiff's interrogatories, House Defendants identify a

number of relevant individuals.  We would hope the House

Defendants will search the personal emails of those

individuals that they have identified as relevant to the

redistricting process.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, who are -- that's what I

started off, Mr. Hindley.  I knew this was a little bit of

a cat and mouse thing here.  Who are these people?  You've

given me the three named defendants, the Ad Hoc Committee.

Is there anybody else?

MR. HINDLEY:  Well, in the broad response that

House Defendants that they also include Mr. Hauger,

Ms. Williamston, Mr. Degupe (phonetic) --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Who are these people?  We don't

know who these people are.

MR. HINDLEY:  These are staffers who work and

who were involved in drafting the House maps.  House

Defendants identified them as relevant individuals.  So I

assume as part of the -- that they know how involved they

were in the redistricting process.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, I mean, we're now talking

about getting their emails.  Are you saying these people's

emails have not been produced?  Have you asked for them?

I'm just confused.  I was focused in on the legislators.

These other people, the map makers, they don't have -- is
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there a claim they have any kind of privilege?  I thought

we ordered they produce all the mapping information.

MR. HINDLEY:  They produced the maps and files

as of Friday.  But we don't have the communications and

their discussions on -- involving the redistricting

process.  And I just --

JUDGE GERGEL:  What does that mean?  I mean,

they have not produced the communications between these

mappers and third parties and the legislators?  Is that

what you're saying?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  Because they

produced a lot of communications to and from legislators

but there's a lot of -- there's definitely communications

among staffers that we still do not have related to

redistricting.  And I would ask --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Give me an example of what you

think is missing.

MR. HINDLEY:  The Ms. Sarah Grace Williamson

they have identified as someone who was involved in the

redistricting process.  I have not seen any document

communication coming from her.  

JUDGE GERGEL:  Is she a lawyer?  Mr. Hindley, is

she a lawyer?

MR. HINDLEY:  As far as they were employees in

the map room during the redistricting process.
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JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  And have you noticed their

depositions?

MR. HINDLEY:  No, we have not, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  I mean, it seems to me

that to the extent you want their emails and they haven't

produced them, that seems to be pretty core material.  And

you could ask an -- and if there's a problem you could

move to compel if you've asked for that material.  If you

wanted you can take their deposition.  We've made it clear

you could depose these folks.  I know there was some

dispute about whether y'all had been given enough

information about when the maps were generated and who

produced them.  Have you gotten that -- have y'all

clarified that?

MR. HINDLEY:  No, Your Honor.  Just today we

still don't know who the map maker is.  And the

communications -- 

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, the defendants say they've

given you the information.

Ms. Hollingsworth, what's the story on that?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, Jennifer

Hollingsworth.  Quite frankly, it's just categorically

incorrect.  But all of the information from the map room

was provided to plaintiffs.  In that reply filing I think

last week was the first time we got any word that the data
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that we produced pursuant to the Court's order on

February 15th that the ESI protocols that the plaintiffs

had in the Joint 26(f) Report had an impact on how that

data came across and they were unable to load it into the

Maptitude software.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, let me say, I get this

problem in my criminal cases all the time.  You know, the

Government will give evidence and the defense lawyers have

trouble downloading it and getting it.  And what the

lawyers do is they call each other and they help each

other to make sure -- I figured that was the explanation,

Ms. Hollingsworth.  When you said we've given it to them,

I believed you.  But they don't know it.  So rather than

do this roundabout with the panel, why don't y'all just

talk to each other and explain to them where it is.

Wouldn't that be the easier way to do it?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, we gave it -- on

Friday we hand delivered a thumb drive and said didn't

know you had an issue.  Here you go.  We've done

everything that we can.  As soon as we found out there was

an issue, we gave it to them and wrapped it up, Your

Honor.  So it's been done.  If there are still issues,

we're happy to help these folks --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Ms. Hollingsworth, I don't think

you're trying to hide the ball.  I think -- Mr. Hindley,
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you're hearing Ms. Hollingsworth.  Y'all call her up if

you've still got confusion and get it straight.  You know,

I just don't think this is something you need to be

bringing in front of the panel.  If you can't work it out,

let us know.  We will make sure.  But when

Ms. Hollingsworth said she gave it to y'all, it doesn't

mean y'all know she did.  It means you may not understand

how you got it.  Take a look at it.  And if it's not

worked out and she can't explain it to you, then come back

us to.  But we're trying to get beyond all this.

MR. HINDLEY:  Thank you, Your Honor.  This is

John Hindley from plaintiff.  We are in receipt of the

thumb drive and we've uploaded it on our end and had our

analysts look at it.  They're going to look at them.  But

at the same time our analysts on our side said that

there's no way of identifying who made these maps and when

they were created.  So we'd appreciate that information.

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  Here's what I'll say.  I want

y'all to confer about it.  You may even get your tech

people and their tech people to talk to each other.  That

might be an amazing thing to do so they could explain it.

And it may be something that y'all -- I mean, listen, I'm

usually the victim of not knowing what I have in

technology.  So it may be there and y'all don't appreciate
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it.  But work through this, folks.  They're telling me

they're not hiding it.  You're entitled to the

information.  Let's figure a way to get it.  Okay?

Let me turn to the House Defendants' privilege

log.  And I think I was just saying earlier, I don't know

any way to sort through -- they are fairly nuanced issues

about when lawyer staff members of legislators the matter

is subject to the attorney/client privilege and what is

not.  The information we have, we can't sort it out.  And

we're just going to have y'all, both sides just give us

your materials on your privilege log.  It's not something

we really want to do but we'll go through it.  And we'll

-- the things that don't appear privileged, we'll order

you to produce it.  And the things that appear privileged,

we will -- you know, we will protect it.

How long will it take, first of all, from the

plaintiffs, to get together your material on your

privilege log and submit it to the Court?

MR. HINDLEY:  Your Honor, I think we will be

able to submit that within 24 hours.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  

How about the defendants?  How long on the

privilege log to submit it to the Court?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, we would -- I

believe 24 hours should be fine.
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JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  I want y'all to look

again, both of you, at what you claim to be privileged.

And if you on reflection don't think it is, go ahead and

produce it.  If it is privileged, submit it to us.  Okay?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  This is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  I also think that there's --

there will be a range of documents that I would just

submit that there may be also a range of documents that we

may just agree with each other if we have the opportunity

to talk and would agree to things that may fall clearly

within the privilege and not --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yeah, anyway, harmless, correct?

Without waiving the privilege.  Y'all want 48 hours then

so y'all can talk tomorrow about it?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor, if that's

okay with the Court.

JUDGE GERGEL:  That would be fine.  I'm really

trying to get y'all beyond all this so we can get on with

the merits.

I got this email yesterday about search terms.

And the -- Ms. Hollingsworth, what's your complaint about

the proposed search terms they want added?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, it's excessive

and duplicative.  It's words like a county name and the

name of legislators.  We have -- the Court has in the
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footnotes of the briefing, we've implemented initially 18

terms.  We took what the plaintiffs asked and we created a

list that captures all of those concepts but doesn't just

bring in a bunch of needless, irrelevant material.

A sitting member of the House, their name, they

are going to be on any email that they're on.  The name

Berkeley or just a county name, it doesn't connect it in

any way.  When we've done word -- and word terms, as

you'll see, Your Honor, have truly captured just the

widest net that we could possibly have captured.  Our

terms, Your Honor, are exceedingly broad and capture

everything related to the process, not merely intent but

everything related to the process.  I would just submit --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Let me ask you this.  Is there a

way to use terms, like, you could put Orangeburg and

redistricting and have to have both of them in there or

something like that so that we wouldn't get everything

from Orangeburg County Water and Sewer District and so

forth?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Right.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Is there a way to narrow it that

way?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  So, Your Honor, what I would

submit is we've already done that because we simply

searched redistricting.  So we've already done that by
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using -- without just trying to have a single county

named, we've done the part where we have redistricting and

district.  So the terms that we've already implemented and

reviewed capture everything that you would conceivably get

already.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Did you say to me that you used

the terms that the plaintiffs originally proposed to you?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  No, Your Honor.  What I'm

saying is the few that are left, which are only a name of

a county and I believe the names of a few legislators in

isolation, as the Court has pointed out, if we did

something like Orangeburg and near the word district,

we've already done the search just looking for district.

So Orangeburg is already within the parameters of what we

would have reviewed and produced for discovery.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Before you did your word

searches, did you consult with the plaintiffs about the

scope of the words you were going to use?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Not at the initial one, Your

Honor, neither of us did.  Our discovery requests to each

other and our Joint 26(f) Report, we didn't have any

preset terms.  But then when we met in the consultations

after, I think the plaintiff had nine terms for the

associational plaintiffs.  There were no search terms for

Scott.  We, the House Defendants, implemented initially 18
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search term's and concepts that we did.  And then when the

plaintiffs proposed to us a list of 41 additional terms,

we took that list and created what we believe is

additional search terms of concepts that captured --

JUDGE GERGEL:  You adopted the 41 recommended

by -- requested by the plaintiffs?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  No, Your Honor, it wasn't

all 41.  The only ones we didn't adopt were the ones that

were emailed to the Court, which was just a first name of

a county and the name of a few legislators.  We did all of

the other terms including these national partisan groups.

We did that search as well.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Mr. Hindley, you know, we have

this search term issue come up in a lot of our very

complex litigation.  And there is an art to this.  It's as

equally bad to under-request as to over-request.  You know

what I'm saying?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor.  

JUDGE GERGEL:  You know, you get eight million

documents or you get four documents, right?  And there's

an art to it.  I've never been asked to get into the

precise search terms, I must confess.  But it does strike

me that if you have county names and nothing else, you

really do invite a massive amount of documents irrelevant

to the search.
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MR. HINDLEY:  And that's why --

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  I've been fuzzing about

relevance.  You're going to get everything from Anderson

County?  Good God.  I mean, it would be massive.

MR. HINDLEY:  This is John Hindley on behalf of

plaintiffs.  And that's why we asked to confer to narrow

or have a different variation of these search terms.

Because these county names are counties targeted -- as we

alleged are targeted by districts.  And these are names of

representatives who were also targeted to the

redistricting process.

JUDGE GERGEL:  I recognize enough of them to

figure out what you were up to.  I'm just saying if you

say Richland County, that's one of the state's largest

counties.  It has lots of things related -- unrelated to

districting.  Most of the material you would pick up on

Richland would be nothing to do with redistricting.

They've already got districting or redistricting

questioned.  Why adding the name of Richland does it not

duplicate what they've already asked for?

MR. HINDLEY:  Well, probably because we don't

know what we don't know.  And as part of the meet and

confer process with defense, we asked them for a hit

report.  And just for Your Honor's knowledge, a hit report
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identifies how many documents a particular search term

identifies.  And they have not shared that hit report.

And that would have been a good basis for discussion on

narrowing these search terms.  But instead they just

refused to acknowledge those --

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  Ms. Hollingsworth, I think you're

going to get a massive response.  Is there a way to do a

hit report and give a report back to the plaintiffs on

those terms?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  If that's what the Court

would like us to do, certainly we can --

JUDGE GERGEL:  I think it's going to produce

what you think it's going to produce.  Okay?  Which is

going to be massive irrelevant documents.  But I think you

should share that with them.  I really don't like getting

as granular as this in telling y'all how to do the search

terms.  From your -- the search terms y'all have

exercised, what kind of document response did you get?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, we've

produced -- I mean, we've produced thousands of emails and

communications.  I have -- let me put my hands on a list

where we've broken it down by productions.  It's been

thousands.  And in fact the most recent production, which

was the production that included the additional search
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terms and the additional custodians, I believe was another

973 documents and emails.  So we've done -- we've produced

all of the emails from the redistricting portal itself.

Then the emails from all of the custodians that we

initially identified.  And then this most recent

production were the items that came off our privilege log,

the additional custodians and additional search terms.  So

all of those search terms we've identified have been

produced in discovery.  And it's thousands of emails, Your

Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, I think you do the hit

report.  And if the plaintiffs still want it, they can

make another motion.  I'm not much impressed -- I think

this is one of those low-return-high-effort things.  And

again, I've tried to get the parties to focus on the

merits here.  And, you know, I'm not persuaded having

those county names will not give you such a massive

response, it'll be worthless.  But if you would do the hit

report, Ms. Hollingsworth?  And if the plaintiffs still

want it, they can come back to us, okay?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  I think

the only thing I'm just not sure of, Your Honor, a hit

report that shows X number of times the word Orangeburg

appeared in our production and X number of times it

appeared in documents that were non-responsive, just the
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word Orangeburg -- it's the word Orangeburg isn't

indicative of anything related to the redistricting

process.  So I think --

JUDGE GERGEL:  What they think is you've got

documents that you think refer to the Orangeburg

districts, which I recall to be one of the cluster of

districts, and they think it didn't get picked up

elsewhere.  I'm kind of like you.  I think if you used

these other terms most probably it's not correct and

you're going to get everything about the Water and Sewer

District in Orangeburg and school board and all that.  But

I think if you'll just do the hit report, I think you'll

see that they may be -- the plaintiffs may be on a fool's

error in chasing this stuff.  So if it's not that

burdensome to do a hit report, just do it.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  And I think the point will be

made.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  There was also a confusion, the

plaintiffs were complaining they had not gotten documents

sent or received from third parties.  And the defendants

said they had produced it.  Is that issue still unsettled?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes, Your Honor, because as part

of our review of the production, we have not encountered
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any communications with third parties.  And that's why we

are asking for personal emails and text messages of

legislators and key staffers because there's a possibility

that they're communicating with third parties through that

avenue and not through the official state house email.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  Ms. Hollingsworth, you say

they produced third parties.  Are some of these documents

from third parties?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Absolutely, Your Honor.  And

I think part of the issue is I have a feeling plaintiffs

mean something very specific when they say third parties.

Because, of course, by virtue of producing the

redistricting portal, they have got all of the documents

and communications that came from any number of

constituents and organizations and persons interested in

the process.  And all of those terms were applied to our

custodian accounts as well.  And then even in this most

recent round of searches that we did for the plaintiffs,

we included these partisan organizations that they asked

for.  We did the searches.  There weren't documents, Your

Honor.  So I just don't know what it is that they claim

they don't have because --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yeah.  I mean, it's always this

issue is one side thinks something exists and the other

side says it doesn't exist.  And we, as judges, sit there
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and just say we don't have any way to figure out what --

you know, who is correct in that.  You can't require

somebody to produce something that, you know, they say

they don't have.

All I can say is if there have been such

communications and you're going to go to the private

emails and we're going to get that information, and if

there's, you know, from that leads you to other

information, the plaintiffs can pursue it.

Let me go back if I can to this pool of, you

know, we're talking about the private emails.  I need some

help.  I don't want to debate later about who is in the

this pool, who is going to be required to produce their

private emails.  Mr. Hindley, who do you want beyond the

three House named House Defendants and the Ad Hoc

Committee?  Anybody else for their private emails?

MR. HINDLEY:  Yes.  So understood we added to

our first interrogatories, which include Mr. Thomas

Hauger, Ms. Sarah Grace Williamson, Mr. Joey Deguit

D-E-G-U-I-T.

JUDGE GERGEL:  These are staffers?

MR. HINDLEY:  They were staffers involved in the

map room.

JUDGE GERGEL:  But do you have reason to believe

they were using their private emails?  We're talking about
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private emails now.

MR. HINDLEY:  Many of these staffers we don't

even have their state house emails.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.  What about their -- how

about the staff -- the mappers' state house emails,

Ms. Hollingsworth?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, if I could?  So

Thomas Hauger is the GIS Director.  He was -- supervised

the map room.  We have provided all of his documents and

information and his custodial files.  We've done all that.

He's employed for the specific purpose of running the map

room.  And that's what he did and we provided all of his

information.

The three individuals were interns that we

identified in discovery.  They were, as we call them, map

room technician or clickers.  Their sole responsibility

was they just sat and they clicked the button at the

direction of a legislator who was asking them to operate

the software.  They were short-term employees.  They don't

have emails.  They didn't even speak.  So there isn't

anything, any information or discovery that these three

interns would have.  They clicked buttons at the direction

of a legislator.

JUDGE GERGEL:  What was your staff of people who

weren't interns?  Who was in the map room other than --
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who was the person who was head of the map room?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Mr. Hauger.  This is

Jennifer Hollingsworth.  Thomas Hauger was the GIS

Director that oversaw the map room.  We've provided all of

his document and information.  Ms. Emma Dean, who is chief

counsel to the House Judiciary Committee, she was the sort

of lead attorney that oversaw the entire process.  And she

was the custodian of the most documents because that was

what she did.  And we produced nearly 2,000 records

related to her.  Then her sort of assistant counsel were

Roland Franklin and Jimmy Hinson.  Both of their files

were pulled and produced.  They are, again, staff

employees, staff counsel to the House Judiciary Committee.

And then Patrick Dennis, who is general counsel and Chief

of Staff to the Speaker of the House.  Again, an employee

of the House and we provided all of his documents and

information and communications in discovery.

JUDGE GERGEL:  And that includes their

legislative email?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Yes, Your Honor.  And they

are employees, so that is their email.  So, Your Honor,

our position, of course, would be that to the extent we're

dealing with personal emails, it only relates to

legislators who, by the way, are the only people that

could vote on, of course, the act at issue.  And because
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they are not full-time employees of the House, that is the

reason why they would have had a non-house email where

they may or may not -- and they will undertake as the

Court's directed a search of what they have.  So the

suggestion that we should go outside of these legislators,

I just don't understand.

JUDGE GERGEL:  I hear you, Ms. Hollingsworth.

So, Mr. Hindley, help me with this.  Do you have

any indication -- I saw some of the evidence you pointed

out that certain legislators were sending things to and

from their law firms or their private emails.  I get that.

Do you have any evidence that any of these staff members

were using private emails?

MR. HINDLEY:  Well, Your Honor, I think it's

important to take a step back and say we need to

understand the subjective intent of the House when they

passed these -- passed the House lines.  And we don't know

what don't know.  And it's possible they could have been

discussing the redistricting, both the legislators and the

staff members, on the personal accounts and in text

messages given that --

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  But, Mr. Hindley --

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  This is what they call a fishing
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expedition.  Here's what you need to do.  Take their

depositions and ask them, Did you communicate in private

emails?  If they did, request them.  But simply asking

these folks for their private emails when you don't have

any evidence they were communicating privately just

strikes me as overly intrusive.  I mean, to the extent you

have any indication like you pointed out that some of

these legislators were communicating to and from their law

firms, fair enough.  Good point.  But these staffers, just

go take -- Mr. Hindley, let me ask you, how many

depositions have the plaintiffs taken of these fact

witnesses?

MR. HINDLEY:  We've -- next week we're holding a

number of depositions on a number of individuals.  But

we're only limited to 15.  And I would want --

JUDGE GERGEL:  Why are you limited to 15?

MR. HINDLEY:  That's what the parties agreed on.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, that's your agreement.  I

mean, fine.  If that's what you want to do, that's your

business.  But, you know, just -- you know, people are

going to do everything on discovery -- I mean, on paper

discovery, go take people's depositions.  Ask them

questions.  They won't say anything to you.  It seems to

me the art of discovery is, you know, is not all like the

redcoats just marching down the center.  You've got to be
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a little creative.  And, you know, I think you're close to

exhausting your written discovery.  Go get depositions.

And if you learn stuff that you need more and you haven't

captured it, that's when you come.  But just sending

everybody on a fishing expedition, I don't get it.

MR. HINDLEY:  Well, Your Honor, I would just add

that it was not a fishing expedition.  They admitted in

their filings and just now that members of the staff did

use personal communications --

JUDGE GERGEL:  I didn't hear them say that.

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

MR. HINDLEY:  They also said that --

(Indiscernible crosstalk.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  I didn't hear that.

MR. HINDLEY:  Ms. Hollingsworth just said that

staffers used non-house emails because they were part-time

employees for the redistricting process.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  I did not say that at all

actually, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  I didn't hear you say it either,

Ms. Hollingsworth.

If you think these clickers were getting private

emails, go take their depositions.  And if they say, yeah,

I was using it, you got it.  You'll get it.  But I didn't

hear her say that.  She just said they were following the
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instructions -- they were interns sitting there.  And they

said draw the map, put that precinct in, take that

precinct out.  I mean, suggesting that the interns are

going to be the key to your case, I mean, you better have

a better case than that.

MR. HINDLEY:  Apologies, Your Honor.  I misheard

Ms. Hollingsworth.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yeah, I didn't hear her say

anything like that.

Okay.  I've kind of worked through the list that

my colleagues and I had been concerned about.

Judge Seymour, do you have any additional

questions?

JUDGE SEYMOUR:  I do not have any additional

questions.  Thank you very much.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Judge Heytens, do you have any

additional questions?

JUDGE HEYTENS:  I do not.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Folks, thank you for this.  And please, y'all

talk to each other.  Show courtesy to each other.  Work

with each other.  I think a lot of this could be worked

out by y'all, you know, in a non-adversarial way working

with each other.  I don't know all of the counsel, but I

do know many of you.  And you are honorable, decent,
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hardworking people.  And I think if y'all just talk to

each other, a lot of this conflict could be avoided.

Okay.  Are there further matters to come before

the Court at this point, Mr. Hindley?

MR. HINDLEY:  No, Your Honor.  We're all set on

plaintiff's side.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

And Ms. Hollingsworth?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, if I could have

a question and then a request to clarify the timeframe?

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yes, ma'am.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  In terms of for us to engage

with both the party defendants and then reaching out to

the Ad Hoc Committee members and asking them to undertake

the search and the certification, what timing is the Court

expecting of that?  I mean, we've -- part of the issue

here is written discovery.  We've got about -- all

discovery, I'm sorry, all discovery closes by next Friday.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Well, we can extend it to comply

with these instructions.  But the Ad Hoc Committee, how

much time do you need to get them to do their search?

What do you think is reasonable, Ms. Hollingsworth?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  I would suggest maybe not

everyone -- we might need a little bit of time because I

don't want to make assumptions about the tech savvy
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abilities of folks.  So I want to make sure that I and we

give them all the assistance they need to walk through the

process.  So I certainly think today I struggled with

dates, Your Honor.  Today's Tuesday.  So if we could have

a week?

JUDGE GERGEL:  One week is fine.  Okay.  And

what was your other question?  That's for your Ad Hoc

Committee and your House Defendants?  What else?

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  And Your Honor, my other

question was simply, I know the Court has reviewed all of

the motions.  Is the Court going to just otherwise rule on

the various issues?

JUDGE GERGEL:  Yeah, we've got -- you know,

we've -- we've -- you gave us enough information and we

will address those in an order, yes.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Thank you, Your Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Anything further?

(There was no response.)

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay, folks.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Your Honor, sort of a

housekeeping matter.  We did wonder -- one of my

colleagues is making me ask the question.  But does the

Court have an expectation whether or not the trial in May

may be held in Columbia or will it be in Charleston or

some other location?
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JUDGE GERGEL:  It will be in Charleston.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Okay.  Thank you, Your

Honor.

JUDGE GERGEL:  Okay.

Very good, folks.  With that, this hearing is

adjourned.  Thank you.

MS. HOLLINGSWORTH:  Thank you.

MR. BRYANT:  Thank you, Your Honor.

(WHEREUPON, court was adjourned at 4:23 PM)

*** 

I certify that the foregoing is a correct transcript from 

the record of proceedings in the above-entitled matter. 

    s/Karen E. Martin 4/15/2022 
____________________________            _________________ 
Karen E. Martin, RMR, CRR Date 
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Gore, John M.

From: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2022 7:05 PM
To: Hirschel, Andrew
Cc: La'Jessica Stringfellow; Savannah Leyton; Gore, John M.; Kenny, Stephen J.; Rob Tyson; Cynthia D. 

Nygord; Dara Carmichael; Christine Skalamera; Tabitha Emanuelli; Leah Aden; strivedi@aclu.org; 
aingram@naacpldf.org; acepedaderieux@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; Colarusso, Gina; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A.; Robin Owens; Toni Hawkins; Stuart Naifeh; 
raudain@naacpldf.org; pyan@aclu.org; Santino Coleman; aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos; 
Michelle Charles; Hindley, John; chris@boroughsbryant.com

Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena

** External mail ** 
 
Andrew, 
 
I appreciate you following up on my August 18, 2022 call with Chris Bryant.  Now that we have this agreement in writing, 
we’ll see if any of our folks are able to assist in reaching Mr. Oldham to try to facilitate Plaintiffs scheduling his 
deposition.  We’re a little confused by your email though.  Can you clarify the timing of Plaintiffs’ anticipated motion to 
compel? 
 
Thanks, 
 
Lisle 
 

  
 

 

VORDMAN CARLISLE TRAYWICK, III   ASSOCIATE 
DIRECT 803.231.7810 
VCARD   VIEW BIO 
ROBINSONGRAY.COM 

 
1310 Gadsden Street 
PO Box 11449 (29211) 
Columbia, SC 29201  

 

 

 

        
NOTICE: This e-mail is confidential and may contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If you received this message in 
error, please delete this message from your device. 

Supporting Green print wisely. 
 
From: Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2022 3:59 PM 
To: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com> 
Cc: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Savannah 
Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Rob Tyson 
<rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael 
<dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; Christine Skalamera <cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli 
<temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; strivedi@aclu.org; aingram@naacpldf.org; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Robin Owens 
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<rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; 
raudain@naacpldf.org; pyan@aclu.org; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Hindley, John 
<John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; chris@boroughsbryant.com 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
Lisle, 
 
Chris reported that your team is willing to attempt to help us get in touch with Dale Oldham, but want something in 
writing from us that we will not take advantage of your offer of assistance by using it against you in the future.  I’m 
writing now to confirm that we will not use any of your efforts to help connect us with Mr. Oldham against you or your 
clients.  Any assistance you can provide would be much appreciated. 
 
That said, we plan to file a motion to compel Mr. Oldham’s testimony and document production, as we recently received 
confirmation that Mr. Oldham was successfully served via the South Carolina Secretary of State on August 8, and we 
have not heard from him. 
 
Best, 
Andrew 
 
_______________ 
Andrew Hirschel  
Associate | Bio 
 

 
250 West 55th Street 
New York, NY 10019-9710 
T: +1 212.836.7827 
Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com 
www.arnoldporter.com | LinkedIn | Twitter  
From: Hirschel, Andrew  
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 4:42 PM 
To: 'Ricard, Rhett D.' <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; 
zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Savannah Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; 
jmgore@jonesday.com; zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; skenny@jonesday.com; Rob Tyson 
<rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Shedd, Erica Wells <EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; Golisch, Cathy A. 
<CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. <TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie 
<DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord 
<cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael <dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; Leclerc, Denise A. 
<DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; Patat, Laura O. <LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; Christine Skalamera 
<cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli <temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; 
lcrum@burr.com; zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org 
<achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; 
jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; 
jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Fuisz, Jeffrey A. <Jeffrey.Fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; 
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bsowell@sowelldurant.com; Robin Owens <rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; 
Jones, Matt <Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; 
aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Hindley, 
John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
Rhett, 
 
Mr. Oldham has not responded to our messages or any of multiple attempts to serve him.  As it currently stands, Mr. 
Oldham will not be deposed tomorrow.  We are considering possible next steps, and I will let you all know as soon as we 
have more information. 
 
Regards, 
 
Andrew 
 
_______________ 
Andrew Hirschel  
Associate | Bio 
 

 
250 West 55th Street 
New York, NY 10019-9710 
T: +1 212.836.7827 
Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com 
www.arnoldporter.com | LinkedIn | Twitter  
From: Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 4:38 PM 
To: Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; 
zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Savannah Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; 
jmgore@jonesday.com; zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; skenny@jonesday.com; Rob Tyson 
<rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Shedd, Erica Wells <EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; Golisch, Cathy A. 
<CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. <TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie 
<DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord 
<cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael <dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; Leclerc, Denise A. 
<DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; Patat, Laura O. <LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; Christine Skalamera 
<cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli <temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; 
lcrum@burr.com; zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org 
<achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; 
jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; 
jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Fuisz, Jeffrey A. <Jeffrey.Fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; 
bsowell@sowelldurant.com; Robin Owens <rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; 
Jones, Matt <Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
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<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; 
aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Hindley, 
John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
 External E-mail  

 
Mr. Hirschel, 
 
House Defendants have not received any Veritext link or other link to participate in Mr. Oldham’s deposition. Based on 
your below e-mail, the deposition appears to be occurring tomorrow. If you could provide a status update as to whether 
or not his deposition is occurring tomorrow, we would greatly appreciate it. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Rhett D. Ricard 
Associate 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
205 King St, Suite 400  
Charleston, SC 29401  
Post Office Box 486 (29402)  
O: (843) 720-1707 
F: (843) 414-8232  
E-mail: rricard@nexsenpruet.com 
Bio: https://www.nexsenpruet.com/professionals-rhett-ricard 
 
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 

 

 
From: Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 4, 2022 6:29 PM 
To: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Savannah Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; Moore, 
Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; 
skenny@jonesday.com; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Shedd, Erica Wells <EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; 
Golisch, Cathy A. <CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. <TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie 
<DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord 
<cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael <dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; Leclerc, Denise A. 
<DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; Patat, Laura O. <LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; Christine Skalamera 
<cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli <temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; 
lcrum@burr.com; sosaki@aclu.org; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; strivedi@aclu.org; aingram@naacpldf.org; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; 
jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; 
jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Fuisz, Jeffrey A. <Jeffrey.Fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; 
bsowell@sowelldurant.com; Robin Owens <rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; 
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Jones, Matt <Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; raudain@naacpldf.org; pyan@aclu.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles 
<mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
Lisle, 
 
We can confirm that we served Mr. Oldham through the process described at S.C. Code § 33-44-111.  That included a 
testimonial subpoena with a noticed date of August 11.   
 
We have not heard back from him or his counsel regarding whether August 11 works for the deposition, but we will 
advise you as soon as we have further information from Mr. Oldham. 
 
Your clarification regarding Mr. Oldham’s employment relationship with the South Carolina General Assembly is noted 
and appreciated.  We will endeavor to accurately describe that going forward. 
 
Best, 
Andrew   
 
_______________ 
Andrew Hirschel  
Associate | Bio 
 

 
250 West 55th Street 
New York, NY 10019-9710 
T: +1 212.836.7827 
Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com 
www.arnoldporter.com | LinkedIn | Twitter  
From: Lisle Traywick <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>  
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2022 1:18 PM 
To: zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. 
<AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Savannah Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; 
zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; skenny@jonesday.com; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Shedd, Erica Wells 
<EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; Golisch, Cathy A. <CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. 
<TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie <DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael 
<dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; Leclerc, Denise A. <DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; Patat, Laura O. 
<LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; Christine Skalamera <cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli 
<temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; lcrum@burr.com; zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org 
<acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
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<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org <achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; 
akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Fuisz, Jeffrey A. 
<Jeffrey.Fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; bsowell@sowelldurant.com; Robin Owens 
<rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; Jones, Matt 
<Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; 
aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Hirschel, 
Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
 External E-mail  

 
John, 
 
We appreciate the head’s up on this latest subpoena for Dale Oldham.  Does this mean you have located him?  We just 
want to make sure we arrange coverage for his deposition on August 11 if it is going forward. 
 
Also, the Senate Defendants do have one point of clarification.  In the definitional sections on pages 5–6, Plaintiffs define 
the South Carolina General Assembly to include staff, and they say staff allegedly includes Dale Oldham.  The same 
definition was in the subpoena Plaintiffs served on NRRT that John Hindley sent us earlier this week.  Dale Oldham was 
not and is not a member of anyone’s staff in the South Carolina General Assembly.  We would respectfully ask that 
Plaintiffs discontinue this misrepresentation of the record to nonparties. 
 
Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns.  Thanks and have a great weekend. 
 
Best, 
 
Lisle 
 

  
 

 

VORDMAN CARLISLE TRAYWICK, III   ASSOCIATE 
DIRECT 803.231.7810 
VCARD   VIEW BIO 
ROBINSONGRAY.COM 

 
1310 Gadsden Street 
PO Box 11449 (29211) 
Columbia, SC 29201  

 

 

 

        
NOTICE: This e-mail is confidential and may contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If you received this message in 
error, please delete this message from your device. 

Supporting Green print wisely. 
 
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2022 1:51 PM 
To: Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton 
B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow 
<lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Savannah Leyton <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; jmgore@jonesday.com; Moore, 
Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; skenny@jonesday.com; Lisle Traywick 
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<ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; Rob Tyson <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; Shedd, Erica Wells 
<EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; Golisch, Cathy A. <CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. 
<TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie <DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Dara Carmichael 
<dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; smcclendon@robinsongray.com; Leclerc, Denise A. <DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Patat, Laura O. <LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; Christine Skalamera <cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; Tabitha Emanuelli 
<temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; lcrum@burr.com; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; 
Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. 
Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; 
akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Jeffery A. Fuisz 
<jeffrey.fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; bsowell@sowelldurant.com; Robin Owens 
<rowens@robinsongray.com>; Toni Hawkins <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; Jones, Matt 
<Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Paula Ramer <paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; 
Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos 
<rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Andrew Hirschel 
<andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
Good afternoon, Counsel:  
 
Please find attached a subpoena to be served on Dalton L. Oldham, LLC.  
 
Have a good weekend, 
John 
 

From: John Cusick  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 2:34 PM 
To: 'Wilkins, William W.' <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Ricard, Rhett D.' <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Barber, 
Hamilton B.' <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Mathias, Andrew A.' <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
'lstringfellow@robinsongray.com' <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 'Mparente@nexsenpruet.com' 
<Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.' <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; 
'sleyton@robinsongray.com' <sleyton@robinsongray.com>; 'jmgore@jonesday.com' <jmgore@jonesday.com>; 'Moore, 
Mark C.' <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; 'KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com' <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; 
'skenny@jonesday.com' <skenny@jonesday.com>; 'ltraywick@robinsongray.com' <ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; 
'rtyson@robinsongray.com' <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; 'Shedd, Erica Wells' <EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; 'Golisch, 
Cathy A.' <CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Davis, Tori L.' <TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Rabon, Sheree M.' 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Werdenie, Sharon A.' <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Watford, Debbie' 
<DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; 'Smith, Laura L.' <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; 'cnygord@robinsongray.com' 
<cnygord@robinsongray.com>; 'dcarmichael@robinsongray.com' <dcarmichael@robinsongray.com>; 
'smcclendon@robinsongray.com' <smcclendon@robinsongray.com>; 'Leclerc, Denise A.' <DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; 
'Patat, Laura O.' <LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; 'cskalamera@robinsongray.com' <cskalamera@robinsongray.com>; 
'temanuelli@robinsongray.com' <temanuelli@robinsongray.com>; 'tnicholson@elections.sc.gov' 
<tnicholson@elections.sc.gov>; 'lcrum@burr.com' <lcrum@burr.com>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Leah Aden 
<laden@naacpldf.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda 
Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; 'mburchstead@burr.com' <mburchstead@burr.com>; 'jtrinkley@burr.com' 
<jtrinkley@burr.com>; 'bdurant@sowelldurant.com' <bdurant@sowelldurant.com>; 'akelly@sowelldurant.com' 
<akelly@sowelldurant.com>; 'staff@sowelldurant.com' <staff@sowelldurant.com>; 'jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com' 
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<jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com>; Jeffery A. Fuisz <jeffrey.fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; 'lgibson@burr.com' 
<lgibson@burr.com>; 'bsowell@sowelldurant.com' <bsowell@sowelldurant.com>; 'rowens@robinsongray.com' 
<rowens@robinsongray.com>; 'thawkins@robinsongray.com' <thawkins@robinsongray.com>; 'Jones, Matt' 
<Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Paula Ramer <paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh 
<snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; 
Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; 'aackbersingh-teed@burr.com' 
<aackbersingh-teed@burr.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; John Cusick 
<jcusick@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
Good afternoon, Counsel:  
 
We were not available to serve the subpoena that I shared on July 1 on Mr. Oldham. Please find attached a new 
subpoena that will be served on Mr. Oldham by process server either today or tomorrow.  
 
Many thanks, 
John  
 

From: John Cusick  
Sent: Friday, July 1, 2022 12:58 PM 
To: Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton 
B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; lstringfellow@robinsongray.com; 
Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; 
sleyton@robinsongray.com; jmgore@jonesday.com; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; 
KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; skenny@jonesday.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; rtyson@robinsongray.com; 
Shedd, Erica Wells <EShedd@NexsenPruet.com>; Golisch, Cathy A. <CGolisch@nexsenpruet.com>; Davis, Tori L. 
<TDavis@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Watford, Debbie <DWatford@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; cnygord@robinsongray.com; dcarmichael@robinsongray.com; 
smcclendon@robinsongray.com; Leclerc, Denise A. <DLeclerc@nexsenpruet.com>; Patat, Laura O. 
<LPatat@nexsenpruet.com>; cskalamera@robinsongray.com; temanuelli@robinsongray.com; 
tnicholson@elections.sc.gov; lcrum@burr.com; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Adriel 
I. Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; mburchstead@burr.com; jtrinkley@burr.com; bdurant@sowelldurant.com; 
akelly@sowelldurant.com; staff@sowelldurant.com; jeff.schomig@wilmerhale.com; Jeffery A. Fuisz 
<jeffrey.fuisz@arnoldporter.com>; lgibson@burr.com; bsowell@sowelldurant.com; rowens@robinsongray.com; 
thawkins@robinsongray.com; Jones, Matt <Matt.Jones@wilmerhale.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Stuart Naifeh <snaifeh@naacpldf.org>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; 
Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; 
aackbersingh-teed@burr.com; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Andrew 
Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com> 
Cc: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: [SC Redistricting Case] Third-Party Subpoena 
 
Good afternoon, Counsel:  
 
Please find attached a third-party subpoena that will be served on Dalton L. Oldham, Jr. by process server today.  
 
Hope everyone has a good long weekend.  
 
Many thanks, 
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John  
 
John S. Cusick (he/him) 
Assistant Counsel  

 
40 Rector Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10006 
c: 917.858.2870 | jcusick@naacpldf.org | tw: @johnscusick  
naacpldf.org          
 
PRIVILEGE AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments may 
contain privileged or confidential information and is/are for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s). Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is prohibited. 
If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and delete it from your system. 

 
 

This communication may contain information that is legally privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please note that 
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Anyone who receives this message in error should notify the sender 
immediately by telephone or by return e-mail and delete it from his or her computer. 
___________________________________________ 
For more information about Arnold & Porter, click here: 
http://www.arnoldporter.com 
*** FIRM CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION *** This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is 
privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete 
the message and any attachments. If you reply to this message, Nexsen Pruet, LLC may collect personal information 
including your name, business name and other contact details, and IP address. If you have any questions, please contact 
Privacy@nexsenpruet.com.  
 

This communication may contain information that is legally privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please note that 
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Anyone who receives this message in error should notify the sender 
immediately by telephone or by return e-mail and delete it from his or her computer. 
___________________________________________ 
For more information about Arnold & Porter, click here: 
http://www.arnoldporter.com 
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Gore, John M.

From: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2022 3:46 PM
To: Gore, John M.; raudain@naacpldf.org; Crum, Liz; Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; jcusick@naacpldf.org; 

MMoore@nexsenpruet.com
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow; Kenny, Stephen J.; 

Cynthia D. Nygord; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J.; Mathias, Andrew A.; KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; 
Crosland, Stewart; Wilkins, William W.; Ricard, Rhett D.; Rabon, Sheree M.; Smith, Laura L.; Trinkley, 
Jane; Burchstead, Michael; Werdenie, Sharon  A.; Barber, Hamilton B.; Gibson, Lisa; Leah Aden; 
aingram@naacpldf.org; Santino Coleman; Rick Rozos; Michelle Charles; acepedaderieux@aclu.org; 
strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A.; Colarusso, Gina; Hirschel, Andrew; Ramer, Paula; Gryll, 
Sarah; Ellis, Rodney; Rick Rozos; Michelle Charles

Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915]

** External mail ** 
 
John – Let’s plan to take Sen. Talley’s deposition on September 2.  We will circulate a notice.  
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Saturday, August 13, 2022 12:14 PM 
To: zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; 
zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; Hindley, John 
<John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart 
<scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. 
<RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; 
Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; 
Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles 
<mcharles@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org <achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew 
<Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah 
<Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney <Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
 External E-mail  

 
How about House Defendants? 
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I have corresponded with Senator Talley.  Unfortunately, given his trial schedule, he is available on the afternoon of 
August 31 or on September 2.  Will Plaintiffs let us know which date they prefer? 
 
Thanks. 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Saturday, August 13, 2022 9:03 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; 
Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart <scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; 
Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos 
<rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso <gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel 
<andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer <paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll 
<sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis <rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
John, 9 a.m. on Monday works for me.  Best, Raymond 
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2022 4:48 PM 
To: Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; John Hindley 
<john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart <scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; 
Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
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Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman 
<scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. 
Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; 
Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; 
John A. Freedman <john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso <gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew 
Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer <paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll 
<sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis <rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
 
Counsel: 
 
We understand that Plaintiffs’ counsel on the issue of the Second Supplemental Initial Disclosures was unavailable this 
afternoon.  We would like to keep the ball rolling and to convene a meet-and-confer at 9 am Monday morning before 
Mr. Fifield’s deposition.  Will each team respond with their availability at that time? 
 
Thanks. 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: Gore, John M.  
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2022 11:16 AM 
To: 'Crum, Liz' <lcrum@burr.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Hindley, John 
<John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart <scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; 
Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos 
<rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; 
pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew 
<Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah 
<Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney <Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
Counsel: 
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The Senate Defendants are planning to file a motion to strike Plaintiffs’ Second Supplemental Initial Disclosures and 
Moon Duchin’s Supplemental Expert Report.  We plan to include discussion of this motion in today’s meet-and-confer at 
4 pm. 
 
Thanks, 
John 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: Crum, Liz <lcrum@burr.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2022 10:07 AM 
To: Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Hindley, John 
<John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart <scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; 
Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, 
Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos 
<rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; 
pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew 
<Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah 
<Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney <Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
Jane Trinkley will be available for the Election Defendants.  Liz 
 
  
M. Elizabeth "Liz" Crum  
Counsel  
 

 
 
1221 Main St., Suite 1800 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
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main 803-799-9800 
mobile 803-331-1185  
fax 803-933-1484 
lcrum@burr.com 
Web 

 

  

The information contained in this email is intended for the individual or entity above. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not 
read, copy, use, forward or disclose this communication to others; also, please notify the sender by replying to this message, and then 
delete this message from your system. Thank you. 
From: Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2022 9:53 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; 
Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart <scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; Trinkley, Jane <JTrinkley@burr.com>; Crum, 
Liz <lcrum@burr.com>; Burchstead, Michael <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
[EXTERNAL EMAIL] 

House Defendants will have someone available at 4PM tomorrow.  
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2022 9:48 AM 
To: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; Moore, Mark C. 
<MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Crosland, Stewart 
<scrosland@jonesday.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. 
<RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
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<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

 
How about for House Defendants and Election Commission Defendants? 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 6:58 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
4 PM works for Plaintiffs.  
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 5:01 PM 
To: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
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<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org <achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew 
<Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah 
<Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney <Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
 External E-mail  

 
John: 
 
Thanks for following up. 
 
Unfortunately, the Senate Defendants are not available at 3 on Friday.  Our availability on Friday afternoon also will 
depend on the length of Maura Baker’s deposition.  If Ms. Baker’s deposition will be done by 4, we are available then. 
 
John 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 4:38 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
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<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
John:  
 
Plaintiffs are available for a meet and confer on Friday at 3pm.  Does that time work for Senate Defendants?   
 
We are in receipt of your email addressing the issues Plaintiffs raised with respect to Senate Defendants’ privilege log 
and we are currently reviewing it.  In addition to the deposition of Sen. Talley, we would also like to use the opportunity 
to raise any questions we may have.   
 
John 
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, August 9, 2022 11:41 AM 
To: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org <achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina <Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew 
<Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula <Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah 
<Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney <Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; 
Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
 External E-mail  

 
Thanks. 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
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From: Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, August 9, 2022 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; jcusick@naacpldf.org; MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Mparente@nexsenpruet.com; KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; aingram@naacpldf.org; raudain@naacpldf.org; Santino 
Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; 
acepedaderieux@aclu.org; strivedi@aclu.org; pyan@aclu.org; sosaki@aclu.org; chris@boroughsbryant.com; 
achaney@aclusc.org; Freedman, John A. <John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
Thank you, John. I will withdraw the notice. I will let you know when Plaintiffs are available to meet and confer.   
 
 
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, August 9, 2022 11:04 AM 
To: zzz.External.jcusick@naacpldf.org <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.MMoore@nexsenpruet.com 
<MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.Mparente@nexsenpruet.com <Mparente@nexsenpruet.com>; 
zzz.External.KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; 
zzz.External.aingram@naacpldf.org <aingram@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.raudain@naacpldf.org 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; zzz.External.acepedaderieux@aclu.org <acepedaderieux@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.strivedi@aclu.org <strivedi@aclu.org>; zzz.External.pyan@aclu.org <pyan@aclu.org>; 
zzz.External.sosaki@aclu.org <sosaki@aclu.org>; zzz.External.chris@boroughsbryant.com 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; zzz.External.achaney@aclusc.org <achaney@aclusc.org>; Freedman, John A. 
<John.Freedman@arnoldporter.com>; Hindley, John <John.Hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Colarusso, Gina 
<Gina.Colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Hirschel, Andrew <Andrew.Hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Ramer, Paula 
<Paula.Ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Gryll, Sarah <Sarah.Gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Ellis, Rodney 
<Rodney.Ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
 External E-mail  
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Counsel: 
 
As I mentioned below, and John Cusick acknowledged, Senator Talley is scheduled to be in trial next week for one of his 
clients.  I have just conferred with Senator Talley, and he confirmed that there will not be a settlement in the case and 
that his trial is going forward.  He therefore is not available for deposition on August 16. 
 
We are available to meet and confer regarding other arrangements for Senator Talley.  We ask the plaintiffs’ team to let 
us know its availability to do so. 
 
In the interim, we also ask the plaintiffs’ team to withdraw the notice of deposition issued this morning since Senator 
Talley will not be deposed on August 16. 
 
Thanks, 
John 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2022 1:06 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
** External mail ** 
 
Not a problem, John. We’ll send a revised notice soon.  
 
We hope to get back to shortly on the date for Maura Baker.  
 

From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2022 2:05 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
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Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
 
Thanks, John. 
 
Please issue an amended notice for Senator Campsen with the new time.  I think that will avoid any potential confusion, 
including for the court reporter, down the line.  We are proceeding on the understanding that the deposition will be by 
Zoom. 
 
Maura Baker is available on August 12. 
 
Thanks, 
John 
 
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
 
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2022 11:05 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
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<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: Re: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
 
Evening John,  
 
Not a problem to start Sen. Campsen's at 9:00 a.m. Do we need to reissue the notice, or can we proceed with 
the agreed-upon time with this email?  
 
August 9 at 10:00 a.m. works for Mr. John. We'll send that notice out soon.  
 
August 16 at 10:00 a.m. works for Mr. Terreni. We'll plan to send that notice out soon too. 
 
We'll plan to depose Ms. Baker. If you don't mind, please send over some dates. But it may take us a few days 
to get back to you to finalize the date for her. 
 
Many thanks, 
John  
 

From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2022 9:24 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; ltraywick@robinsongray.com 
<ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Kenny, Stephen J. 
<skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com <jtrinkley@burr.com>; 
lcrum@burr.com <lcrum@burr.com>; mburchstead@burr.com <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915]  
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
 
John: 
  
A couple items of follow-up. 
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1. Would it be possible to start Senator Campsen’s deposition at 9 am on August 5? 
  
2. We can make Breeden John available on August 9.  Will that work? 
  
3. Charlie Terreni is available on August 16. 
  
4. I have some preliminary dates for Maura Baker and Madison Faulk.  Let me know once you’ve decide which you’d like 
to depose. 
  
Thanks. 
  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2022 9:05 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: Re: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
Thanks, John. We'll circulate a notice soon for August 5 at 10:00 a.m.  
  
As discussed during Wednesday's meet and confer, I also write to follow up on a few potential Senate 
witnesses.  
  
We plan to depose Mr. John. Could you send dates for the week of August 1 and August 8? We also plan to 
depose Ms. Baker or Ms. Faulk—not both. We hope to get back to you tomorrow about which one, but in the 
meantime, might it be helpful to begin reaching out for dates? 
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At this time, we do not intend to depose President Alexander, Senator Young, and Senator Grooms. But as we 
explained during the meet and confer, we are still learning new information through depositions and reserve 
the right to revisit deposing anyone we have previously identified. We will also follow up this week about any 
other potential Senate deponents based on new productions and Mr. Fiffick’s deposition. 
  
Lastly, for Mr. Terreni’s deposition, is there any flexibility for August 16 or 17? 
  
Many thanks, 
John 
 

From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2022 6:53 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com <rtyson@robinsongray.com>; ltraywick@robinsongray.com 
<ltraywick@robinsongray.com>; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Kenny, Stephen J. 
<skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com <jtrinkley@burr.com>; 
lcrum@burr.com <lcrum@burr.com>; mburchstead@burr.com <mburchstead@burr.com>; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915]  
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John: 
  
Senator Campsen and I are available on August 5. 
  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
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From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Friday, July 22, 2022 11:24 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
** External mail ** 
  
John,  
  
We thought it may be helpful to notice the deposition for August 16 so that at least there is a tentative hold for that 
date, recognizing, as you flagged, it may change.  
  
Many thanks, 
John  
  
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2022 5:48 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
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[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
Thanks, John.  To clarify, are you planning to issue a deposition notice for Senator Talley now or wait until his schedule 
settles for that week? 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2022 4:50 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
** External mail ** 
  
Evening John,  
  
On #1, not a problem. I am still available on August 5 too. Just let me know when you can about the potential 
conflict.  
  
On #2, let’s plan for August 16 with the notice and we’ll be in touch if the case settles before then?  
  
Many thanks, 
John  
  
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2022 4:28 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
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<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John: 
  
Thanks for sending this recap. 
  
I’m passing along two updates. 

1. I’m defending Senator Campsen’s deposition but have developed a potential conflict on August 3.  I’ll let you 
know asap once I know for sure.  In the interim, will you let me know whether you’re still available to depose 
Senator Campsen on August 5 (as mentioned in your July 14 email)? 

2. Senator Talley is scheduled for a 5-day trial as counsel the week of August 15 in Greenville County.  If that case 
settles, he is available for a deposition on either August 16 or 18.  We won’t know for sure until closer to that 
date.  His schedule remains jammed until that week as well.  If you would like, we can hold either of those dates 
and confirm as it approaches. 

  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 4:21 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
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<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
** External mail ** 
  
Thanks to everyone who joined.  
  
As discussed, Plaintiffs will circulate a draft document this week regarding the increase from 20 to 25 depositions, 
including experts, with the identical language from the Joint Stipulation, as well as language for a one-week 
extension for the close of discovery for just witnesses.  
  
We will also follow up on Monday with an update, at minimum, about potential depositions of the remaining Senate 
witnesses that we’ve identified.  
  
In the meantime, below is a recap of the scheduling that we discussed:  
  

• Sen. Rankin: August 2 (Somil will be taking) 
• Sen. Massey: August 2 (Andrew will be taking) 
• Sen. Campsen: August 3 (John C. will be taking) 
• We will get back Senate Defendants on the proposed dates for Mr. Terreni  
• Does August 16 or 17 work for Sen. Talley? (John H. will be taking)  
• We will get back to House Defendants on August 3 or 10 for Rep. Bernstein (Patricia will be taking) 
• Mr. Dennis: August 19 (Leah will be taken) 
• We will wait for an update on Rep. Bamberg’s availability 

  
Many thanks, 
John  
  
From: John Cusick  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 3:05 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
Mark,  
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Plaintiffs will provide a written response concerning the proposed protective order today. Can you send around a 
dial-in number for the meet and confer on Friday morning?  
  
Here is the link for today’s meet and confer about depositions at 3:30: https://naacpldf-
org.zoom.us/j/88650223658?pwd=bDVDV1dBRCtOaWEvSDAvNzQvMC96Zz09.  
  
Many thanks, 
John  
  
From: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 2:43 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John:  
  
I am available at 3:30 today but I frankly do not understand why Plaintiffs cannot make a decision on whether you will 
consent to the motion for a protective order that we sent over a week ago.  
  
House Defendants  will agree to defer the filing of the motion for a protective order until after a meet and confer Friday 
morning if Plaintiffs agree to provide a written response to our multiple emails concerning the proposed protective 
order prior tomorrow—as we need to understand your positions in order to confer about them.  
  
House Defendants will agree to the compromise offer proposed by the Senate with respect to depositions generally as it 
is more than reasonable and meets Plaintiffs more than halfway. I agree with John’s comments that the one-sided 
history offered by Plaintiffs with respect to the scheduling of depositions is just that—and fails to mention and include 
multiple good faith efforts by the House with respect to the timely scheduling of depositions.   
  
For example, your email fails to mention, for example, that we offered for dates for Mr. Dennis’ deposition prior to the 
close of discovery, dates which we rejected by Plaintiffs because Ms. Aden wanted to take Mr. Dennis’ deposition but 
she was unable to do it during the week of August 8 (the week that discovery was sent to close) because she planned to 
be on vacation that week. You also failed to mention Mr. Hindley’s  failure to return emails in a timely fashion (with 
delays of over a week) concerning the scheduling of the depositions of Reps. Collins and Elliot, and his lack of clarity with 
respect to his communications as to whether Rep. Elliott’s deposition would indeed go forward.  
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Your email also fails to note that I responded within a day as to the availability of Reps. Bernstein and Bamberg after 
Plaintiffs belatedly identified them as potential deponents and fails to track that I advised you of Rep. Bamberg’s trial 
conflicts in early August. I could go on but I think you get my point—there is no valid criticism that can be fairly lodged 
against the House Defendants with respect to the scheduling of depositions.  
  
Happy to talk to you at 3:30—who is circulating a dial-in number?  
  
Best,  
  
Mark    
  
  

Mark C. Moore 
Member 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201  
Post Office Box 2426 (29202)  
T: 803.540.2146, F: 8037271458  
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com  
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 

 

  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 1:58 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  
John,  
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Because of the three depositions tomorrow, a few team members have availability for a half hour meet and confer 
regarding the deposition discussion. Would 3:30 p.m. work? For the protect order meet and confer, can we schedule 
that for Friday morning?  
  
Many thanks, 
John  
  
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2022 12:10 PM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John: 
  
I agree that it is generally unproductive to rehash the record, but I need to correct the record on two points so that your 
incomplete and inaccurate recitation of events is not used against my clients in this case. 
  
First, the Senate Defendants did not fail to comply with the April 13 order on legislative privilege—or any other 
order.  The April 13 order was not directed at the Senate Defendants and did not address any discovery requests in the 
Congressional Plan litigation.  The Senate Defendants have complied with all court orders and their discovery 
obligations.  The Court issued its order on the Senate Defendants’ legislative privilege motion on July 5, and the Senate 
Defendants produced all documents on their legislative privilege log that same day. 
  
Second, your June 30 email requested a response by July 6 (after the July 4 holiday weekend).  I responded on July 6 and 
asked you to identify all Senate witnesses you wished to depose and the dates on which you wanted to conduct those 
depositions.  That same day, you separately conveyed to Lisle Traywick by phone a list of senators you tentatively 
wished to depose.  Notably, Senator Campsen was not on that list.  In any event, you did not respond to my July 6 email 
until July 14, 8 days later, and you requested a response by COB the following day.   
  
I responded to your July 14 email the same day informing you that I would not be able to confirm availability of all the 
requested deponents by COB the next day.  You responded by confirming your “understand[ing]” that we could not 
provide availability that quickly.  I responded again on July 15 indicating that Charlie Terreni and Senator Talley are not 
available on the dates you requested.  You have not suggested any new dates for those depositions. 
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In all events, the Senate Defendants can agree to a one-week extension of the deadline for conducting depositions, to 
and including August 19, subject to three conditions: 

1. We accept your representation that you are not moving forward with other deponents not listed in your July 14 
email (for the Senate, the witnesses listed in your email are Campsen, Massey, Rankin, Talley, and Terreni); 

2. The extension be limited to those witnesses only, but not subject to any requirement that the witnesses be 
unavailable before August 12; and 

3. The Defendants reserve the right to revisit the scheduling of depositions after August 19 if necessary to 
accommodate a witness’s schedule. 

  
Subject to those conditions: 

• The Senate Defendants can make available Senator Massey on August 2, Senator Rankin on August 2, and 
Senator Campsen on August 3. 

• Senator Talley is unavailable before August 12 except in short windows scattered across various days.  Will you 
propose some dates between August 15-19? 

• Charlie Terreni is available August 10-12.  Will you let us know your availability to depose him on one of those 
dates? 

  
We believe that it would be productive to hold a meet-and-confer on deposition scheduling and the protective order 
amendment the House Defendants have put together.  Will you let us know your team’s availability for a call this 
afternoon? 
  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2022 6:34 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
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** External mail ** 
  
Mark and John,    
  
Thank you for your responses on behalf of House and Senate Defendants. I’ll discuss your three requests in turn.  
  
First, we cannot agree to the proposed language that Plaintiffs “will seek to conduct no more than 25 depositions 
under any circumstances” and “will not add any witnesses other than those identified” by July 14. As you both know, 
each deposition has provided new information, and we are either receiving or still awaiting additional production. 
That said, in good faith, we provided the list of all witnesses that we either intend to or may depose within a 25-
deposition limit. In doing so, we are not moving forward with other potential deponents who are not listed. We also 
think the without-leave-of-court language in the Joint Stipulation is sufficient to address your concerns. Do you 
consent to the increase? Do Election Defendants consent?   
  
Second, we cannot consent to a blanket two-week extension of the discovery deadline. We disagree with your 
characterization that there has been late identification of multiple deponents. We have attempted to schedule 
depositions since the last week of May and first week of June. We need not detail the entire record, but a few points 
are worth highlighting. The Senate Defendants, for example, did not comply with the Court’s April 13 order on 
legislative privilege. This non-compliance unnecessarily delayed their discovery production and deposition 
scheduling. Likewise, on June 30, we asked John Gore if it would be helpful to coordinate potential deposition dates 
of Senators Campsen, Massey, and Talley before serving subpoenas on them. Two weeks later, I had to follow up 
about their availability because we had not heard back. We offered dates and have still not heard back, including for 
other potential Senate witnesses.  
  
For House witnesses, on June 10, Michael represented that Mr. Dennis was unavailable until July for a deposition. 
In response that same day, we asked for dates in early July. When we did not hear back, I followed up with Michael 
on June 22, and then again on June 30, for Mr. Dennis’ availability in early July. We also notified you of our 
intention to depose Representatives Bamberg and Bernstein just shy of a month before the close of discovery. Is 
there anyone else on your team who can defend Representative Bamberg’s deposition before August 12?  
  
For these reasons and more, we would consent to the following: a discrete number of depositions being conducted the 
week of August 15, but only if those deponents are unavailable before August 12. Does this work for House and 
Senate Defendants? What about Election Defendants?  
  
Third, consent to any protective order should not be a condition to whether the House and Senate Defendants will 
consent to a slight increase in depositions. As a practical matter, we won’t resolve that issue within the next few 
days and will respond separately soon.  
  
It is time to move on with resolving our slight deposition-increase request. And we do not want to be accused of 
prolonging the process. As I mentioned in my initial email, we hope to avoid seeking leave from the Court and ask 
that you let us know by COB tomorrow if our proposals in points 1 and 2 are sufficient. Otherwise, we will seek 
leave from the Court this week.  
  
Sincerely,  
John 
  
From: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2022 11:52 AM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
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<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John:  
  
Thank you for your email. We hope you will get back to us today or tomorrow with your response to our compromise 
proposal—and in order to hopefully speed that process, I have conferred with the Senate counsel and we jointly answer 
your questions below.   
  
As to other depositions, the Senate does not intend to take depositions other than the depositions already noticed of 
President Murphy, the SCNAACP 30(b)(6) representative and Taiwan Scott. The House intends to potentially notice one 
other deposition, that of the ACLU’s Ben Fifield.  
  
Both the House and the Senate believe that there is no current need to supplement their disclosures at this time, but we 
are willing to have tentative discussions with Plaintiffs in the next couple of weeks about who all parties are likely to call 
as witnesses, understanding that the discovery has not yet closed and pretrial disclosures are not due until August 26.  
I am not available to defend Rep. Bamberg’s deposition during the weeks you mentioned. Before we actually schedule 
the depositions of Reps. Bernstein, Bamberg and Mr. Dennis, the Senators, and Senate staff,  it is essential to know 
whether Plaintiffs consent to extending discovery deadline because we wouldn’t need anyone’s agreement to take these 
depositions after August 12. We also need to know if we are going to spend what in our view is unnecessary time 
litigating the protective order issue—and I note all defendants are in agreement with the motion I circulated last week in 
that regard. Therefore, we need an answer to our compromise proposal to extend the discovery/deposition deadline.  
  
Best,  
  
Mark  
  
  
  
  

Mark C. Moore 
Member 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201  
Post Office Box 2426 (29202)  
T: 803.540.2146, F: 8037271458  
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com  
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 
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From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Saturday, July 16, 2022 6:49 PM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  
Good evening, Mark and John,  
  
Thank you for the responses. We are assessing your three requests and will get back to you soon. But in doing so, we 
have two questions that will aid our assessment.  
  

1. Could House and Senate Defendants provide a list of any additional potential deponents they intend to 
depose, including non-parties? 

  
2. Second, as I included in the initial email, do House and Senate Defendants intend to serve supplemental 

initial disclosures, including for the House Defendants their supplemental disclosures?  
  
For other scheduling logistics, Jane and Liz, do Election Defendants consent to Mr. Dennis’ deposition taking place 
on August 19? If so, we will get that notice out next week to all counsel.  
  
Mark, let’s schedule Rep. Berstein’s deposition for August 10 if that still works. We will send that notice to all 
counsel next week. Are there any other dates the week of August 1 that work for Rep. Bamberg or the last week of 
July? We do not intend to depose Rep. Elliott. 
  
Have a good weekend, 
John  
  
From: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>  
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2022 5:13 PM 
To: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
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<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John: 
  
Thank you for providing the list of potential deponents. 
  
I can confirm that I am authorized to accept service of subpoenas on behalf of Senators Campsen, Massey, and Talley. 
  
We are still working on availability for the dates you have requested.  None of those witnesses is available the week of 
July 25-29.  We have also learned that Charlie Terreni is unavailable through the first week of August and that Senator 
Talley in particular is facing a complicated schedule throughout the discovery period due to his preexisting professional 
obligations. 
  
As Mark lays out below, we believe that an extension of the discovery deadline is warranted in order to accommodate 
the depositions you have requested. 
  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>  
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2022 10:32 AM 
To: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>; Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. 
<JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. <AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. 
<MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. 
<BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. 
<SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; 
mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram 
<aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain <raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick 
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Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki 
<sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up [IWOV-NPCOL1.FID2240915] 
  
** External mail ** 
  
John,  
  
Thank you for identifying all witnesses you would propose to depose as it helps us fully evaluate your request. 
Yesterday,  in an attempt to move this along, we had discussions with Senate counsel concerning your proposal.  
  
While we (Senate and House counsel) have significant concerns that any depositions over the current 20 deposition limit 
are unnecessary here, in order to avoid distracting side litigation, we are tentatively willing to agree to your proposal as 
long as you agree with the following: (1) Plaintiffs would agree that they will seek to conduct no more than 25 
depositions under any circumstances, and will not add any witnesses other than those identified by you yesterday 
and/or in earlier correspondence;  (2) the Parties would jointly agree that the discovery deadline should be extended by 
two weeks in order to allow these depositions to be completed; and (3) Plaintiffs will consent to our proposed motion 
asking the Panel to enter an Confidentiality Order relating to legislatively privileged materials.  
  
Please let us know ASAP if Plaintiffs are willing to agree to the conditions outlined above. Please understand that if we 
agree to allow you to conduct further depositions, there is no way we can physically complete all depositions by the 
current deadline (frankly, given the late identification of multiple proposed deponents, Plaintiff’s recent service of 
excessive requests to admit and other discovery issues, I don’t see how we can complete discovery by August 12th with 
the current limitation of 20 depositions per side)  —and we would also need to bump out the motions and other 
deadlines a bit as we did in the state House phase of the litigation when we extended the discovery deadline there in 
order to make this work. Moreover, we do not understand why Plaintiffs would have any valid objections to our request 
for a Confidentiality Order specifically relating to legislative privilege and this proposal could allow us all to avoid 
unnecessary motions practice while allowing us to focus on getting ready for trial.  
  
In response to your questions about House witnesses, Mr. Dennis and I are both available for a deposition on August 
19th—let’s schedule it. With regard to Reps. Bernstein and Bamberg, while it is pretty late in the day for a request to 
depose them (Plaintiffs have been aware of their membership on the Ad Hoc Committee and their role in redistricting 
for almost a year now)  I am also authorized to accept deposition notices for Reps. Bernstein and Bamberg. Assuming we 
have an agreement in regards to the above,  Rep. Bernstein is  available to be deposed on August 10, 11 or 12 with a 
preference for the 10th or 11th. Rep. Bamberg is currently scheduled to pick a jury in early August for a federal trial the 
week of August 8th so he may not be available until later in August but I will let you know if that changes. I also note 
that, in regards to Rep. Elliott, on July 7th, we sent you an email proposing July 28th as a date for him and we have not 
heard back. Please let us know by Monday if that date works as calendars are beginning to fill—and if you have decided 
you don’t need to depose him, all the better, please let us know.   
  
Please let us know if you have any questions about the above.  
  
Best,  
  
Mark  
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Mark C. Moore 
Member 
Nexsen Pruet, LLC  
1230 Main Street, Suite 700  
Columbia, SC 29201  
Post Office Box 2426 (29202)  
T: 803.540.2146, F: 8037271458  
MMoore@nexsenpruet.com  
 
www.nexsenpruet.com 

 

  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2022 10:02 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> 
Cc: rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; 
Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Moore, Mark C. 
<MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. 
<AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, Konstantine P 
<KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; Ricard, Rhett D. 
<RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, Laura L. 
<LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; Werdenie, Sharon A. 
<SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. <HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa 
<LGibson@burr.com>; Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos <rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle 
Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux <ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi 
<strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant 
<chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney <achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman 
<john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley <john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso 
<gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer 
<paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis 
<rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: Re: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up  
  

{EXTERNAL EMAIL} 

  
Morning John,  
  
Thanks for your response.  
  
We understand that you may not be able to get back to us on the availability of some of the Senate witnesses that we 
identified by COB today. We do ask that you let us know whether you’ve been authorized to accept service on behalf of 
Senators Campsen, Massey, and Talley, which we first discussed more than two weeks ago on June 30. Otherwise, if we 
don’t hear back by COB today, we will plan on serving them directly.  
  
My email identified all potential House and Senate deponents whom we intend to depose. For third-parties, we seek to 
depose Mr. Oldham and NRRT. With this in mind, please let us know if you consent to the increase request by COB 
today. We appreciate the consideration.  
  
Many thanks, 
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John  

Sent from my iPhone 
  

On Jul 14, 2022, at 5:56 PM, Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com> wrote: 

  
[Caution: EXTERNAL EMAIL] 
  
John: 
  
Thanks for this additional information. 
  
We are looking into your requests on Senate witnesses.  I can’t guarantee that we’ll have answers by 
COB Friday, but we will get back to you as soon as we can. 
  
So that we can better understand your request to increase the deposition limit, will you provide us a list 
of the individuals you’d like to depose, including non-parties? 
  
Thanks, 
John 
  
John M. Gore 
Partner 
JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide®  
51 Louisiana Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Office +1.202.879.3930 
  
From: John Cusick <jcusick@naacpldf.org>  
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2022 10:51 AM 
To: Gore, John M. <jmgore@jonesday.com>; rtyson@robinsongray.com; ltraywick@robinsongray.com; 
La'Jessica Stringfellow <lstringfellow@robinsongray.com>; Kenny, Stephen J. <skenny@jonesday.com>; 
Cynthia D. Nygord <cnygord@robinsongray.com>; Moore, Mark C. <MMoore@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Hollingsworth, Jennifer J. <JHollingsworth@nexsenpruet.com>; Mathias, Andrew A. 
<AMathias@nexsenpruet.com>; Parente, Michael A. <MParente@nexsenpruet.com>; Diamaduros, 
Konstantine P <KDiamaduros@nexsenpruet.com>; Wilkins, William W. <BWilkins@nexsenpruet.com>; 
Ricard, Rhett D. <RRicard@nexsenpruet.com>; Rabon, Sheree M. <SRabon@nexsenpruet.com>; Smith, 
Laura L. <LSmith@nexsenpruet.com>; jtrinkley@burr.com; lcrum@burr.com; mburchstead@burr.com; 
Werdenie, Sharon A. <SWerdenie@nexsenpruet.com>; Barber, Hamilton B. 
<HBarber@nexsenpruet.com>; Gibson, Lisa <LGibson@burr.com> 
Cc: Leah Aden <laden@naacpldf.org>; Antonio Ingram <aingram@naacpldf.org>; Raymond Audain 
<raudain@naacpldf.org>; Santino Coleman <scoleman@naacpldf.org>; Rick Rozos 
<rrozos@naacpldf.org>; Michelle Charles <mcharles@naacpldf.org>; Adriel I. Cepeda Derieux 
<ACepedaDerieux@aclu.org>; Somil Trivedi <strivedi@aclu.org>; Patricia Yan <pyan@aclu.org>; 
Samantha Osaki <sosaki@aclu.org>; Chris Bryant <chris@boroughsbryant.com>; Allen Chaney 
<achaney@aclusc.org>; John A. Freedman <john.freedman@arnoldporter.com>; John Hindley 
<john.hindley@arnoldporter.com>; Gina Colarusso <gina.colarusso@arnoldporter.com>; Andrew 
Hirschel <andrew.hirschel@arnoldporter.com>; Paula Ramer <paula.ramer@arnoldporter.com>; Sarah 
Gryll <sarah.gryll@arnoldporter.com>; Rodney Ellis <rodney.ellis@arnoldporter.com>; John Cusick 
<jcusick@naacpldf.org> 
Subject: [SC Redistricting Case] Discovery Follow Up  
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** External mail ** 
  
Good morning, Counsel,  
  
We write to follow up on a few discovery-related topics. 
  
First, for potential additional Senate witnesses, Plaintiffs intend to notice depositions of Mr. Terreni 
and Senators Campsen, Massey, Rankin, and Talley as soon as possible. Below are dates that work 
for Plaintiffs’ counsel. 
  

• Sen. Campsen: August 2, 3, 5, or 10 
• Sen. Massey: August 2 through 5 and potentially July 25 through July 29 
• Sen. Rankin: August 2 or 4 
• Sen. Talley: July 26 through 29 and August 2 through 5. 
• Mr. Terreni: July 28 or 29 

  
Does August 2 or 4 work for Senator Rankin and Senate Defendants?  
  
John, can you also let us know by COB Friday if you have received the authorization to accept the 
service of subpoenas for the depositions of Mr. Terreni and Senators Campsen, Massey, and Talley? 
If so, do any of these dates work for them and your team?  
  
We are also considering deposing Ms. Baker, Ms. Faulk, Mr. John, and President Alexander and 
should have a better sense by the end of the week. In the meantime, could you also begin reaching 
out to them and let us know their availability for depositions? We are also considering deposing 
Senator Grooms.    
  
Second, for additional potential House witnesses, we have been coordinating with Mark about Mr. 
Dennis’ deposition. Mark, based on the scheduling considerations for you, Mr. Dennis, and the 
Plaintiffs’ counsel who is taking the deposition, would you consent to Mr. Dennis’ deposition being 
taken on either August 18 or alternatively August 19 after the close of discovery? If so, would 
Election Defendants’ and Senate Defendants’ counsel consent too? 
  
Mark, we are also considering deposing Representatives Bamberg and Bernstein. Do you still have 
the authorization to accept the service of a subpoena for Representative Bamberg, as well as now for 
Representative Bernstein? Could you let us know by COB Friday, if feasible? And if you do have 
authorization, could you also let us know their availability for depositions? 
  
Third, Plaintiffs served supplemental initial disclosures yesterday, July 13. Do House and Senate 
Defendants plan to provide any supplemental initial disclosures based on additional facts revealed 
through discovery or other subsequent inquiries? Even though House Defendants listed the 
Redistricting Ad Hoc Committee members in their initial and supplemental disclosures, they also 
identified all remaining members of the House of Representatives as likely having discoverable 
information to support their claims or defenses. Senate Defendants identify, in part, any people 
identified in the Parties’ disclosures and discovery responses as likely having discoverable 
information to support their claims or defenses. When appropriate, the Parties will of course file 
FRCP 26(a)(3) disclosures, identifying witnesses the Parties may expect to present at trial. But as 
you can imagine, until then, Plaintiffs have no way to narrow down the legislators that House and 
Senate Defendants are more likely to potentially rely on for trial. Plaintiffs, for example, have 
identified specific legislators in the House and Senate for their initial and supplemental 
disclosures.     
  
Fourth, based on the depositions discussed above, along with a few additional non-party depositions 
that Plaintiffs are considering, we expect to slightly exceed the 20-deposition stipulation in the Joint 
Stipulation. Would Defendants consent to a slight increase from 20 to 25 depositions for all Parties, 
including experts? Could you let us know by COB on Friday? Given the slight increase, we hope to 
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avoid seeking leave from the Court. But if necessary, we will plan to do so next week consistent with 
the local rules.  
  
As always, we appreciate your time and consideration. 
  
Thanks again,  
John  
  
John S. Cusick (he/him) 
Assistant Counsel  

 
40 Rector Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10006 
c: 917.858.2870 | jcusick@naacpldf.org | tw: @johnscusick  
naacpldf.org 
  
PRIVILEGE AND CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any attachments may 
contain privileged or confidential information and is/are for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s). Any unauthorized use or disclosure of this communication is prohibited. 
If you believe that you have received this email in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and delete it from your system. 
  
***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, 
or protected by attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please 
delete it from your system without copying it and notify sender by reply e-mail, so that our 
records can be corrected.***  

*** FIRM CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION *** This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is 
privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete 
the message and any attachments. If you reply to this message, Nexsen Pruet, LLC may collect personal information 
including your name, business name and other contact details, and IP address. If you have any questions, please contact 
Privacy@nexsenpruet.com.  
***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected by 
attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system without copying 
it and notify sender by reply e-mail, so that our records can be corrected.***  
***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected by 
attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system without copying 
it and notify sender by reply e-mail, so that our records can be corrected.***  
***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected by 
attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system without copying 
it and notify sender by reply e-mail, so that our records can be corrected.***  
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1     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  For the record, we

2  see lots of familiar faces in this audience.

3  We have as our court reporter today Ms.

4  Bostrom (phonetic).  For the record, Ms.

5  Bostrom is waiving at us acknowledging her.

6  Speakers, if you will, as I’ve said, each of

7  these, when you are speaking to us, make

8  sure that the court reporter is able to take

9  what you’re saying.  Some speak faster than

10  others, so Attorney Cunningham, I doubt this

11  will be a problem for you, but sometimes

12  folks talk too fast, and the court reporter

13  gets overwhelmed.  And so, pay attention to

14  her.  If I'm not cueing you, look for her to

15  as well.

16     Again, I'm Luke Rankin, I’m from Horry

17  County, I represent the good folks down

18  there.  And I am blessed to chair this

19  committee and this subcommittee today.  As

20  at each of these that we’ve had, both the

21  public hearings and the subcommittee

22  meetings, I'm joined with a host of folks

23  live and via Zoom.  To my right, Senator

24  Chip Campsen from Charleston, Senator Young

25  from Aiken is appearing by Zoom.  Senator
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1  Sabb to my left, from Williamsburg.  Senator

2  Margie Bright Matthews to my far right from

3  Colleton.  Senator Scott Talley is

4  downstairs in another commission meeting.

5  And Senator Dick Harpootilan way over yonder

6  to the left.  Again, a bipartisan group,

7  representing the Senate and all parts of the

8  state.

9     A little recap, again, we -- in July,

10  met to organize.  Then on the 27th of July

11  through August the 12th, ten public hearings

12  were conducted, where we received testimony

13  across the state about communities of

14  interest.  August 12th, we made the newly

15  released census data available on our

16  redistricting website.  Then on the

17  September 17th meeting, we adopted

18  guidelines and a public submissions policy.

19  Again, likewise put on the redistricting

20  website.  Then from the 17th of September

21  through Augus-- October 8th, we received

22  public admissions -- submissions rather, of

23  proposed Senate district plans.  Last month,

24  the 21st of October, we received testimony

25  about those submissions.  Staff was directed
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1  to develop a proposed Senate staff plan,

2  again, based upon the information that we

3  received from those sources.  Thereafter, on

4  the 4th of November, we adopted the Senate

5  staff plan.  November 12th, we received

6  testimony on the Senate staff plan, as well

7  as the proposed congressional plans.

8     And so, today, we are going to hear

9  first, a presentation about the

10  congressional plan.  And at this time, our

11  would famous, world-renowned cartographer,

12  Will Roberts, will give us a brief

13  description of that congressional plan.

14     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. Chair?

15     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Yes, ma'am?

16     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I want to make sure

17  I have your timeline correct.  This

18  committee has not adopted the conger--

19  proposed congressional plan?

20     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Correct.

21     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Okay.  Thank you.

22     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Alright, Mr. Roberts?

23     MR. ROBERTS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

24  At the last subcommittee meeting, staff was

25  charged with creating a Congressional
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1  District plan proposal.  And we have done

2  our homework, and we released that staff

3  plan with a press release, and on the

4  redistricting website, on Tuesday November

5  23rd.  The plan that staff has proposed is

6  what I would call a minimal change plan.

7  Our goal was to bring the Congressional

8  Districts back into deviation compliance,

9  while maintaining the core constituencies of

10  the districts.  And with this plan, we have

11  accomplished that.

12     The current districts have a total plan

13  deviation of 23.58%, the plan that staff has

14  proposed has a zero percent deviation --

15  total plan -- total plan deviation.  The

16  major change in the Congressional Districts

17  through this redistricting process, was

18  really between Districts 1 and District 6.

19  District 1 now includes east -- portions of

20  eastern Berkley County, all of Hanahan, and

21  the Daniel Island portion of Berkley County.

22  And those are areas that are currently in

23  Congressional District 6.

24     District 6 still includes the majority

25  of the City of Charleston and North
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1  Charleston area, but now includes

2  significant portions of John’s Island and

3  West Ashely that are currently in

4  Congressional District 1.  Also, District 1

5  extends further down the coast to include a

6  portion of Jasper County, reflecting

7  testimony we heard at the public hearings

8  about the growth and communities of interest

9  in the low country area.

10     Some quick highlights of other

11  districts.  District 2 fixes some precinct

12  splits in Richland County, as well as making

13  a few swaps.  It also includes the --

14  District 2 picks up the Limestone area of

15  Orangeburg County, and that was done after

16  hearing comments at a public hearing in

17  Orangeburg earlier on this year.  District

18  3, Newberry County is made whole.

19  Otherwise, mostly minor changes to the

20  current district, to accommodate shifts in

21  population.  District 4 picks up some

22  precincts on the south side of Greenville

23  County from District 3, out towards the

24  Simpsonville area.  District 5, it includes

25  more of the area in Boiling Springs and
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1  Cowpens area, shifting the border between

2  Districts 5 and District 3 -- I'm sorry,

3  District 4, southwest towards the City of

4  Spartanburg.  District 6, in addition with

5  the changes with District 1, also picks up a

6  few districts -- a few precincts in Sumter

7  County that are currently in District 5, and

8  the midlands area is largely unchanged, just

9  with some precinct tweaks.  District 7 is

10  large -- really largely unchanged from the

11  current districts, it does pick up a few

12  districts from District 6 around the south

13  side of Florence County.

14     And Mr. Chairman, that's a brief

15  overview of the congressional plan the staff

16  has proposed for the subcommittee.

17     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Alright.  Very good.

18     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. Chair?

19     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Thank you.

20     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. Chair?

21     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  We are -- Senator

22  Matthews?

23     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Sorry about

24  interrupting.  We just received this, and I

25  understand ever -- we are under crunch on
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1  this -- we received this notice of this

2  hearing on the Tuesday before last--

3  Thanksgiving, last week with the proposal.

4  And I -- and I can tell you, I'm a little

5  worried about the timeline, but we going to

6  work through that.  I would ask that so that

7  when -- but -- if we can give it -- gather

8  information on what these districts looked

9  like before the data that the staff has,

10  that would show us what the congressional

11  plans looked like before the drawing.  Since

12  District 1 and District 6 fall squarely in

13  my six counties, I think I would need to

14  look at that, to analyze why Charleston

15  County was cut up and -- the way it was, and

16  why there were carvings that were further

17  away from District 6 into this map.  If I

18  can get that information, it would really

19  help us when we hear the testimony.

20     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Alright, very good.

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Mr. Chairman?

22     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Senator Harpootilan?

23     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And I share

24  Senator Bright Matthews concerns, we

25  actually got this the Tuesday before
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1  Thanksgiving.  And I’ve had some opportunity

2  to look at it, but I have significant

3  questions about how this was done, in that

4  the sixth district for instance, still goes

5  from the Atlantic Ocean to Lake Murray,

6  which doesn’t make -- and I mean, if you

7  look at the definition of gerrymander in the

8  dictionary, you’re probably going to find

9  this district next to it.  I'm concerned how

10  this was done, and I think that while we’re

11  going to hear form these folks today, we

12  need to hear from staff folks in an -- in a

13  separate meeting, where we can ask them very

14  probing questions about how this was done,

15  why this was done.  And it appears to me

16  there’s a racial overlay here.  I'm -- at

17  least from the little bit I -- I mean,

18  obviously, I haven't had a chance to crunch

19  the numbers I -- the way I want to -- it

20  concerns me.

21     And Mr. Chairman, you understand I have

22  not discussed that in any pejorative way, on

23  any other plan that this Subcommittee has

24  looked at.  And I'm not -- certainly not --

25  accusing the staff of anything untoward, it
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1  may -- just may be that the result that they

2  came up with is racially skewed.  And I

3  think that we need to be very conscious

4  about the fact of -- about the issue of

5  packing African Americans into one district.

6  Thank you.

7     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Okay, thank you.

8  Alright, and let’s -- unless there are other

9  comments from the Subcommittee members?

10  Let’s go to the speakers, and three here by

11  -- to testify in person, I'm going to take

12  this list out of order, because respectfully

13  Ms. Teague, Mr. Ruth, you all have been

14  here, done this.  You are fixtures here.

15  Mr. Cunningham, come on up if you will.  You

16  are not a fixture, at least physically.  Not

17  calling anybody a potted plant, mind you,

18  but welcome.  And I trust you’re not going

19  to be hanging around, you’re going to be

20  getting back on the road.  So, you have 19

21  seconds to speak.  That's not -- it’s a

22  joke.  But floor is yours, and welcome.  Do

23  you --

24     MR. CUNNINGHAM.  I appreciate it.  What

25  -- how much time do I have allotted, Mr.
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1  Chairman?  As (inaudible) --

2     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  As little as you

3  need, and no more than ten minutes.

4     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.

5     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Raise your right

6  hand, if you will?  Do you swear, affirm to

7  tell -- do we swear these witnesses here?

8  Forgive me.  Have I been doing that?

9     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I don’t think --

10     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 2:  No.

11     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Yeah, you know what?

12  I'm confused.

13     SENATOR MATTHEWS: (Inaudible).

14     CHAIRMAN RANKIN: Lynn, have we sworn

15  you before?  I don’t think so.  I'm in --

16  I'm in --

17     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  I can tell

18  you, everything I say will be the truth.

19     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  No.

20     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  So, --

21     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Unless you slip, you

22  do not need to do that, I'm in the wrong

23  commission meeting.  Floor is yours,

24  welcome.

25     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Thank you,
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1  Chairman Rankin.  Members of the

2  subcommittee, it’s an honor to be here with

3  you today on a very pressing matter as it

4  relates to our very own democracy.  I'm Joe

5  Cunningham, and from early 2019 to just

6  earlier this year, I had the -- the great

7  honor of representing the first

8  Congressional District in the United States

9  congress.  And I’ve got to tell you that

10  representing the first Congressional

11  District was, you know, it was the greatest

12  honor in my life.  And throughout my

13  service, I got to know the first

14  Congressional District very well.  And the

15  history, the people, the communities big and

16  small, black and white, wealthy and working

17  class.  And I know first-hand how important

18  representation really is.

19     And I drove here this morning from

20  Charleston to tell you something that you

21  already know.  Which is that the proposed

22  map today, particularly the first

23  Congressional District, stinks.  It’s

24  terrible.  It is --

25     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  I'm so sorry
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1  to interrupt your presentation.  Could you

2  back up your microphone just a little bit

3  here?  (Inaudible), try now.

4     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  I want --

5     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  I'm so sorry.

6     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- yeah, I

7  want to make sure they can hear me though.

8     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  Yeah,

9  (inaudible).

10     SENATOR RANKIN:  (Inaudible) we can

11  year you too much.

12     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Well, okay.

13     SENATOR RANKIN:  (Inaudible).

14     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  I -- I want to

15  make sure that everybody can hear me,

16  because this is important.  The maps are

17  awful.  They are just -- they -- I mean,

18  they make no sense, unless of course the

19  sole purpose of these maps is to make it

20  harder for a republican to lose.  See, ten

21  years ago, this body intentionally drew the

22  first district to make it virtually

23  impossible for a democrat to win.  And

24  although the district, you know, has always

25  been based in Charleston, this body made
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1  sure that the significant black population

2  would be packed into the sixth Congressional

3  District.  And despite the incredible

4  diversity of Charleston County, you all made

5  sure that the first was almost entirely

6  white.  Thus, a safe republican district.

7     Well, until 2018, when I became the

8  first democrat to win that district in 40

9  years.  And despite the district being

10  designed intentionally so that democrat

11  could not win, I was able to win a district

12  that Donald Trump carried by 13 points.  And

13  just last year, I lost it by a single point

14  in one of the closest elections of the

15  entire country.

16     Now, let’s face it, you know, the folks

17  in Washington D.C. really don’t like

18  competition.  They don’t like close races.

19  They want -- they want safe elections.  They

20  want reliable elections.  They want to make

21  sure that what happened in 2018 in the first

22  Congressional District, never, ever happens

23  again.  Even if they have to cheat or rig

24  the system to make sure that happens.

25     In my time as a candidate, and as a
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1  member of Congress, I saw up close and

2  personal how the district was just chopped

3  up, based upon one thing, race.  You could

4  drive down Chapel Street, the old district

5  boundary -- the current district boundary

6  right now, and look on one side and see

7  African American community, and the other

8  side see a white community.  The white

9  community was in the first Congressional

10  District, and the black committee was in the

11  sixth Congressional District.  You could not

12  draw it any clearer than driving down Chapel

13  Street.  And I thought that that was the

14  best of gerrymandering.  But low and behold,

15  I'm surprised, because look if

16  gerrymandering was an art, this proposed

17  plan would be a Picasso.  You all have taken

18  it to the nth degree.

19     I just want to drop in some highlights

20  here.  Despite all that diversity in the low

21  country, this plan gives the first

22  Congressional District the lowest black

23  population of any district in the state.  It

24  takes the College of Charleston out of the

25  first Congressional District.  This is
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1  supposed to be the low country district, and

2  the College of Charleston has been removed.

3  The only thing left of the peninsula in

4  Charleston, is the nearly all white million-

5  dollar homes south of Broad.  That's all

6  that's been left.

7     You took out most of John’s Island.

8  That's an area that's rich in civil rights

9  history for a significant black population.

10  But mysteriously, kept nearly all white

11  Kiawah and Seabrook islands.  I wonder why.

12     For some reason, the first District

13  does not represent an entire county.  When I

14  represented the first District, I had five

15  parts of five different counties.  And now

16  under these proposed maps, there’s six parts

17  of six different counties, because why not?

18  Just throw a sixth in there.  No one -- no

19  one can look at this map with a straight

20  face and say that it makes any sense.

21  Nobody.  Nobody can look at it honestly, and

22  say that it makes any sense.  And say that

23  it’s good for our democracy.

24     This map only spurs questions.

25  Questions like, why are suburban Mount
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1  Pleasant and West Ashley in two different

2  districts?  Why is Charleston County split

3  into two different districts?  One for white

4  residents and one for black residents.  Why

5  are the College of Charleston and the

6  University of South Carolina, which are

7  separated by over a hundred miles, in the

8  same Congressional District?  We know why.

9  Everyone here knows why.  Everyone on this

10  committee knows why.  Because the people who

11  drew this map, it’s just a game.  It’s just

12  a political game, and it’s just about

13  winning, because ten years ago, this body

14  drew a safe republican district, and by the

15  end of the decade it became a swing

16  district.  And this proposed map moves the

17  goalpost yet again, to make it as hard as

18  possible for a democrat to win.

19     I'm here asking today, why are you so

20  afraid of competition?  I'm not asking you

21  to draw a democratic district, I'm asking

22  you to draw a district that makes sense.

23  Because this map makes no sense, unless your

24  sole objective is to rig an election so that

25  one side cannot win.  I don't know who drew
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1  this map, I don’t.  I -- but I know one

2  thing, it wasn’t any of you.  This map --

3  and it wasn’t any of your staff either.

4  This map was drawn by a partisan hack in

5  Washington D.C.  That's who it was drawn by.

6  Somebody with the help of incumbent members

7  of Congress, to make themselves safer.

8  People hellbent on serving themselves,

9  instead of serving the people they’re

10  elected to represent.

11     I would ask you to listen to the people

12  in the first Congressional District, not

13  some partisan hack from Washington D.C., who

14  could care less about South Carolina.  I'm

15  asking you to put your Country, put your

16  State, above your own political party.  Do

17  what’s right, rip up this map, and start

18  over by using the input that you solicited

19  across this state.  This map is not even

20  worth the paper that it’s printed on.  And I

21  -- I would say that if you want a majority

22  so bad in the United States House of

23  Representatives, go earn it.  Go win it with

24  your policy ideas, go win it with your

25  vision.  But don’t cheat, and don’t steal.
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1     I can tell you that when I left

2  Congress earlier this year, our country has

3  never been more divided.  And there’s a lot

4  of reasons that point to that, but partisan

5  gerrymandering, the process that each of you

6  are engaged in today, is a big part of it.

7  It’s ripping our country apart at the

8  fabric.  It’s why we’re more divided than

9  ever.  And for decades, you know,

10  legislators have bent over backwards to

11  eliminate competitive Congressional

12  Districts, and create safe districts, where

13  it’s impossible to lose the general

14  election.  And what’s been the result?  You

15  have a Congress that cannot function, and

16  I’ve seen it.  I have lived it.  You got the

17  far left, and you got the far right up there

18  in Washington D.C., trying to tackle some of

19  our country’s most pressing problems, but

20  yet they cannot even agree on what day it

21  is.  Working across the aisle for members of

22  Congress, has become a four-letter word,

23  because the only thing they have to worry

24  about is winning a primary, and the results

25  of general elections are predetermined.
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1     When I represented the first District,

2  I can’t tell you how many people came up to

3  me and said, “I -- I feel like my vote

4  doesn’t even matter.  I -- you know, I feel

5  -- why vote?  Why should I vote?  Why should

6  I partake democracy?  I feel like the -- you

7  know, the die has been cast.”  And you know

8  what?  They have a -- they have a damn good

9  point.  When you look at these congressional

10  maps, and these lines that have bene drawn

11  by a partisan hack in Washington D.C., and

12  released to the general public hours before

13  Thanksgiving break, with a public hearing

14  called hours after thanksgiving break ends?

15  The whole process reeks.  And South

16  Carolinian’s deserve a hell of a lot better.

17     You’ve got two options.  You know, you

18  can pour kerosene on the fire that's up in

19  Washington D.C. -- the dumpster fire that

20  exists -- because nobody can leave this

21  committee room and condemn the partisanship

22  in Washington D.C., and at the same time,

23  put the stamp of approval of partisan

24  gerrymandering that lays before us.  You

25  can’t do that.  So, you can watch the
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1  parties continue to move to the extremes.

2  The far left, the far right, and nothing

3  gets done, and our infrastructure crumbles,

4  all health care prices go up.  All the

5  problems that need to get solved, go

6  ignored.  Or -- or you can simply ignore the

7  partisan hacks in Washington D.C., you can

8  say, “to hell with what they want.”  And

9  focus on what the people of South Carolina

10  want.  Fair maps, keeping communities of

11  interest together, not dividing communities

12  based upon the color of their skin.  Not

13  packing black voters into one district.  The

14  future of this country, the future of this

15  state, and our politics, rest entirely in

16  your hands.  And I would beg that you handle

17  it with care.  I yield back.

18     CHAIRMAN RANKIN:  Alright, questions of

19  Mr. Cunningham?  Representative Cunningham?

20  Otherwise, -- yes, ma'am, Senator?

21     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Just a couple of

22  questions.  Joe, you know, we’ve had to work

23  together a lot for the better of South

24  Carolina many times.  But I listen to our

25  cartographer talk, and yes, you’re exactly
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1  correct as it relates to the scheduling and

2  timing.  I want you to know that as a member

3  of this Subcommittee -- and I’ve tried to be

4  present and work with the committee as much

5  as possible -- I was not involved in the

6  preparation of this map at all.  No input

7  into the six counties that I’ve represented

8  over the years.  Because the first glaring

9  problem that I see is yes, we went to public

10  hearings, and one or -- and in my area, I

11  paid much, much more attention.

12     If you looked at the bottom of the map,

13  where it refers to Sun City.  Sun City in

14  Jasper County, and that leads from Hilton

15  Head.  We heard it over and over when we

16  went there, that Sun City, the area that

17  includes Palmetto Bluffs, Margaritaville,

18  all of those areas down there, they spec--

19  even though they’re at Jasper County per

20  say, they felt that they had more in common

21  with Beaufort.  Hilton Head area.  So,

22  therefore the committee on the Senate maps,

23  we all understood that they needed -- that

24  part of Jasper, which grew very much, needed

25  to be with Beaufort.  So, it makes no sense
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1  in this map why just the opposite was done

2  on this congressional map.  So, I agree with

3  you on that.  And out of candor, I want to

4  make sure that it’s on the record that I

5  agree.

6     As far as Charleston County, I

7  represent Charleston County too.  I

8  represent this side of Main Road in

9  Charleston County.  I don’t understand why

10  on this map, those black voters in

11  Charleston County were carved out, and the

12  more affluent areas went to make this a more

13  representative map, where repub-- a

14  republican could be elected.  I'm also

15  concerned about the BVAP and the WVAP on

16  this, and how it totally switches.  Out of

17  this, the -- the percentages that we have,

18  it gives this first Congressional District

19  from what I'm seeing, it totally makes it an

20  electable and secure republican district.  I

21  go by the affluence, I go by the districts,

22  and the community.  I understand your

23  concern, but I want you to know as a member

24  of this committee, I don’t agree with this

25  map, I haven't had an opportunity to view,
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1  I'm still going to inquire of staff who they

2  consulted with in drafting this map, because

3  I would think that since six and one go

4  straight through my six counties, that I

5  would have at least had some input into this

6  map.

7     Last part, I want to say this.  On

8  Tuesday, when I received notice, my office

9  was winding down, I knew I had depositions

10  this morning -- this afternoon, and had to

11  be in court this morning.  I had to cancel

12  everything immediately, because this is

13  critically important, because it astounded

14  me that no more notice was -- was -- should

15  have -- was given.  But we’re all here.

16  We’re going to figure out how we work

17  through this big disparity, and this

18  protection of the first Congressional

19  District.  The last --

20     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  And I --

21     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- question --

22     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- and I

23  appreciate your work on that, Senator Margie

24  Bright Matthews.

25     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- how is it -- in
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1  it -- in looking at these numbers, how is it

2  that with the -- now with the new drawing of

3  this first Congressional District, somehow

4  it has the lowest black population of any

5  Congressional Districts?

6     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  That's what

7  happens when you draw lines based upon race.

8  And that's exactly what was done ten years

9  ago, when I talk about downtown Charleston,

10  and that's exactly what happened today.

11  Because there’s -- there’s no -- this is not

12  excusable at all.  And this happens in other

13  states, this isn’t relegated to just the

14  State of South Carolina, but it doesn’t make

15  it right anywhere.

16     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Well, did you notice

17  on this proposed map, that they took out

18  West Ashley?  A very -- not necessarily

19  black or white but voted democratic.  And

20  they also removed all the black parts of the

21  Sea Islands.  Those are communities of

22  interest, they basically have the same

23  concerns that you ran on, which was

24  protecting our coastland.

25     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  And West
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1  Ashley has a hell of a lot more in common

2  with James Island than it does with

3  Columbia.

4     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Thank you.

5     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  If I might, I'm

6  (inaudible) --

7     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

8  Columbia?

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  You’re

10  recognizing me.  I thought you had a

11  question.

12     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  I'm in char-- I'm in

13  charge now.

14     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Oh.

15     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Temporarily.

16     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Big chief.

17     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I’ll be very

18  careful then.  Senator we -- I mean,

19  Senator, Congressman, were you consulted by

20  our staff in anyway?

21     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  No, the first

22  time I learned about these maps, when it was

23  released online mere hours before

24  Thanksgiving holiday.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Can staff
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1  confirmed they talked to any Congressman

2  about this map?  Staff, Will, anybody?

3     MR. ROBERTS:  (Inaudible) wait a

4  minute, this was all communicated to

5  (inaudible).

6     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  To who?  No, no,

7  --

8     MR. ROBERTS:  This map was pushed out

9  (inaudible) --

10     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Prior -- prior to

11  it being, were they consulted in the

12  formulation of this map?  Any Congressman?

13     MR. ROBERTS:  Senate staffers were, at

14  one time I think it was (inaudible).

15     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  A Congressman was

16  -- prior to this map being drawn,

17  Congressman was consulted and had input?

18     MR. ROBERTS:  The input was very

19  little.

20     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Was what?

21     MR. ROBERTS:  Very little.

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, that's

23  fine, who was that Congressman?

24     MR. ROBERTS:  Senator Wilson called us

25  and asked us about (inaudible).
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Congressman

2  Wilson?

3     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, sir.

4     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay.  No other

5  Congressman was --

6     MR. ROBERTS:  Dalton --

7     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- consulted?

8     MR. ROBERTS:  -- Dalton Tresvant, with

9  Congressman Clyburn’s office came

10  (inaudible).

11     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay.  Anybody

12  else?

13     MR. ROBERTS:  Not that I recall.

14     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Never heard form

15  Nancy Mayes, never heard from (inaudible) --

16  any of the others?

17     MR. ROBERTS:  Not since -- not since

18  this map has been out.

19     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Any input from

20  people outside our state organization?

21  People from Washington?  People from --

22     MR. ROBERTS:  No.

23     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- independent

24  groups?

25     MR. ROBERTS:  We received (inaudible)
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1  some input from some outside groups

2  afterwards.

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Like who?

4     MR. ROBERTS:  After our -- the map was

5  published.

6     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But not prior to?

7     MR. ROBERTS:  If we did, it didn’t

8  affect the map.

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  No, I'm not

10  asking you what affected.  Did you receive

11  input from any outside group before the map

12  was published?

13     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, sir.

14     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  What groups are

15  those?

16     MR. ROBERTS:  Some Republican

17  (inaudible) D.C. (Inaudible).

18     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And the name of

19  it?

20     MR. ROBERTS: I don't remember.

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Anybody that's on

22  staff remember the name of that group?

23     MR. ROBERTS:  I -- I can pull it

24  (inaudible).  Public -- it came to my Senate

25  email address, so it was all (inaudible).
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, and they

2  gave input to you, or who?

3     MR. ROBERTS:  They submitted

4  (inaudible).

5     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And that --

6  that’s not listed on our folks that had

7  comment?

8     MR. ROBERTS:  It came in after the

9  published solutions.  (Inaudible)

10  consideration it was negligible because it

11  came in way after the published solutions

12  (inaudible).

13     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But was -- did

14  the staff have a chance to look at it?

15     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, sir.

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And it was a

17  republican -- an official republican

18  organization?

19     MR. ROBERTS:  It was a republican

20  organization out of D.C. (inaudible).  I

21  just received an email, and that's it.

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Can we have the

23  name of that organization?

24     MR. ROBERTS:  We can find it for you,

25  sir.
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, before this

2  meeting’s over?

3     MR. ROBERTS:  Sure.

4     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay.

5     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  I'm sorry,

6  Senator, I'm having a hard time hearing it.

7  What --

8     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I'm sorry.

9     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- what -- was

10  it said that the only members of Congress or

11  staff, that were consulted were majority

12  whip, --

13     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Wilson.

14     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- Jim

15  Clyburn, --

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Wilson --

17     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- and --

18     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- Joe Wilson.

19     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- Joe Wilson?

20     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Yes.

21     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  And that is

22  it?  That's what the --

23     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  That's --

24     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- records

25  stating?  That no other member of Congress,
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1  or their --

2     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  No other member -

3  -

4     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- staff, --

5     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- of Congress,

6  but there was --

7     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  -- was

8  consulted?

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- we just --

10  some independent republican group submitted

11  a plan, they indicate had no negli-- it had

12  negligible result -- negligible impact.  But

13  I certainly would like to see that plan,

14  find out who those folks were, and whether

15  there was any communication from them other

16  than that email to people that were involved

17  --

18     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  So, --

19     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- in drawing

20  these maps.

21     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  So, the

22  members of Congress were consulted about the

23  lines, but the members of this committee,

24  tasked with drawing these lines, were not.

25  Is that correct?
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Correct.  Never

2  heard about it till we saw it after it had

3  been published.  I -- I didn’t, I don’t

4  think Senator Sabb did either.

5     SENATOR SABB:  No.

6     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Maybe our

7  republican brothers and sisters?

8     MR. ROBERTS:  (Inaudible) scrolling on

9  the contact list.  (Inaudible) if you go

10  right, you can see the staffers that

11  received the information that (inaudible).

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  What’s the

13  republican organization?

14     MR. ROBERTS:  I'm going to pull that

15  right now, we didn't talk -- I didn’t speak

16  to them.

17     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But this -- with

18  this -- okay, I’ve been given a list of

19  Congress people, this was after the map was

20  finalized?

21     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  This has been

22  throughout the redistricting process.

23  They’ve been given all the meeting notices

24  the same time you all have been.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But I guess what
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1  I want to know is, did they have input in

2  the composition of this map verbally, or by

3  email, or any other way, prior to its being

4  distributed to us last Tuesday?

5     MR. ROBERTS:  No.

6     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  (Inaudible).

7     MR. ROBERTS:  (Inaudible) I explained

8  (inaudible).

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Just Wilson and

10  Clyburn?

11     MR. ROBERTS:  Wilson and Clyburn, yes

12  sir.  They reached out to us, it came in

13  after (inaudible).

14     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And this

15  republican organization’s name?

16     MR. ROBERTS:  I'm pulling it right now.

17     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, that's

18  fine.  Thank you.

19     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Is that a

20  republican organization in South Carolina?

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  No, it’s out of

22  D.C.

23     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Oh, out of

24  Washington D.C.?

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  That would be the
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1  people you’re talking about --

2     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Yeah.

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- from D.C., I

4  suspect.

5     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Partisan hack,

6  yeah.

7     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Right, partisan

8  hacks, yes.  I just want to know whether

9  it’s the Republican Congressional committee,

10  or whether it’s some Koch brothers, or some

11  extreme Q-Anon organization.

12     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  So, they had

13  more of a say in the design of the districts

14  than the very own constituents in the

15  districts that are being drawn?

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  They had more of

17  a say in the design than I did, and I'm on

18  this committee.

19     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Yeah.

20     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And that's what

21  upsets me, is that some independent

22  republican group is allowed to let them know

23  what they think, but I'm not.  Never saw the

24  congressional plan, never asked for my

25  input.
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1     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Why is that,

2  you think?

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, I'm a guy

4  that just gave up my district, District 20,

5  and sent it to Charleston, because that’s

6  where the population growth has been,

7  because -- and allowed three Senators to be

8  totally within the bounds of Richland

9  County, that's why I did that, because it’s

10  the right thing to do, whether or not I get

11  re-elected.  This is not about me coming

12  back, it’s about the people of the state

13  having representatives they pick, not that

14  the Congressman or Senator’s pick.  It’s not

15  the other way around.  It’s -- we don’t pick

16  our constituents, we shouldn’t -- our

17  constituents should pick us, and that's

18  what’s wrong with this plan.  That's all I

19  have.

20     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  I just want to

21  echo Senator Margie Bright Matthews comment

22  about the timing of this, and the process of

23  being -- something being done in the dark.

24  Things are typically only done in the dark

25  that want to remain hidden, and we’re trying
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1  to shine light here into this process, and

2  the -- or the lack thereof.

3     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, any other

4  questions?  Comments?  Thank you.

5     CONGRESSMAN CUNNINGHAM:  Thank you for

6  your time.

7     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thank you.  Okay,

8  next is Lynn Teague.  And I just -- I would

9  like, as Ms. Teague, you come to the -- to

10  the podium, but I would like to emp-- just

11  make it clear that this is a staff generated

12  map.  And so, the staff -- I didn’t really

13  have any input into it either, Senator, and

14  it’s something that the staff has proposed,

15  we’re taking public input, and it can

16  change.  So, I just want those who are

17  watching, and interested in the process to

18  realize that is the process.  And it’s not

19  final, it’s not even close to final, it is a

20  first iteration produced by the staff.  Ms.

21  Teague?

22     MS. TEAGUE:  Thank you, Senator.  And

23  thank you all of hearing us once more.  We

24  are fixtures, John and I, so great to see

25  you all again.  However, we are disappointed
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1  by the Congressional proposal.  We’re -- we

2  find it disappointing that we can’t be as

3  positive about it as we were about your

4  proposal for the Senate map.  Everyone who’s

5  engaged on this issue knows that the bit

6  changes had to be CD 1 and 6, because of the

7  population shifts.  We drew our map, which I

8  -- we discussed in the last hearing, without

9  reference to any voting history, or other

10  partisan or incumbent data.  And in doing

11  so, we drew around genuine communities of

12  interest and political subdivisions.  And

13  what we found when we did that was that we

14  had a voting rights district in District 6,

15  as usual, and we had five non-competitive

16  districts.  Even the league of women voters,

17  you know, drawing objective maps, can’t --

18  could not -- well, we didn’t try, but they

19  didn’t -- not turn out to be what you would

20  call competitive.  There was one naturally

21  competitive district in our map, and I think

22  in any map, that really focuses on

23  communities of interest and political

24  subdivisions, and that's CD 1.  In our map,

25  while we did not do it with those data, to
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1  make it turn out that way, it’s within one

2  percentage point on our estimated partisan

3  gap, instead of something closer to 14 in

4  this map.

5     And we believe this map does not adhere

6  to communities of interest or political

7  subdivisions.  It embodies some of the

8  problems that were already present in the

9  map.  You know, Will, you mentioned that,

10  you know, it was a minimal change, and

11  that's true in the sense that North

12  Charleston is still there with Columbia.

13  North Charleston should not be with

14  Columbia.  North Charleston is part of a

15  very coherent community of interest with

16  Charleston and the other satellite commun--

17  cities and suburbs growing around the

18  Charleston area.

19     And so, what would the people of South

20  Carolina lose if this map were adopted?

21  Well, first of all, of course their votes

22  would not mean much in November.  I mean,

23  regardless of which party their favoring.

24  The -- the outcome would be pretty certain,

25  barring extraordinary circumstance.  I mean,
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1  there’s always a possibility of a miracle,

2  but -- in any case, the bigger issue then

3  becomes the push that this does add to

4  extremism in our politics.  You’ve heard us

5  talk about that before, it’s a big concern

6  for the League, that extreme districts

7  product extreme politics that are harming

8  our country.

9     So, we have other concerns as well.

10  There are places where to follow municipal

11  or county lines, black communities are split

12  at the boarder of CD 6, and we don’t believe

13  they need to be.  Very often, the municipal

14  boundaries are drawn with intentional

15  discriminatory processes, and this simply

16  continues that.  We don’t like CD 2 having a

17  finger projecting through Columbia over to

18  Fort Jackson, that's there now, but we don’t

19  like it now, we don’t like it in its

20  proposed form.  The effort to get CD 2 to

21  Fort Jackson, drives CD 2 through the black

22  communities of Northwest Richland,

23  separating them from neighboring communities

24  to allow the incumbent to keep Fort Jackson

25  within his district.  Why must a legislator
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1  have a specific base within his district to

2  protect it in deliberations with the House

3  Armed Services committee?  We don’t think

4  so.  I mean, we would hope that the

5  Congressman from South Carolina would

6  protect Shaw, would protect Paris Island,

7  would be protecting major military

8  installations across the state.  And we note

9  that the staff plan does not do a good job

10  on splitting counties.  And that the county

11  splits are not necessary to achieve equal

12  population -- it’s about twice ours -- and

13  so there’s clearly another agenda there.

14     If this plan were enacted, for the next

15  ten years, many South Carolinians would find

16  that their vote was unnecessarily wasted.

17  And without even one competitive district

18  where candidates must speak to a diverse

19  electorate in order to win, the potential

20  for real dialogue about real issues, both on

21  the coat and throughout our state, would be

22  greatly diminished.  A district that is a

23  fair representation of the diverse

24  community, and the increasingly urbanized

25  low country would not solve all of our
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1  political problems, but not doing so will

2  surely amplify those problems.  We ask you

3  to consider options that are less damaging

4  to voter rights, and to reasonable political

5  dialogue.  John, would you like to comment?

6     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Mr. Ruth?

7     MR. RUTH:  I'm feeling sorry for Will

8  siting there having to take all of this

9  abuse, having been in that map drawer seat.

10  The reality in drawing maps is that it is a

11  series of policy choices.  And you know, the

12  good book tells us that where your treasure

13  lies, so lies your heart.  I think in map

14  drawing, where your lines lie, so lie your

15  heart.  The reality is, that there are

16  problematic aspects to this map.  Some of

17  them have been discussed, including the --

18  taking the historically black population in

19  the city of Charleston and combining it with

20  Columbia.  Now be clear, I've defended

21  Congressional District 6 since we first drew

22  it in the 1990s.  And I was involved where

23  we were trying to -- having contests over

24  who could get the highest BVAP by adding

25  this little community and that little
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1  community.

2     We know a lot more about electable

3  black districts than we did in 1990, when we

4  were operating off of poor rules of thumb.

5  You don’t need to go into Charleston in

6  order to draw an opportunity district for

7  African American voters to be able to elect

8  a candidate of their choice.  And that's the

9  real goal of drawing a voting rights

10  district.  You don’t need to do it.

11     What are other policy choices that were

12  made?  Now, I have set in Federal court,

13  having judges demand of me, how many excess

14  county splits do you have in your map?

15  Well, we offered you an -- and alternative,

16  you may not have liked parts of it, but we

17  offered you an alternative that did not take

18  six into -- into Charleston, and that had

19  only six split counties, different from the

20  -- the 13 in this plan.  Because this plan

21  really chops off the bottom of all those

22  counties along the coast, the counties that

23  Senator Bright Matthews represents.

24     The other issue in addition to those

25  that -- you know, let me point to some
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1  particular places where for example, making

2  the choices that were made results in the

3  cracking of black communities.  If you look

4  at the City of Sumter, for example.  And

5  using the city limits in Sumter, rather than

6  making Sumter whole, means that there are

7  black communities that are cheek by jowl,

8  inside the city to outside the city, but

9  they are split.  Those communities are

10  cracked, reducing their ability to have a

11  voice in the policy direction of their

12  Congress person.  If you look at that hook

13  that goes across into Richland County, to

14  get Congress -- Congress Member Wilson to

15  Fort Jackson, it does that by driving right

16  through a series of African American

17  communities that are split off from their

18  neighbors in adjoining precincts, to

19  accomplish a goal that is unclear to me

20  where in the hierarchy of policy choices

21  that should fit.  And if protecting bases is

22  the point, the only base I’ve heard much

23  noise about lately closing is Paris Island.

24  Our proposal to Congress Member Wilson into

25  Beaufort County, where he could predict
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1  Paris Island better, if we believe that

2  that's where the clout is needed.

3     So, a series of policy choices were

4  made.  And one of the results of that,

5  perhaps the intent, but one of the results

6  is that you take a district that was

7  historically competitive and you tun it into

8  a no longer competitive district.  And where

9  does that fit in the list of your

10  priorities?  Thank you.

11     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thank you, Mr. Ruth.

12  Any questions for Mr. Ruth?

13     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Unfortunately, me.

14     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, the Senator

15  from Colleton.

16     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. Ruth, if you

17  would, can you -- I'm going to ask a couple

18  of questions, and I just want you to notch

19  it down to normal people's understanding of

20  this.  It’s like your doctor of maps or

21  something.  If you would, give this

22  committee your just snapshot view of why

23  this proposed staff map has the BVAP

24  representation that it does.  Because I'm

25  looking at a B -- a WVAP here versus the
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1  BVAP, and from the first District, all the

2  way to the seventh, with the exception of

3  the sixth Congressional District, the WVAPs

4  exceed 66.49%.  Tell us what does that mean?

5     MR. RUTH:  Well, I mean, there are

6  rules of thumb about, you know, what are

7  going to be in South Carolina, electable and

8  non-electable districts for a democratic

9  candidate, and African American candidate.

10  I have not done a partisan analysis of these

11  districts in the way that I’ve done in court

12  cases in the past.

13     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  And if -- and if we

14  follow that you have not done a partisan

15  analysis, that's good, because that's where

16  I was leading.  Not every African American

17  is a democrat, so as not every white person

18  -- or non-black person -- a republican.  So,

19  going along that line, when you look at this

20  map, it also follows that why then would

21  there be like a salamander, or a snatch it

22  approach, carving out a portion of

23  Charleston?

24     MR. RUTH:  Well, --

25     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Tell me that makes
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1  sense?  Given the --

2     MR RUTH:  It --

3     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- the --

4     MR. RUTH:  -- it makes sense if I were

5  trying to create an opportunity district for

6  African American voters to elect a candidate

7  of their choice, and I had no options.

8     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Right.  And you do -

9  - and I'm sure you’ve studied the census.

10  And the coastline areas, Charleston, Mount

11  Pleasant, Jasper County, those areas -- I'm

12  not talking about the top of the state where

13  we got Charlotte and all of that area -- but

14  the coastal part of South Carolina has been

15  one of the fastest growing areas of South

16  Carolina.

17     MR. RUTH:  Absolutely.

18     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  And you and I -- I'm

19  going to make an assumption, and it’s not

20  always true.  Property values on the coast

21  tend to be some of the highest property

22  values in the state.

23     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

24     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  And those voters,

25  not always, but some have moved from down --
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1  up north, from north down to the coast,

2  those vote-- voters have a greater

3  propensity for voting conservatively?

4     MR. RUTH:  In general, although I think

5  it -- I think you would be surprised at some

6  of the places where there are more

7  democratic votes than --

8     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I said that with --

9     MR. RUTH:  -- people with a

10  (inaudible).

11     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- a caveat.

12     MR. RUTH:  Yeah.

13     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Because yes, I think

14  our gr-- biggest democratic party -- our

15  county party, is in the Sun City area.  So,

16  yes you are exactly right.  However, when

17  you view this map, what substantively can

18  you give, considering the coastline?  And

19  I'm sorry, that's my biggest concern here,

20  first and sixth.  When you look at this map,

21  what concrete, substantives changes or

22  concerns do you have?  If you could give us

23  that in three sentences or less, I would

24  appreciate it.

25     MR. RUTH:  Clearly, it’s a least change
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1  map.  Will, wasn’t woofing to you about

2  that.

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  A what?

4     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  It’s a --

5     MR. RUTH:  Wasn’t woofing.

6     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- minimal change.

7     MR. RUTH:  Selling woof tickets.

8     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Woofing.

9  Woofing, okay.  I didn’t understand what the

10  word was.

11     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Given the census,

12  and what -- I'm biggest -- given the census

13  changes in Charleston County, it’s not --

14  there’s -- you -- it’s your position there’s

15  not a lot of change?

16     MR. RUTH:  Well, obviously, when you

17  have all of that census population, when you

18  try to draw a least change map, you’re going

19  to have a lot of change.

20     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Okay.

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  (Inaudible).

22     MR. RUTH:  You know, that's math.

23     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I get it.  But you

24  hadn’t really said anything.

25     MR. RUTH:  Well, --
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1     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  That's okay.

2     MR. RUTH:  -- you don’t -- you don’t

3  need to bring the sixth Congressional

4  District into Charleston at all --

5     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Thank you.

6     MR. RUTH:  -- to have an opportunity

7  district for African American voters.

8     SENATOR MATTHEWS: Thank you. That's all

9  I wanted.

10     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, any other

11  questions?

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Yes, yes.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

14  Columbia?

15     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  So, your plan,

16  when I say, “your,” the League of Women

17  Voters plan had Charleston County whole,

18  correct?  Mostly whole?

19     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

20     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay.  Richland

21  whole?

22     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

23     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Orangeburg whole?

24     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Sumter whole?
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1     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

2     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Williamsburg

3  whole?

4     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

5     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I'm trying to

6  think of what other --

7     SENATOR SABB:  Clarendon?

8     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  What?

9     SENATOR SABB:  Clarendon.

10     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Clarendon whole?

11     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And so, -- and

13  that was based on the idea that county lines

14  meant something, correct?

15     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And County lines

17  mean something because that's really the

18  next -- I mean other than the state setting

19  revenue or taxes, that's where most taxes

20  come from, correct?  Through the county?

21     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And so, it -- the

23  idea, for instance, in -- in what happened

24  to my district in the plan -- which is not

25  what you all proposed -- but what happened
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1  to my district is, it went to Charleston

2  because that's where the populat-- where

3  there was population growth.  And Richland

4  County got to keep three Senators totally

5  within their boundaries, is that correct?

6     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

7     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  So, that's a

8  rational decision to try to keep county

9  boundaries consistent -- consistently

10  together, correct?

11     MR. RUTH:  Yes.  Let me -- you know,

12  historically of course, you know, we had one

13  Senator from each county.

14     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Right.

15     MR. RUTH:  And if there is one

16  constitutional principle, even though our

17  Constitution has been somewhat voided on

18  that point by one person, one vote -- it’s

19  that you keep counties together, unless you

20  have a compelling state interest in not

21  doing that.

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, so -- and

23  that's a great -- a great concept.  When you

24  look at what they’ve done -- what this plan

25  has done to Charleston County, it carves it
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1  up in a -- what I say -- I mean, I say,

2  “bizarre,” would you disagree with me?  If -

3  - if you didn’t take in --

4     MR. RUTH:  My tolerance for bizarre is

5  a lot high-- a lot lower than yours.

6     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  So, when I say,

7  “bizarre,” I mean if you disregard

8  incumbency, if you disregard race, if you

9  disregard those kinds of things, it doesn’t

10  make any geographic sense, does it?

11     MR. RUTH:  No.

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay.  So, it --

13  it is not done on the basis of ensuring one

14  man, one vote, is it?

15     MR. RUTH:  No.

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  It’s done purely

17  based -- not purely, but significantly based

18  on race, is it not?  Do they not take most

19  African American voters in Charleston

20  County, and put them in the sixth?

21     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, that would

23  be race?

24     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And then they
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1  keep the white voters in the first?

2     MR. RUTH:  Yes.

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Or move them into

4  the first?

5     MR. RUTH:  Or disproportionately so.

6     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Right.  So, that

7  would be a race-based reapportionment plan

8  to benefit incumbency, would it not?

9     MR. RUTH:  Certainly, the benefitting

10  incumbency would seem to be the higher

11  priority there.

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But the benefit

13  to --

14     MR. RUTH:  But to do that -- I mean, I

15  --

16     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  But to do --

17     MR. RUTH:  -- you weren’t involved in

18  the 2000 case as I recall, --

19     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  No.

20     MR. RUTH:  -- but at one point, one of

21  the republican lawyers, Bob Hunter, just

22  sort of stepped up -- we were almost in

23  recess at that point -- and -- and said to

24  the court, “I don't know if you realize how

25  odd this state is.  Everywhere else we keep
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1  -- we keep score by party, in South Carolina

2  you keep score by race.”  Yeah, we don’t

3  register by party, we register by race.  And

4  anyone who does politics in South Carolina,

5  when looking at a map, looks at the racial

6  proportions to get a sense of the political

7  proportions.  Now, there are places that

8  doesn't particularly work, places in

9  Richland County for example, and in

10  Charleston County.  But the way -- one of

11  the ways in which you effectuate that

12  partisan protection is by counting by race,

13  no doubt.

14     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 4:  Woo.

15     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  And is that, I

16  mean, constitutionally infirm?

17     MR. RUTH:  Well, you know, the

18  Constitution -- the courts says that the

19  Constitution allows you to draw by race, as

20  long as it’s narrowly tailored.

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, is it in

22  your opinion narrowly tailored, in what’s

23  been done in Charleston County?

24     MR. RUTH:  No.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, thank you.
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1     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Any other questions

2  for Mr. Ruth?  Okay, thank you.  Okay, next

3  we have some who want to test-- who want to

4  testify by Zoom.

5     MS. BENSON: Uh-huh.

6     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN: Mike McCabe, are you

7  there?

8     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 3:  He’s away.

9  He’s on.

10     MS. BENSON:  He’s not on? He’s not

11  online.

12     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Mike McCabe is not

13  online, and --

14     MS. BENSON:  Cedric -- Cedric Blain--

15  yeah, he is -- he is.  Cedric Blain-Spain.

16     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Cedric Blain-Spain,

17  are you there?

18     MS. BENSON:  Yeah, he’s up there.

19     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, you’re --

20     MR. BLAIN-SPAIN:  Yes.

21     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  -- you’re up.  Thank

22  you, welcome.

23     MR. BLAIN-SPAIN:  Thank you so much.

24  Greetings to the (inaudible) Judi--

25  Judiciary Redistricting Subcommittee.  Thank
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1  you for this opportunity to address you this

2  morning.  Wow, after hearing from your

3  colleagues, other committee members, and the

4  testimony thus far, the law of divine

5  oneness, means that everything we do has a

6  ripple effect, and impacts the collective

7  not just ourselves.  To call upon these

8  principles -- this principle, excuse me --

9  for self-improvement, simply remember that

10  your actions both matter and make a

11  difference.  The law of cause and effect,

12  also known as the law of karma, states that

13  any action calls a reaction.  Wilder says

14  that whatever you put out, good or bad, you

15  get right back.  To harness the power of

16  this law, be aware how your actions and

17  decisions are affecting not just yourself,

18  but everyone around you, and focus on

19  dismissing negative energy in favor of

20  positive.

21     Individually and collectively, this

22  Senate Judiciary Redistricting Subcommittee,

23  as all others, whether locally, State

24  (inaudible) or Federal, are responsible to

25  ensure no matter the loopholes,
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1  Constitution, voting rights act, and all

2  other those laws that seem to be in this

3  process manipulated.  Ultimately, your

4  individual integrity is on display, as one

5  of the most powerful committees every ten

6  years.  This committee, and votes to adopt

7  whatever map, will have a far greater

8  impact, and -- on the innumerable lives of

9  those who are impacted by cracking and

10  packing, that evil gerrymandering.  More

11  importantly and effectively, whether those

12  elected and appointed in those districts are

13  still in office afterwards shall surely reap

14  the consequences of the repercussions of

15  drawing and redrawing district lines to

16  choosing your, and the others that are not

17  on this committee, voters.  Rather than the

18  voters having the supreme opportunity to

19  choose in their elected officials from

20  competitive districts, with the most

21  contiguous lines possible.

22     One thing we know, and regardless of

23  what any one of the committee members and

24  those elected in the South Carolina general

25  assembly, and specifically the Senate, it
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1  gives hope to the poor and silences the

2  wicked.  God does not take the side of

3  rulers, nor favors the rich against the

4  poor, for he created everyone.  As you go

5  through this process, it is my duty to speak

6  to you, to set the oppressed and all the

7  voters of South Carolina free, to let this

8  state and the nation know that no man, even

9  though we have remanence through the courts

10  for these and any other fair-- unfair maps

11  and districts that are drawn, and the way

12  these lines are -- and maps are proposed.

13     Those that will adopt unfair to

14  residents, and these lines were drawn

15  against certain ethnicities, you would have

16  picked a fight with God of all creation, and

17  the Universe, -- not man, not human -- shall

18  you reward you good, bad, or indifferent.

19  What you send out into the Universe

20  eventually comes back, whether you see it,

21  believe it or not, it comes back, and you’re

22  rewarded for your deeds.  Martin Luther King

23  said, and it was quoted, “but let justice

24  roll down as waters in righteousness as a

25  mighty stream.”  The prophet Amos was
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1  saying, as most of the Hebrew profits were

2  saying, that what God wants is justice, and

3  right living, rather than religious ceremony

4  and talk for their own sake.  May I ask of

5  the residents of Horry County, and the

6  entire South Carolina, for you to go back

7  and redraw fair U.S. Congress Congressional,

8  State senate, and for those -- even though

9  this is not the House meeting -- for those

10  in the House, districts without cracking and

11  packing.  Draw contiguous lines.

12     Why should Horry County be split with

13  five senate districts?  28,30, 32, 33, and

14  34.  I believe this (inaudible) body was

15  presented with maps that have more

16  contiguous lines, competitive seats.

17  Remember what goes around comes around

18  quicker than ever in these states.  And if

19  these districts aren’t drawn right, while

20  you and others may get re-elected, and for

21  those of your social and economic circle--

22  circles get terms, they won't be pleasant.

23  Eventually, you become most miserable,

24  because the Universe never forgets.

25     Majority is not always right.  The fact
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1  that many people are in support of wrong

2  things goes not make the thing right.  After

3  all, the number of persons with poor

4  reasoning capacity is higher than those with

5  better reasoning capacity.  I don’t read, or

6  care about the majority stance on a

7  particular issue before expressing mine.  I

8  look at the issues, we look at the maps, we

9  look at South Carolina, and the testimonies

10  that have been presented thus far, and even

11  -- it’s disheartening to sit here and listen

12  at your own colleagues on this distinguished

13  panel, and in the subcommittee, to say that

14  their lack of input on -- in these maps, and

15  the process thus far.  There are more

16  foolish people than there are wise people.

17  People who think deeply and critically are

18  fewer compared to those with poor thinking.

19  I can handle the majority, but can’t handle

20  my conscious.  How do you rest?  How would

21  this body, and even in the joint assembly,

22  in the full Senate and House, how would you

23  rest within your conscious to know that this

24  committee has allowed elected officials to

25  continue to pick their voters, than their
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1  voters -- as I heard one of your colleagues

2  say -- to be fair about.

3     Whenever you find yourself on the side

4  of the majority, it is time to reform,

5  pause, and reflect.  Wrong does not cease to

6  be wrong because the majority share in it.

7  You are personally responsible for becoming

8  more ethical than the society you grew up

9  in.  Remember integrity is what you do when

10  no one is watching, it is doing the right

11  thing all the time.  Even -- it may work to

12  your disadvantage -- if it works to your

13  disadvantage, excuse me.  Integrity is

14  keeping your word, it is an internal

15  compass.  A runner that directs you where

16  you know you should go, when everything

17  around you is pulling you in a different

18  direction.  In life we aim to please our

19  God, not the popular opinion nor status quo

20  with man.

21     Horry County, yes, we know it can be

22  very complex at times, but we ask that you

23  go back and draw lines that we are not

24  cracking and packing here in Horry County.

25  If the gerrymanded map pass out of this
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1  redistricting committee in South Carolina,

2  and across -- things that are going on

3  across the U.S., you become illegal, but not

4  criminal to a certain extent.  Sort of like

5  non-legal, non-compliant legislatures and

6  counsels would choose voters, over voters

7  choosing their elected officials.

8     Gerrymandering, no matter the

9  difference, than the latest incident of a

10  string of grab-and-go flash mob theft, and

11  organized robbery plaguing cities across

12  America these days.  Police had described

13  the incidents as flash mob theft, while

14  they’re actions is too legal -- illegal, you

15  use redistricting loopholes in many cases,

16  outright redistricting grab-and-go.

17  District and geographical mob theft to get

18  the numbers you want to ensure you get the

19  districts you want, regardless of how the

20  constituents suffer at the cost of good old

21  boy, and good old girl systems.  Like those

22  grab-and-go flash mob thieves, they took

23  what they wanted, but failed to realize that

24  in this circle of life are climbing the

25  ladder of life.  What goes around, again,
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1  comes around.  What goes up, must come down.

2  You eventually meet the fate of your

3  decisions, the law or retribution.  I ask

4  you, as others that have presented and will

5  present later on in this testimony, further

6  testimony, that the South Carolina Senate Re

7  -- Judiciary committee on Redistricting go

8  back.

9     It’s easy to put the blame, and just

10  because they are employees, these are staff

11  maps.  It’s easy to shuck the blame on

12  someone else, but each of you -- each of

13  you, we look to you.  The voter apathy of

14  (inaudible) South Carolina is at an all-time

15  low, and across this nation, because people

16  feel that elected officials do what they

17  want to do, so why go to the polls?  Why

18  even care anymore?  But we ask you that you

19  have this opportunity to do right by South

20  Carolina, by the Senate Districts.  So, my

21  grandfather used to say -- he was our pastor

22  -- “and as the good book says, ‘don’t let

23  the sun go down on your wrath.’”  You have a

24  chance now, to live in the sunlight, but

25  keep your shade clean.  To do the right
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1  thing by South Carolinians, by each Senate

2  District here in South Carolina, and I ask

3  you again to please go back to the drawing

4  board with your staff, and with you

5  individually and collectively.

6     And I thank you.  And I want to

7  believe, I did not see the face with what

8  privilege was seeing who it was, but I

9  believe it was Senator Doc-- Dick

10  Harpootlian.  I want us to thank him for

11  what he said -- if it wasn’t him, please

12  excuse me, because I did not see them --

13  that giving up his seat and what he said.

14  He’d rather for the voter to choose him,

15  than he to choose the voters.  And I ask

16  this committee to do the same thing.  Be

17  respectful for your colleagues, be

18  respectful to the citizens of South

19  Carolina.  You’ve been presented with maps

20  with competitive districts, I ask you to go

21  back and look at the maps that groups,

22  individuals -- and I see Mr. Ruth is there

23  with Ms. Teague -- they have all presented

24  maps and others.  Go back and look at those

25  maps.  You have this opportunity to do the
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1  right thing, and you are able to have

2  competitive districts here in South

3  Carolina.

4     Why continue to follow the parroted

5  crowd?  And in -- in the end, you then loose

6  out.  What profit a man to gain the whole

7  world and loose his own soul?  You have been

8  presented with competitive district maps,

9  look at those maps.  Go back to the drawing

10  board.  Because at one point in your life,

11  you’re going to come to the point, and all

12  of these things you’ve done that will affect

13  South Carolina for ten years.  Will you be

14  able to live with yourself?  While the short

15  term may be good, the rewards of your

16  friends, and those throughout the state that

17  look at this for political and economic

18  gain, you yourselves have to live with you

19  and your families.  And why put a curse upon

20  yourself and your families?  Because of the

21  evil decisions to go along with these

22  gerrymandered maps.

23     I ask again, to go back to the drawing

24  board and please redraw the maps in the

25  Senate districts of Horry County, and the 46
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1  counties of South Carolina with more

2  competitive districts, with the competitive

3  districts that you have been presented with.

4  Again, I yield back, thank you Senate

5  Judiciary Committee for this time, and we

6  look forward to continuing working with you.

7  And we would like to see these fair maps

8  coming out of South Carolina.  Thank you so

9  very much.

10     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, thank you.

11  Thank you, Mr. Blain-Spain.  Any questions?

12  There being none, next is Jonah Simmons?

13     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Mr. Chairman?

14  Mr. Chairman, could I say something?

15     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator -- the

16  Senator from Columbia?  Let me put on the

17  record, earlier I asked staff who they had

18  gotten submissions from, and they have just

19  given me the information.  Adam Kincaid of

20  The National Republican -- let me make sure

21  I get this correct -- The National

22  Republican Redistricting Trust submitted a

23  plan, or some material, I just want to get

24  that into the record.  That is prior to us

25  seeing the plans.  Now, to what extent that
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1  impacted them would be something that we can

2  inquire into later.  Or at the appropriate

3  time, if it happens, a court could inquire -

4  - require depositions.  So, I would ask

5  staff to make sure they keep any record of

6  any contact, email, phone call, or whatever

7  they’ve had by any external or internal

8  group concerning the formulation of these

9  plans.  Thank you.

10     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thank you.  Mr.

11  Jonah Simmons?  Are you -- are you there?

12     MR. SIMMONS:  Yes, sir.  Hello.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.  Tell us who -

14  - where you’re from, who you represent, if

15  you represent any one other than yourself.

16     MR. SIMMONS:  My name is Jonah Simmons,

17  I am in South -- in South Carolina Senate

18  District 8, Ross Turner.  South Carolina

19  House District 24, Bruce Bannister.  I

20  represent myself at this time.

21     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thank you.

22     MR. SIMMONS:  Yes, sir.  Listening to

23  these three testimonies, I appreciate what

24  I’ve heard.  You know, as elected officials,

25  as you are servants of the State, of course
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1  you don’t intend to make this process

2  opaque, you don’t intend to exclude people,

3  exclude your own constituents from this

4  process.  They may feel like they are being

5  excluded, but surely you don’t intend to

6  make -- to make that feeling happen.  But

7  I'm sure that you just -- that they

8  Committee simply did not think of how to

9  make this process more available to people,

10  for example, putting signs up on the

11  highways and heavily trafficked areas weeks,

12  months in advance.  To say, “hey, this event

13  -- this -- these meetings are happening at

14  these times, as these locations, here’s the

15  number to call,” so that people can attend.

16  So that, if it happens during a religious

17  holiday, someone can contact in and say,

18  “hey, I want to be involved, but this is

19  happening during a religious holiday.  This

20  needs to be change -- moved to a different

21  date.”  Or sending out emails, sending out

22  TV advertisements, YouTube advertisements,

23  putting bulletins in different locations to

24  get the word out as much as possible.

25     I'm sure that this was just -- that the
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1  Committee members just had not thought of

2  these things, because of course, you would

3  not want to exclude the community from this

4  process.  It was just an unintentional

5  effect of your otherwise busy work, to make

6  people feel that they could not get

7  involved.  Or you know, otherwise, through

8  your networks, letting people know, “hey,

9  this is happening at this time,” so that in

10  a previous meeting that I was in, I didn’t -

11  - I should not have had to find out through

12  a Sunrise member -- a Sunrise Movement

13  Member about this meeting 40 minutes before

14  it was happening.

15     I'm sure that was unintentional on the

16  Committee’s part.  Or you know, letting

17  fellow com-- fellow Committee members know

18  what the documentation was showing.  I'm

19  sure there was unintentional to only have

20  partisan organizations have a say in it,

21  like the republican organization that was

22  brought up earlier.  But now that you -- now

23  that you have some ideas of how to do these

24  things, how to make it more available for --

25  for the general community, that this can be
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1  fixed in the future.

2     Now, I have a message to the audience.

3  What can you all do to improve the

4  transparency of this process, so that this

5  committee, while they figure out ways to

6  improve the transparency, for example,

7  following the advice I just gave, how can

8  you help to increase the transparency of

9  this?  To encourage the transparency of

10  this?  To get your friends, family, and co-

11  workers involved, to let them know about how

12  -- why this process is important?  For

13  example, when you get an email saying this

14  is -- an ev-- this event is happening at

15  this time, posting it on social media,

16  letting people know, these are the

17  politicians who will be at this meeting, and

18  this is how, you know, this is why this is

19  happening, this is how this is happening,

20  this is how to get involved.  And maybe

21  posting videos of this on social media

22  maybe?  You know, there’s different options

23  about how to get the word out about this,

24  and to inform people about the -- about the

25  process.
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1     I very much appreciate what I’ve heard

2  from the other constituents, from the other

3  -- from the other speakers, from what I’ve

4  heard from the Subcommittee members.  It’s

5  been very informative for me, and I will be

6  sure to inform my friends and family about

7  how this -- how this process has been going,

8  so they can get an understanding of it

9  themselves.

10     I very much hope that I have been able

11  to provide some advice to the Committee that

12  you can use, to make it clear to the people

13  that you are not just trying to make this an

14  opaque process that constituents are not

15  able to participate in.  And to help us to

16  have confidence that all of the committee

17  members, not just those in the majority, or

18  that, you know, that all members of this

19  committee are in fact concerned about making

20  sure everyone feels heard, everyone feels

21  like they can be easily included.  And yeah,

22  I hope I was able to provide some -- some

23  constructive criticism.  Thank you very

24  much.

25     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thank you, Mr.
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1  Simmons.  Is any -- any questions --

2     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 5:  (Inaudible).

3     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  -- for Mr. Simmons?

4  Okay, thank you.  Okay, I stated this

5  previously, but I’ll state it again, that

6  this was the first look at a staff generated

7  Congressional District plan.  The purpose of

8  the -- of the hearing today, with regards to

9  that Congressional District plan, was to

10  receive public input and have the public to

11  review that plan.  And we have done that, so

12  we -- we will not take any action on

13  adopting or -- or voting on the plan at this

14  point.  And so, we will remove -- we will

15  move next to a review of the -- of the

16  Senate staff plan and suggested amendments

17  to that plan.  And I’ll turn it over to Mr.

18  Will Roberts, who can explain the plan

19  briefly and the amendments.

20     MR. ROBERTS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

21     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Excuse me, I need --

22  just to be clear, this is on the South

23  Carolina Senate plan.

24     MR. ROBERTS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

25  The Senate plan that was developed by staff,
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1  and adopted by this Subcommittee as the

2  working document, is a plan that tries to

3  limit the number of split counties.  Limit

4  the number of split VTDs, and tries to keep

5  communities of interest together, as well as

6  following traditional redistricting

7  principles.

8     The staff plan accomplishes that, with

9  having 19 whole counties, and only five

10  split precincts, while balancing out the

11  populations of the districts, so the overall

12  plan deviation is 9.96%.  One of the major

13  significant changes in the staff-- the

14  Senate staff plan occurs in the midlands, as

15  well as the Charleston area with the

16  relocation of District 20.  Staff released

17  the senate plan on November 4th, 2021, and

18  received testimony on the Senate staff plan

19  on November 12th, 2021.  After receiving

20  testimony at the November 12th meeting,

21  there have been some suggestions to the map,

22  and we have one comprehensive amendment to

23  make the im-- to make the changes to the map

24  that impacts four areas in the state.

25     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Yeah, very good.
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1  Okay, are there any -- any questions or

2  comments?

3     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I just wanted

4  (inaudible) --

5     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Senator from

6  Colleton?

7     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I -- we received the

8  information, can we just get a minute to

9  look at it?

10     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, ma'am.

11     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  It just is being

12  dropped on our desk.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Yes, what -- okay,

14  Will, would you walk us through the

15  amendments, please?  The amendment, sorry.

16     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, sir.  Mr. Chairman,

17  the first part of this amendment is going to

18  be in the Beaufort County area, and the

19  districts affected by this amendment are

20  going to be Senate District 43, that's

21  Senator Campsen, Senate District 45, which

22  is Senator Matthews, and Senate District,

23  which is Senator Davis.  The precincts that

24  are being changed is Chechessee number one,

25  it moves from Senate District 46 to Senate
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1  District 43.  The Burton 1A precinct is

2  moving from Senate District 43 to Senate

3  District 45.  And the Beaufort number three

4  precinct, in downtown Beaufort area is

5  moving form Senate District 45 to Senate

6  District 43.  With these changes, all three

7  impacted districts still maintain a

8  population deviation below five percent.

9     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.  And any

10  questions or comments?

11     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Is Margie happy?

12     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  She is happy, is my

13  understanding.  But I’ll let her speak for

14  herself.

15     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Not long, but

16  just a yes or no, would be fine.

17     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I have consented to

18  it, happy is really relative.

19     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Just yes or no?

20     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I consented to it

21  (inaudible).

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Oh my god, okay

23  fine.

24     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, and so next

25  you want to move to the Midlands?
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1     MR. ROBERTS:  That’s correct.  So, the

2  next amendment -- the next portion of the

3  amendment we have is in the central Savanah

4  River area, as well as the Midlands area.

5  And that's doing to involve Senate District

6  number 3, Senate District number 4, Senate

7  District number 10, Senate District 18,

8  Senate District 23, Senate District 25, and

9  Senate District 40.

10     The first change in this amendment is

11  going to be precinct Anderson 6-1 and

12  Anderson 2-1, those are moving from Senate

13  District 4 to Senate District 3.  In

14  Greenwood County, we have Sparrows Grace

15  Precinct, Shoals Junction Precinct, Hodges,

16  and Glendale moving from District 10 to

17  District 4.  In Saluda, we’ve got the Mason

18  Precinct, as well as the Sergeant’s Precinct

19  moving from District 10 to 25.  In Lexington

20  County, we’ve got River Bluff moving from

21  Senate District 18 to Senate District 10, we

22  also have the Faith Church precinct moving

23  from Senate District 20-- 23, to District

24  10.

25     One of the changes we also have in this
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1  area is going to be Pelion 1, Pelion 2, and

2  Mack-Edisto precinct, moving from Senate

3  District 40 to Senate District 23.  As well

4  as this change, in the Midlands area, we

5  have the Mims and Fairview Precincts in

6  Lexington, moving from Senate-- from Senate

7  District 23 to Senate District 40, we have

8  the Oat Grove precinct in Aiken moving from

9  Senate District 25 to Senate District 40.

10  And we moved the Batesburg Precinct in

11  Lexington to Senate-- from Senate District

12  25 to Senate District 23.  Again, with the -

13  - the changing of the precincts in this, all

14  the impacted districts are below the five

15  percent deviation threshold adopted by the

16  Subcommittee.

17     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Mr. Chairman?  I

18  have --

19     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

20  Columbia?

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- I have one

22  question, this would put Pelion back in

23  Senator Shealey’s district?

24     MR. ROBERTS:  That’s correct.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Thank God.  Thank
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1  you.

2     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Yes.  Okay, any

3  further questions?  Okay, now we’ll move to

4  the Greenville-Spartanburg area.

5     MR. ROBERTS:  The Greenville-

6  Spartanburg change in this amendment is

7  between Senate District 12, with Senator

8  Talley, Senate District 13 which is Senator

9  Martin, E.P. Todd Elementary would move from

10  District 12 to District 13, and the Circle

11  Creek precinct would move from District 13

12  to District 12.  With this population

13  change, both districts still maintain a

14  population deviation below five percent.

15     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Any questions or

16  comments?  Thank you.  And now we’ll move to

17  Sumter County.

18     MR. ROBERTS:  For this change in this

19  amendment, this impacts District 35, which

20  is Senator McElveen, and Senate District 36,

21  which is Senator Kevin Johnson.  We’re

22  moving to Cherryville Precinct and Saint

23  Paul Precincts from District 36 to District

24  35.  And we’re moving Morris College,

25  Hampton Park, and Oswego from 35 to 36.
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1  With this population change, both districts

2  maintain a population within that five

3  percent deviation threshold.

4     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Just one question.

5     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

6  Colleton?

7     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Just as before,

8  you’ve already consulted with both Senators

9  Johnson and McElveen, and they’ve both

10  consented to this change?

11     MR. ROBERTS:  Yes, they have.

12     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Thank you.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, so are those

14  all-- any other -- any other aspects of this

15  amendment that needed to be explained?

16     MR. ROBERTS:  That-- that's all I have.

17     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.  Are there any

18  comments or questions?

19     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I would --

20     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  From members?  The

21  Senator from Colleton?

22     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- I don’t think we

23  have any questions, we’ve been -- we have

24  been discussing this for some -- these

25  changes for quite some time.  I would move
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1  adoption of amendment number one to -- one

2  the areas that have been discussed.

3     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.

4     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  That would be

5  Beaufort, C-S-R-A Midlands, and Greenville-

6  Spartanburg, as well as Sumter County.

7     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, we have a --

8  we have a motion, do we have a second?

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I have a --

10  second, and I have a question.

11     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Second from Senator

12  from Columbia, and a question.

13     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I want to make

14  sure that Senator Hutto has reviewed these

15  and signed off?  Consented?

16     SENATOR SABB:  (Inaudible) consented to

17  it (inaudible) intentions?

18     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible) he

19  (inaudible) just do the (inaudible). He

20  picks up two or three (inaudible). So, let’s

21  just say the intention (inaudible).

22     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I just texted

23  him.  Let me just (inaudible). Hold on, one

24  second.  He’s calling --

25     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible).
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- he’s calling

2  right now, hold on.  If you give me two

3  seconds.

4     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  We’ll stand at ease.

5     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Hold on, one

6  second.  Andy, tell him what we’re doing.

7     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible) --

8     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Oh.

9     MR. FIFFICK:  -- (inaudible).

10     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Hold on, hold on.

11     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible).

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Can you hear him?

13     MR. FIFFICK:  I can.

14     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, good.

15     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible). He’s

16  calling.

17     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Yeah, call him.

18  He’s going to call him right now.  You got a

19  cell phone?

20     MR. FIFFICK:  (Inaudible).

21     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  (Inaudible) yeah,

22  he’s calling.

23     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Did you have your

24  questions answered?

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  It’s being
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1  answered right now.

2     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, we --

3     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I'm just talking

4  to Senator Hutto.  (Inaudible) --

5     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay, we’ll remain

6  at ease.

7     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  You got him?

8     MR. FIFFICK:  It just says,

9  (inaudible).

10     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  I don’t have a

11  problem with amending my motion subject to

12  the approval of Senator Hutto.

13     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Fine, second.

14     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.  So, we have a

15  motion up-- reserving all rights to ask for

16  this to be changed at full committee.  We

17  have a motion for adoption of amendment

18  number one to the Senate Redistricting Plan.

19  And we have a second?

20     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Second.

21     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Any discussion?

22  Being no discussion, we’ll move immediately

23  to a vote.  All in favor indicate by saying,

24  “aye.”

25     ALL:  Aye.
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1     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Opposed?

2     SENATOR YOUNG:  Aye.

3     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Oh, that scared me.

4     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  That's -- Senator

5  Young voted aye as well?

6     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 5:  (Inaudible).

7     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Opposed?  None being

8  opposed, that's a unanimous vote.  Okay, and

9  next we will have a -- we -- other business

10  in the future, this is a future process.  We

11  will have a subsequent subcommittee meeting

12  to review the proposed congressional plans.

13  Of course, again, this was the staff’s

14  proposed plans for any meaningful input from

15  the members of the committee, or the senate.

16  And send forth a recommendation to the full

17  Judiciary Committee, but we will have a

18  subsequent subcommittee meeting on that, the

19  congressional plan.

20     At the full judiciary committee

21  meeting, we’ll adopt the proposals for the

22  State Senate, and the Congressional Plan, if

23  it is out of Subcommittee at that time, for

24  a report to the full Senate.

25     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Mr. Chairman?
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1  Could I ask a question (inaudible)?

2     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

3  Columbia?

4     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  So, as I

5  understand it, we’re coming back full -- the

6  Senate’s coming back next Monday, am I

7  correct about that?

8     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  That’s correct.

9     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  To take up these

10  plans?

11     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  That is correct.

12     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Do you have any

13  idea as to when we would be having an

14  additional Subcommittee meeting, or a full

15  committee meeting?

16     MS. BENSON:  Mr. Chairman, I’ve heard -

17  - Mr. Chairman?

18     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Staff has heard

19  Friday, is that right perhaps?

20     MS. BENSON:  Or -- or Thursday, yes.

21     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Thursday or Friday

22  of these week, perhaps.

23     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  I would only ask

24  that --

25     MS. BENSON:  Oh, Jesus.
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1     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  -- and not that

2  I'm in any hurry, but that we know as soon

3  as possible, because if -- and if in fact,

4  staff is going to amend what we just heard

5  about the Congressional Plan, I would like

6  to see it before Thursday or Friday, before

7  we’re asked to vote on it.  Does that make

8  sense?

9     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  That makes sense.

10     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Just a --

11     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Thank you.

12     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  And we will relay

13  that to the Chairman, who will be calling

14  the shots actually on that, not me.

15     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Well, I just -- I

16  just think that we have -- not that we were

17  short time -- when we got this proposed plan

18  in the middle of the Thanksgiving holiday,

19  put a crimp on our ability to really do any

20  real analysis on it.  Although, what I saw I

21  didn’t like.  I'm sure the staff will have

22  some modifications to it before we see it

23  next time, and we’re going to need some time

24  to digest those.

25     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Okay.  We’ll relay
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1  that to the Chairman; the staff has heard

2  that loud and clear.

3     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 6: (Inaudible).

4     SENATOR HARPOOTILAN:  Okay, alright.

5     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. --

6     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  The Senator from

7  Colleton?

8     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Mr. Acting Chair,

9  thank you.  Just a quick question for -- to

10  further elaborate on our planning.  I know

11  that we have to be in session on Monday --

12  is it Monday?  Yes.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Correct.

14     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  So, before this can

15  be presented on the floor -- and I

16  understand we’ve got to get this done

17  because the calendar is rolling -- then when

18  do I -- I know this committee -- this

19  subcommittee -- is planning to meet sometime

20  this week.  When will the general Judiciary

21  Committee -- when is it proposed that that

22  committee will meet?  Because I don’t

23  imagine it can go to the floor until the

24  Judiciary -- full Judiciary meets.

25     MS. BENSON:  (Inaudible).
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1     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Because quite a few

2  of us, there’s NBCSL in Col-- in Atlanta

3  this week, quite a few of us have been

4  approved by the Senate and the House to go

5  to that.  And I'm just trying to make sure

6  we get it scheduled.

7     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Well, it’s my

8  understanding that the full committee maybe

9  --

10     MS. BENSON:  Out?

11     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  -- I'm going -- I'm

12  going to let Ms. Benson address that,

13  because she’s had discussions with the

14  Chairman.

15     MS. BENSON:  Mr. Chairman, as I

16  understand, the consideration is that the

17  full committee may meet on the same day that

18  the subcommittee --

19     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Sort of like they

20  did --

21     MS. BENSON:  -- meets --

22     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- in the House?

23     MS. BENSON:  Yes.

24     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Okay.

25     MS. BENSON:  And the dates I have heard
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1  spoken about were Thursday and Friday.  I

2  suppose Monday is a possibility.

3     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  We go into session

4  at what time on Monday?

5     UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER 7:  One o’clock.

6  One (inaudible).

7     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  And the House --

8     MS. BENSON:  One --

9     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  -- is in session

10  tomorrow?

11     MS. BENSON:  Yes.

12     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Okay, thank you.

13     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  And again, I would

14  remind all committee members that, you know,

15  we -- this is --

16     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  We got to do it.

17     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  Yeah, we need to do

18  it, we need to get it done.  We also got the

19  census data like five months late too, which

20  --

21     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  Right.

22     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  -- put us behind on

23  the ti-- as far as the time schedule.  So,

24  that's one factor that's contributing to

25  this -- to this somewhat compressed --
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1     SENATOR MATTHEWS:  (Inaudible).

2     CHAIRMAN CAMPSEN:  -- schedule.  Okay,

3  any other comments or questions?  If there

4  be none, we’ll stand adjourned.  Thank you

5  for your participation.

6     AUTOMATED SPEAKER:  Goodbye.

7         (End of recording.)
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1
2 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA
3 COLUMBIA DIVISION

-------------------------------------x
4 THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE

CONFERENCE OF THE NAACP
5

                and
6

TAIWAN SCOTT, ON BEHALF OF HIMSELF       Case No.
7 AND ALL OTHER SIMILARLY SITUATED         3:21-CV-03302

PERSONS,                                 JMC-TJH-RMG
8

                       Plaintiffs,
9

                Vs.
10

THOMAS C. ALEXANDER, IN HIS OFFICIAL
11 CAPACITY AS PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE;

LUKE A. RANKIN, IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY
12 AS CHAIRMAN OF THE SENATE JUDICIARY

COMMITTEE; MURRELL SMITH, IN HIS OFFICIAL
13 CAPACITY AS SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES; CHRIS MURPHY, IN HIS
14 OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JUDICIARY
15 COMMITTEE; WALLACE H. JORDAN, IN HIS

OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE
16 OF REPRESENTATIVES ELECTIONS LAW

SUBCOMMITTEE; HOWARD KNAPP, IN HIS
17 OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS INTERIM EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE
18 ELECTION COMMISSION; JOHN WELLS, JOANNE

DAY, CLIFFORD J. EDLER, LINDA MCCALL,
19 AND SCOTT MOSELEY, IN THEIR OFFICIAL

CAPACITIES AS MEMBERS OF THE SOUTH
20 CAROLINA STATE ELECTION COMMISSION,
21                           Defendants.

----------------------------------------x
22

   STENOGRAPHIC REMOTE VIRTUAL DEPOSITION
23                CHARLES TERRENI

          Tuesday, August 16, 2022
24
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1                    TERRENI
2         Q.   Mr. Terreni, I'd like to
3     get a little more clarity on your
4     role in the redistricting process.
5     Did you draw any redistricting maps?
6         A.   No.
7         Q.   Did you draw any
8     redistricting lines?
9         A.   No.

10         Q.   Did you dictate the drawing
11     of any maps or lines?
12         A.   No.
13         Q.   So today if you testified
14     that "we" drew a plan, did you
15     meaning to include yourself in the
16     "we" who drew the plan?
17         A.   Not in the sense of drawing
18     it.  And if I said that, I was being
19     inartful and I appreciate you
20     pointing it out, Mr. Gore.
21         Q.   So what did you mean by
22     that?
23         A.   What I meant was the Senate
24     redistricting staff and specifically
25     the members -- and the members of

Page 399
1                    TERRENI
2     the Senate drew a plan.  Some
3     members of the Senate came in and
4     said I want to see this or that done
5     and I would like that include in the
6     amendment and ultimately -- well,
7     ultimately it's the senator and
8     Senate that draws the plan, it's not
9     staff, but the staff can certainly

10     go through the mechanics of it, the
11     staff drew a staff plan.
12           Did I draw it specifically,
13     no.  Was I present while it was
14     being drawn, yes.  Did I facilitate
15     the process, yes.  Did I dictate
16     where a line went or not, no.  Did I
17     convey some institutional knowledge
18     about the preferences of different
19     members or the congressional
20     delegation, yes.
21         Q.   Who is the decision-maker
22     as to which plan would be enacted?
23         A.   The Senate.
24         Q.   Mr. Terreni, can you open
25     tab 1, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7?

Page 400
1                    TERRENI
2         A.   Yes, sir.
3         Q.   This is the 2021 policy for
4     public plan submissions.  Do you
5     recall discussing this with Ms. Aden
6     today?
7         A.   I do.
8         Q.   Paragraph 2 of this
9     document, the first sentence of that

10     paragraph reads:  "The redistricting
11     subcommittee will designate a time
12     period during which it will accept
13     redistricting plans for review and
14     consideration."
15           Did I read that correctly?
16         A.   You did.
17         Q.   Did the subcommittee
18     designate a time period for
19     accepting plan submissions?
20         A.   It did.
21         Q.   Were any of the plans
22     emailed by the National Republican
23     Redistricting Trust provided before
24     that deadline?
25         A.   No.

Page 401
1                    TERRENI
2         Q.   Is that the reason why
3     those plans were not posted on the
4     website?
5         A.   Yes.  I mean that's --
6     yeah.  I mean they were sent to us
7     at the last minute, we looked at
8     them.  There wasn't a subcommittee
9     hearing for anybody to comment on.

10     We didn't use them, we didn't
11     consider them and so we didn't post
12     them.  I'm not sure a lot of thought
13     was given it to, Mr. Gore.
14         Q.   Let me point your attention
15     to paragraph I-B.  And the first
16     part of I-B reads:  "All plans
17     submitted to and accepted by the
18     redistricting subcommittee will be
19     made part of the public record and
20     will be made available in the same
21     manner as other redistricting
22     subcommittee public records."
23           Did I read that correctly?
24         A.   You did.
25         Q.   Were the National
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1                    TERRENI
2     Republican Redistricting Trust plans
3     ever accepted by the redistricting
4     subcommittee within the meaning of
5     this document?
6         A.   No, sir.
7         Q.   Why not?
8         A.   Because they were never
9     accepted and brought before the

10     subcommittee for public testimony
11     and for questions by the members of
12     the subcommittee.  They were not
13     presented to the subcommittee.
14         Q.   Do you know whether any
15     member of the subcommittee or any
16     member of the Senate ever saw those
17     plans?
18         A.   Before or after the
19     subcommittee?
20         Q.   Either.
21         A.   Before no.  Afterwards upon
22     request I believe Senator
23     Harpootlian saw them.  I don't
24     believe anybody else wanted to see
25     them.

Page 403
1                    TERRENI
2         Q.   Did it violate any Senate
3     redistricting subcommittee policy or
4     this document for you and others to
5     look at the National Republican
6     Redistricting Trust plans?
7         A.   No, sir.
8         Q.   Mr. Terreni, can you turn
9     to tab 45, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 11?

10         A.   Yes, sir.
11         Q.   Is this the subpoena that
12     was served on you in this case?
13         A.   Yes.
14         Q.   And do you recall earlier
15     today discussing with Ms. Aden some
16     handwritten notes you took of public
17     hearings in 2021?
18         A.   Yes, sir.
19         Q.   Can you scroll down to page
20     11 of this exhibit?
21         A.   Yes, sir.
22         Q.   This is Request For
23     Production No. 1 towards the bottom
24     of the page.  Calls for "all
25     documents you provided to

Page 404
1                    TERRENI
2     defendants, committee members or the
3     South Carolina General Assembly or
4     communications between you and
5     defendants committee members or the
6     South Carolina General Assembly."
7           Did you ever provide your
8     handwritten documents to defendants,
9     committee members or the South

10     Carolina General Assembly?
11         A.   No, sir.
12         Q.   Were your handwritten notes
13     communications between you and
14     defendants, committee members or the
15     South Carolina General Assembly?
16         A.   No.
17         Q.   Would you scroll down to
18     the next page, page 12 of the
19     document, page 15 of the pdf.
20         A.   Yes, sir.
21         Q.   Request For Production 2
22     calls for "all correspondence and
23     documents you received from Mr. Adam
24     Kincaid, the National Republican
25     Redistricting Trust, Fair Alliance

Page 405
1                    TERRENI
2     America, Magellan Consulting or
3     anyone else."
4           Were your handwritten notes --
5     did I read that correctly?
6         A.   Yes, sir.
7         Q.   Were your handwritten
8     notes, correspondence or documents
9     you received from Mr. Kincaid, the

10     National Republican Redistricting
11     Trust, Fair Alliance America,
12     Magellan Consulting or anyone else?
13         A.   No, sir.
14         Q.   Scroll down to Request For
15     Production No. 3.  This one asks
16     again for "all documents you
17     provided to or received from
18     defendants, committee members or the
19     South Carolina General Assembly and
20     communications between you and
21     defendants, committee members or the
22     South Carolina General Assembly
23     relating to the following hearings."
24           Did I read that correctly?
25         A.   You did.
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1          A.   Yes.
2          Q.   And who gave you that instruction?
3          A.   That would have been a request by
4   Congressman Clyburn.
5          Q.   Sorry.  I think the...
6               (Off-the-record conference to address a
7   technical issue)
8   BY MR. CUSICK:
9          Q.   Unfortunately, I'll have to repeat this

10   question just to make sure we're on the same page
11   for setting these other ones up.
12               We were talking about what you said, an
13   instruction from Representative Clyburn.  Do you
14   recall that?
15          A.   That's cor- -- yes.
16          Q.   And could you repeat the instruction
17   that you said you were given?
18          A.   They were looking for a minimal-change
19   plan.
20          Q.   You said, least-change plan?
21          A.   Minimal-change plan, yes.
22          Q.   Minimal-change plan.
23               Was that specific to Congressional
24   District Six or for all congressional districts?
25          A.   I'm not really sure.
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1          Q.   You didn't ask any questions to follow
2   up?
3          A.   No.  They had brought us a map of what
4   they proposed as far as the district, and from what
5   we could tell looking at the map, it was a
6   minimal-change district just for the sixth
7   congressional district, or for Senator --
8   Congressman Clyburn's district.
9          Q.   And just so the record's clear, you

10   said when you looked, it looked like a
11   minimal-change plan.  Did they actually ever say it
12   was a minimal-change plan?
13          A.   Yes.  Yes, they -- that's what they
14   requested.
15          Q.   And was this specific to just
16   Congressional District Six, the map that you were
17   shown?
18          A.   It was of just Congressional District
19   Six.  That's correct.
20          Q.   So was the instruction by -- that you
21   understood for minimal change just related to
22   Congressional District Six?
23          A.   Yes, as well as the seventh
24   congressional district, which we were told, don't
25   mess with the seventh congressional district.
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1          Q.   Got it.
2               Was the map that they provided ever
3   publically posted?
4          A.   No, it was not.
5          Q.   Did you share it with any members of
6   the redistricting subcommittee?
7          A.   I don't recall.
8          Q.   Do you know who would recall?
9          A.   Possibly Andy or Charlie.

10          Q.   Why wouldn't you post a map that was
11   proposed online to the portal?
12          A.   It was not submitted through the
13   portal, and it was an eight-and-a-half-by-eleven
14   printed sheet of paper.
15          Q.   Would it have been possible to ask for
16   a map to upload publicly?
17          A.   Possibly.
18          Q.   So were maps that were only submitted
19   through the portal publicly uploaded?
20          A.   I'd have to go back and look and see
21   what's up on the web now.  I can't recall.
22          Q.   Could it have been scanned and
23   uploaded?
24          A.   That's possible, yes.
25          Q.   Do you think it would have been
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1   appropriate for members of the public to understand
2   a map that was proposed by a congressman?
3          A.   Was not my call to make.
4          Q.   Whose call was it to make?
5          A.   Either Andy or Charlie.
6          Q.   Who made the call?
7          A.   I don't recall.
8          Q.   Based on your experience in drawing
9   maps, do you think it's helpful to share plans that

10   might be being considered as you're drawing maps
11   with members of the public?
12          A.   Yes.
13          Q.   What are the benefits of that?
14          A.   Provide -- get public input back on --
15   and feedback back on the map.
16          Q.   Did you ever share with any members of
17   the public that you were instructed to draw a
18   minimal change for Congressional District Six?
19          A.   Yes.  I believe it was in public
20   testimony when we rolled out the senate staff plan.
21          Q.   That you were instructed by
22   Representative Clyburn's office to draw a
23   minimal-change map for CD Six?
24          A.   I don't think we -- I did not state
25   that it was from Congressman Clyburn to draw a
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